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Abstract

In the virtual world, changing properties of objects such as their color, size or shape is one of the main means of communication. Objects are hidden or revealed when needed, or undergo changes in color or size to communicate importance. Users are in full control over how the virtual world looks and behaves. With augmented reality, virtual content is overlaid over the physical world to display information. Virtual reality enables users to completely dive into artificial environments. In the physical world, however, these features are not readily available. In this dissertation, we investigate how the dynamics of the virtual world can be brought into the real world. We are interested in modifying the optical properties of physical objects and devices to foster interaction and make the physical world more dynamic.

To achieve this, we propose the concept of optically dynamic interfaces. Those interfaces change their appearance dynamically either through embedded capabilities or external augmentation. We describe the model of optically dynamic interfaces with three interconnected levels: dynamic objects, augmented objects and augmented surroundings. Dynamic objects are devices that integrate the capabilities to undergo visual changes. Augmented objects exhibit optically dynamic behavior through external augmentation. With augmented surroundings, objects that are unsuited for external augmentation due to their surface properties gain the ability to change their appearance. We present implementations of each of the levels and characterize their design spaces to gain insights into capabilities and limitations. Finally, we connect optically dynamic interfaces back to the virtual world with a new type of mixed reality, termed Remixed Reality.
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## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Two-dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5D</td>
<td>Two and a half dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Three-dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternating current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Augmented reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSCW</td>
<td>Computer-supported cooperative work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLP</td>
<td>Digital light processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFC</td>
<td>Flat flexible cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphics processing unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCI</td>
<td>Human–computer interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>Head-mounted display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>Iterative closest point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>Indium tin oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLED</td>
<td>Organic light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Liquid crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD</td>
<td>Liquid crystal display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDF</td>
<td>Mechanical distance field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDLC</td>
<td>Polymer-dispersed liquid crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracs</td>
<td>TRAnsparency Controlled Screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLT</td>
<td>Visible light transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Universal serial bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAC</td>
<td>Volts alternating current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDC</td>
<td>Volts direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Virtual reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIMP</td>
<td>&quot;Window, icon, menu, pointer&quot; paradigm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Virtual objects, interfaces and environments are naturally dynamic and were created to adapt and fulfill users’ needs. On desktop computers, for example, windows are resized based on the user’s current task, and notifications are hidden or revealed on-time to allow users to react when needed. Software helps users navigate this virtual space and allows them to create and modify nearly arbitrary contents, from 2D photos and illustrations to complex 3D models.

Similarly, in augmented reality (AR), digital content is overlaid over the physical world to enrich it with contextual information. Finally, in purely virtual environments, typically referred to as virtual reality (VR), everything—including user representation and every object—affords dynamic appearance, since changes within this world can be performed seamlessly and mostly effortlessly.
Bringing the same dynamic properties to the physical world, however, is challenging. We are mostly surrounded by static objects, or interfaces that communicate solely through displays, i.e., windows into the virtual world. Consequently, changing the physical world, e.g., changing the size of an object, its shape, color or transparency is no easy undertaking. Furthermore, these changes cannot be performed computationally because normally there exists no connection between the physical objects and the digital world. In this dissertation, I explore and develop techniques to bridge the gap between the virtual and physical world, from equipping traditional WIMP devices such as displays with novel capabilities to dynamically altering the appearance of existing, previously static, physical objects.

Research in human–computer interaction (HCI) and computer graphics has acknowledged and explored the potential advantages of bringing virtual and physical objects closer together, from in-situ augmentation with spatial augmented reality (e.g., [84, 147]) to shape-changing interfaces (e.g., [77]). The contexts and means of modification and augmentation between those works differ, ranging from projecting onto objects to embedding actuators into physical objects.

I argue, however, that they share the common goal of changing the appearance of physical objects to bridge the virtual and physical world. The goal of my research is to provide implementations and a general framework to achieve this for a wide range of objects and situations. To accomplish this, I explored various techniques to make physical objects dynamic, i.e., giving them dynamic appearance.

I argue that the challenge to bridge the virtual and physical world can be approached from two different directions, from physical to virtual or from virtual to physical. In the former, physical objects are equipped with digital capabilities. Physical objects gain the ability to change their appearance (i.e., become more virtual) by building them from optically dynamic material or through external augmentation. I categorized these techniques into the three levels of optically dynamic interfaces: dynamic objects, augmented objects, and augmented surroundings. This dissertation develops this model of optically dynamic interfaces as well as instantiations of each level. I create dynamic objects by building them from optically dynamic material, specifically material with controllable
transparency. This allows changing various properties of objects such as their perceived shape or size purely optically without any mechanically moving parts. As an instantiation of augmented objects, I enrich physically dynamic interfaces (i.e. devices that change their shape mechanically) with projection to extend their space of possible appearances. I then turn to existing static physical objects with surface properties that typically prohibit augmentation through projection, e.g. very reflective or transparent objects. To overcome this challenge, I create the concept of augmented surroundings where objects are visually altered by changing their surrounding space, thus omitting having to augment them directly.

The second direction is to go from virtual to physical. Given a purely virtual environment, I infuse properties of the physical world. This involves giving users the ability to see their physical environment as virtual representation as well as reintroducing tactile sensations into virtual reality. I call this approach Remixed Reality. I present an implementation that utilizes external cameras and an immersive virtual reality headset. Users see a live representation of their environment that is a reconstruction of the physical world. This allows users to arbitrarily change the environment and prototype interactions and devices that they may wish to re-create using optically dynamic interfaces. This approach can be seen as an extension of the general model on optically dynamic interfaces.

### 1.1 Approach

This dissertation presents four different implementations of optically dynamic interfaces: (1) a transparency-controlled 2D see-through display system (Tracs), (2) transparency-controlled 3D physical interfaces, (3) a system combining shape-changing interfaces with spatial augmented reality, and (4) an approach to change the appearance of existing static objects by adding virtual surroundings. Extending this work, I present Remixed Reality, an approach for prototyping environments that allow performing arbitrary visual changes to the space a user is in. Furthermore, the dissertation contains an initial evaluation of dynamic objects in the context of transparent displays. All these works are framed in the three-level model of optically dynamic interfaces.
The different projects allowed me to extract guidelines for bridging the virtual and the physical world, and gather insights into the specific platforms. Those insights are articulated as design spaces and taxonomies of the capabilities, and challenges, of the individual platforms. The model as well as the individual guidelines inform future research in this area and should serve as starting point for researchers who want to explore the world beyond traditional user interfaces and devices.

1.2 Contributions

In this dissertation, I present novel concepts and methods in terms of hardware and software to make the connection between the virtual world and the physical world more seamless. My main contributions are:

- The concept of optically dynamic interfaces that enables researchers to bridge the virtual and the physical world.

- Four instantiations of optically dynamic interfaces with detailed descriptions on their hardware and software implementation. They provide insights into the capabilities, advantages and challenges of the proposed concept. These exemplary implementations also provide insights into the different types of optically dynamic interfaces and how they can be employed.

- An evaluation of optically dynamic interfaces in the context of transparent displays, which are an instantiation of dynamic objects in the context of this thesis.

- A model for optically dynamic interfaces that allows researchers to categorize and explore ways to bring digital properties to the physical world. The model consists of three levels, dynamic objects, augmented objects and augmented surroundings. The levels aim at covering a large spectrum of concepts and technologies.

- An extension of optically dynamic interfaces blending virtual reality and augmented reality by means of external capture and reconstruction.
1.3 Publications

This dissertation would not exist without my collaborators from TU Berlin and other international institutions. Marc Alexa, as my advisor, played an essential role in this research, as did Jörg Müller and Michael Haller, who advised me before (and continued to after) I joined the Computer Graphics lab at TU Berlin. Robert Walter, Philipp Herholz and many others made this research possible with their knowledge, insights and diverse contributions. This is manifested in their co-authorship in the publications. To reflect this in my dissertation, I will use the plural form “we” to emphasize the collaborative effort. Large parts of the work presented in this thesis are based on the following conference publications:

- Chapter 4 was published and presented as *Tracs: Transparency Control for See-through Displays [107]* at UIST 2014, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. © Owner/Author | ACM 2014. This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in *Proceedings of the 27th Annual ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology, UIST ’14*, https://doi.org/10.1145/2642918.2647350.

- Chapter 5 were published and presented as *Changing the Appearance of Physical Interfaces Through Controlled Transparency [110]* at UIST 2016 in Tokyo, Japan. © Owner/Author | ACM 2016. This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published as in *Proceedings of the Annual ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology, UIST ’16*, https://doi.org/10.1145/2984511.2984556.

- Chapter 6 was presented and published as *Influence of Display Transparency on Background Awareness and Task Performance [109]* at CHI 2016 San Jose, CA, USA. © Owner/Author | ACM 2016. This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in *Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI ’16*, https://doi.org/10.1145/2858036.2858453.
• Chapter 7 was presented and published as *Combining Shape-Changing Interfaces and Spatial Augmented Reality Enables Extended Object Appearance* [108] at CHI 2016 in San Jose, CA, USA. © Owner/Author | ACM 2016. This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in *Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI ’16*, [https://doi.org/10.1145/2858036.2858457](https://doi.org/10.1145/2858036.2858457).

• Chapter 8 was published and presented as *Changing the Appearance of Real-World Objects by Modifying Their Surroundings* [111] at CHI 2017 in Denver, CO, USA. © Owner/Author | ACM 2017. This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in *Proceedings of the 2017 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI ’17*, [https://doi.org/10.1145/3025453.3025795](https://doi.org/10.1145/3025453.3025795).

• Chapter 9 was published and presented as *Remixed Reality: Manipulating Space and Time in Augmented Reality* [106] at CHI 2018 in Montreal, Canada. © Owner/Author | ACM 2018. This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in *Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI ’18*, [https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173703](https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173703).

• An overview of the work presented in this thesis was given at the doctoral symposium at UIST 2017 in Quebec City, Canada. © Owner/Author | ACM 2017. This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in *Adjunct Publication of the 30th Annual ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology, UIST ’17*, [https://doi.org/10.1145/3131785.3131840](https://doi.org/10.1145/3131785.3131840).
Optically dynamic interfaces: a systematic approach

There exists a large body of work from human–computer interaction, computer graphics, and related fields that aims at bridging the gap between the virtual and the physical world. Arguably, starting with Ivan Sutherland’s work on the Sword of Damocles [167], numerous approaches have been developed to make the physical world more dynamic, from augmented reality with projectors and displays, to shape-changing interfaces. Most of these works have been developed with a specific technology in mind or were focusing on one particular aspect of building a bridge between the virtual and the physical world.

In this dissertation, I argue that all of them serve a common goal: to change how the physical world looks and behaves in order to make it more dynamic and bring available properties of the virtual world to the physical world. Optically dynamic interfaces, and their underlying model, look at those approaches to identify a common theme and outline gaps and possibilities.
2.1 Previous conceptual frameworks

Over the past decades, researchers created various conceptual frameworks to group emerging technologies and ideas into unifying frameworks. They serve as guiding vehicles to drive further developments. This section briefly introduces frameworks that are most relevant to this dissertation. For extended reading, I refer readers to surveys by Billinghurst et al. [18] and earlier work by Azuma [7], which provide in-depth discussion on technologies, applications and research directions.

Reality-virtuality continuum

While development on augmented reality and virtual reality had started in the 1960s [167], Milgram and Kishino [123] were among the first to conceptually link the technologies in their seminal work on the Reality-Virtuality (RV) continuum, illustrated in Figure 2.1. Their conceptual framework covers display technologies within a spectrum of Mixed Reality, where the notion of physicality governs the position of a technology on the spectrum. If a technology allows users to see a virtually enriched or extended physical world, it is located closer to the real environment (further left in Figure 2.1). Conversely, if a technology occludes the real world, e.g. through an immersive head-mounted display, it is located closer to virtuality, i.e. further right in Figure 2.1. The spectrum can also be seen with respect to how much of the world is recreated, from completely unmodeled (real world) to completely modeled (virtual environment), as noted by the authors.

Figure 2.1: The Reality-Virtuality continuum introduced by Milgram and Kishino (reproduced from [123].)
Mediated reality

Mann [115, 116] introduced the concept and multiple implementations of Mediated Reality. He focused on perceptual extensions and modifications of the physical world. The notion of mediation stems from the idea that any technology can alter how humans perceive the physical world. As an example, he envisioned giving users superhuman vision by wearing different types of lenses. Like Milgram et al., he sees the mediation with respect to how much of the physical world is presented to users. The relation between the different usages can be seen with respect to how the different types of technologies (e.g. augmented reality, virtual reality) overlap (see Figure 2.2, right) or as a matrix with reality, virtuality and mediality (see Figure 2.2, left). In the former, augmented reality and virtual reality are seen as special cases of mediated reality, whereas the latter specifies how much the physical world is (perceptually) altered.

Augmented reality: Linking real and virtual worlds

Mackay [113] frames the connection between virtual and physical space with respect to sensing technologies. She identified three approaches where augmentation and sensing takes place: at the users, at the physical objects, or in the environment. For example, users wear data gloves to control projection, objects are augmented with sensors for ubiquitous computing [187], or the environment is equipped with microphones to enable speech input.
One reality

Among the more recent examples of conceptual frameworks for augmented reality falls the work of Roo et al. [154] on One Reality. They focus on the transition between different levels of augmentation. On the one hand, users can leverage the physical world with tangible input devices. On the other hand, users can choose to perform actions in virtual reality. They identify various levels between those two extrema, e.g. by augmenting surfaces with projection mapping. The notion of transition is crucial for a seamless and effortless user experience.

Radical atoms

Besides work in the field of visual augmentation, there exists a large body of work on physically dynamic interfaces, or shape-changing interfaces. With their early work on Tangible Bits [76] and Radical Atoms [77], Ishii et al. strive at bringing the virtual and physical world closer together. They focus on equipping devices with actuators such as motors and pneumatics to make them dynamic and allow them to be controlled computationally by users or systems. By moving beyond traditional graphical user interfaces (GUIs), they believe a new type of human–computer interaction will manifest itself that allows for seamless interfaces. To achieve this, Ishii et al. envision advanced materials that allow objects to deform, merge, and split freely, and allow for any kind of input and output [26].

Discussion

All aforementioned models opened way for research in the fields of augmented reality, mixed reality and tangible user interfaces under the common theme of bridging the gap between the digital and the physical world. Milgram et al. [123] focused on displays and general visual output technologies. Their horizontal model allows researchers to identify where specific technologies lie on the spectrum. The model, however, is not concerned with how the virtual and the physical world can be bridged. Mann [115–117] seeks to modulate human visual perception through display technologies. By developing different novel psychophysical phenomena, they wanted to explore how users react to dramatic changes in visual sensation. This helped them to gain insights into how a virtually distorted physical world
might look like and how it would influence users. Their model mostly looks at what I call inside-out approaches, i.e. users are wearing displays to induce changes. They did not investigate outside-in approaches, i.e. changing the physical world through integrated displays or projection, for example. Mackay [113] took a holistic approach creating a model with levels that are conceptually related to my model of optically dynamic interfaces. Her work focused on interaction with objects and equipping users, objects or environments with input and output devices. Conversely, the focus of this dissertation lies on how visual properties can be altered dynamically. Roo et al. [154] looked at the transition between reality and virtuality. They focused on existing technologies and less on how objects can be altered. Ishii et al. [77] aimed at unifying input and output of interactive systems. They are concerned with embedding digital capabilities by means of novel materials and fabrication methods. Radical atoms aims at tangible output to go beyond purely visual output. I argue that in many situations, visual output is sufficient—sometimes even superior—to induce the illusion of completely dynamic physical objects. However, my model is also applicable to physically dynamic interfaces, as shown in Chapter 7. I strongly believe that the concepts are mutually beneficial.

All these models have helped to advance the state of the art. I believe, however, that they do not cover the complete space when aiming at bridging the gap between virtual and physical, and leave several key questions unanswered:

- Which objects can be manipulated?
- How can objects be manipulated?
- Can objects be manipulated without instrumentation of the user?
- Is it necessary to create physically dynamic objects in order to achieve a change in how an object is perceived?

These are the main the questions I seek to answer in this dissertation. Furthermore, I argue that any model that is concerned with this topic should contain interconnected levels. Most types of augmentations are not distinct but can actually build on top of each other. To reflect this, I created the following model for optically dynamic interfaces.
2.2 A model for optically dynamic interfaces

The goal of optically dynamic interfaces is to bring readily available (dynamic) properties of the virtual world to the physical world. Such properties include the ability to change size, visibility, color, or shape. These changes can be performed with a variety of technologies. The type of manipulation that can be achieved is defined by the object that is altered and the technology that is used. Conversely, the combination of desired manipulation and type of object defines the technology. This connection is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Optically dynamic interfaces rely on the interconnection between perceptual manipulation, technology and object (i.e. the manipulation target).

2.2.1 Definition and categorization

Inspired by Azuma’s survey on augmented reality [7], I define optically dynamic interfaces based on the following criteria:

- **Criterion 1.** An optically dynamic interface changes its appearance to manipulate how it is perceived by users with respect to geometric properties such as size or shape and/or surface properties such as texture or transparency.

- **Criterion 2.** An optically dynamic interface exists in the physical world, therefore it is not a purely virtual object.

- **Criterion 3.** The perceptual manipulation that an optically dynamic interface undergoes can happen through embedded capabilities, external augmentation of the object, or manipulation of the environment.

- **Criterion 4.** Optically dynamic interfaces can be either physically static or dynamic, i.e. there exist combinations of optically dynamic interfaces and physically dynamic interfaces.
In order to categorize the technologies and their ability to perform changes, I created a model of optically dynamic interfaces, illustrated in Figure 2.4. The model is composed of three levels: *dynamic objects*, *augmented objects*, and *augmented surroundings*. This dissertation focuses on these three aspects of how to adapt and manipulate physical interfaces to make them optically dynamic. I built several prototypes of such interfaces with dynamic appearance, from transparency-controlled displays to objects that undergo perceptual changes through modifying their surrounding space. The common theme of all these devices is that they exhibit *dynamic appearance*. The levels differ with respect to several aspects such as manufacturing process, suitability for projection, or integrated output capabilities.

Note that augmentation for each level can be achieved with a wide range of technologies. The levels serve as guidelines for where and how augmentation can take place: if an object is intrinsically altered (i.e. dynamic objects), if augmentation happens *directly* on objects (i.e. as visual overlay for augmented objects) or if objects are augmented *indirectly* by changing their surrounding space. In this dissertation, I use material with controllable transparency for dynamic objects, projection for augmented objects, and displays for augmented surroundings. The alterations can be achieved with different technologies, e.g. integrated displays, smart materials, or augmentation through head-mounted displays.

*Figure 2.4:* The different levels of optically dynamic interfaces, i.e. how to create objects and interfaces that exhibit *dynamic appearance*. 
2.2.2 Dynamic objects

I define dynamic objects as interfaces that incorporate the ability to change their (optical) properties by creating them from optically dynamic material, such as the examples in Figure 2.5. They are manufactured with the desired functionality in mind. This gives them the ability to change their transparency or perceived size, for example. Objects can also include displays or, as in the field of shape-changing interfaces, include motors or pneumatic actuators. This means that dynamic objects can also be combined with physically dynamic interfaces. Dynamic objects require no instrumentation of users or the environment. This means, however, that changing an object’s range of possible alterations requires modifying its underlying hardware.

In this dissertation, I manufacture objects from smart materials, i.e. the transparency-controlled physical interfaces introduced in Chapter 5 or the transparency-controlled see-through display system from Chapter 4.
2.2.3 Augmented objects

I define augmented objects as interfaces that are visually altered through external augmentation. They do not include any ability to undergo visual manipulations, thus rely on technologies such as projection. This enables changing the color or decreasing the size of existing physical objects, for example. Typical examples include work from the field of spatial augmented reality (e.g. [8, 16, 83, 84, 108, 147]). In contrast to dynamic objects, the range of possible manipulations is not defined by integrated materials. This makes augmented objects very flexible and enables a broad range of manipulations that can be varied over time. The range, however, is constrained by the properties of objects such as geometry, transparency or reflectivity. Objects with diffuse surfaces can easily be augmented due to the capabilities of current projectors. Transparent or very reflective and dark objects on the other hand pose significant challenges. Furthermore, since augmented objects are usually altered by projecting light onto them, any augmentation is constrained by the physical bounds of the object since current projection technologies cannot easily display high-fidelity visual content in mid-air.

In this dissertation, I explore augmented objects in the context of physically dynamic interfaces, detailed in Chapter 7, shown in Figure 2.6. While a large body of work exists that augments static objects, I am interested if already dynamic objects can benefit from augmentation.
Figure 2.7: Examples of augmented surroundings. By changing the surrounding space, the objects are visually altered. The cup, glass, book and the cube are physical objects that are placed on a display. They undergo perceptual changes with respect to their contour, color and size, respectively. Note that also the shadow is rendered to increase realism.

2.2.4 Augmented surroundings

I define augment surroundings as the concept of performing visual alterations without modifying the target objects themselves, i.e. they are altered indirectly. Similar to augmented objects, augmented surroundings do not rely on integrated capabilities to alter an object’s appearance. In contrast to augmented objects, however, augmented surroundings do not require any projection onto target objects directly. Instead, the environment that surrounds objects is equipped with displays (e.g. objects are placed on a display) or is visually altered through projection. By displaying graphics that are edge-aligned with a target object, for example, users can perceive a range of changes such as increase in size, change in contour, or change in color, shown in Figure 2.7. Augmented surroundings are very suitable for objects with surface properties that are challenging to augment with projectors, e.g. transparent or highly reflective objects.

This dissertation presents the first work that utilizes this approach to change properties such as color and size of a unmodified target object by placing it on a display, as detailed in Chapter 8.
2.2.5 Discussion

The three levels of optically dynamic interfaces enable researchers to explore ways to integrate digital properties and capabilities into the physical world as well as categorize prior work. In the next chapter, I discuss existing related work from various fields with respect to this proposed model.

It is noteworthy that an interface does not necessarily need to fall into one distinct category. Dynamic objects can be enriched with external augmentation if the built-in functionality is not sufficient to cover a desired scenario, i.e. an object can be dynamic and augmented at the same time. Similarly, objects can be directly and indirectly enriched, i.e. they are augmented objects within augmented surroundings.

Technologies such as displays, projectors or smart materials can be used as enablers for all levels. This means that the levels are not tailored to one particular technology. Projection can be used to create augmented objects as well as to create augmented surroundings. Chapter 7 introduces an approach where I create augmented objects with projection. The same technology is used for an extension of augmented objects where also the surrounding space is altered to hide an object. Furthermore, interfaces can transition from one level to another. An augmented tablet is introduced in Chapter 7. By replacing the external augmentation with internal displays, the tablet essentially becomes a dynamic object. This emphasizes that the transition between the three levels can be fluid, which arguably makes the model more universal than existing frameworks.
This chapter introduces related work that is most relevant to the general topic of this dissertation, as well as to the individual technologies and concepts. We discuss the work with respect to the previously introduced model of optically dynamic interfaces with its three levels: dynamic objects, augmented objects, and augmented surroundings.

3.1 Dynamic objects

Dynamic objects have the embedded ability to change their appearance, e.g. by building them from smart materials. Therefore, they can change properties like their transparency, color or texture, which in turn leads to changes in how they are perceived by users. We take work on general physical interfaces into account, as well as work on optically dynamic WIMP interfaces, specifically transparent dis-
plays, which is relevant to the transparency-controlled see-through display system introduced in Chapter 4. We furthermore discuss relevant related work from the field of shape-changing interfaces, which share properties with optically dynamic interfaces, although they are built with dynamic haptics in mind.

There exists only a sparse set of works that focus on changing the appearance of objects by embedding optically dynamic components. Most of these works focus on reproducing complex surface properties by means of fabrication. Alexa and Matusik [2] fabricate objects with different microstructures that yield appearance changes under different viewing angles. Schüller et al. [157] create viewport-dependent bas-reliefs. Furthermore, there is a large body of work on controlled surface reflectance (bidirectional reflectance distribution function, BRDF, e.g. [43, 71, 118]). This allows creating objects with dynamic surface properties. In contrast to work on changing the reflectance functions on objects, Olberding et al. [134] create PrintScreen, which is used for augmenting objects with printed displays. While the work focuses on producing objects that communicate with users through graphics like conventional displays, their approach could be used to create objects with dynamic appearance by wrapping an object with PrintScreen to change the color of the whole object, for example. The PrintScreen technology is based on electroluminescent material, which has also been employed for interactive paper (e.g. [47, 92]) and on-skin interfaces (e.g. [186]). With printed optics, Willis et al. [190] integrated optical elements in their fabricated objects through 3D printing which, among other things, allow to dynamically change the appearance of object.

We introduce an approach to alter the appearance of objects by building them from material with controllable transparency. None of the above approaches is able to render an object transparent. Simulating transparent surfaces with projection mapping requires techniques such as projecting a video of the environment onto the object. This would then fall in the category of augmented objects. Even then, though, image quality (e.g. contrast, latency) would potentially be too low for creating a high quality illusion of transparency. Our approach does not require any instrumentation or tracking, since it allows altering an object’s transparency independent of viewing position, and without any knowledge of the background.
3.1.1 Physically dynamic interfaces

Besides altering objects through optical manipulation, there exists a broad body of work on physically dynamic interfaces, usually referred to as shape-changing interfaces [77, 148], organic user interfaces [69, 183] or actuated user interfaces [143]. They are designed and created to alter their physical shape for fulfilling a variety of aims, such as extended functionality (e.g. communication [70], dynamic affordances [45]), hedonic aims (e.g. aesthetics [195]), conveying emotions (e.g. Thrifty Faucet [175]), or for exploration (cf. [77, 148]) and data physicalization (e.g. [82]). We briefly review the most important concepts and technologies in this field. For a broader review we refer readers to the surveys by Rasmussen et al. [148], Coelho et al. [33], and Sturdee and Alexander [166], which provide taxonomies of shape-changing interfaces and discuss different types of change, interactions, and goals.

Different strategies and technologies are used to integrate computational capabilities into everyday objects. Shape displays, as a prominent example of shape-changing interfaces, are used as input and output devices, e.g. for remote collaboration and telepresence (e.g. [45, 100, 142]). They are created with a multitude of individual (mostly linear) actuators, for example Relief [99], InFORM [45] or Transform [78]. Alternatively, shape displays have been implemented with technologies such as shape-memory alloys [142]. While these displays enable rendering dynamic material properties [132], for example, their resolution and speed are limited by physical constraints such as speed and density of the actuators.

Other shape-changing interfaces based on technologies such as pneumatics, particle jamming or shape-memory alloys exist. In contrast to the linear actuators of shape-displays, these technologies are more suited for making general objects dynamic since their shape can oftentimes be designed freely. With PneUI [195], the shape of general objects is altered with pneumatics to achieve functional (e.g. game controller) or hedonic aims (e.g. shape-changing lamp). Olberding et al. [135] created shape-changing devices with printed electronics through folding. BioLogic [196] uses natto cells, which can be described as a naturally occurring shape-memory alloys, to create dynamic wearable devices.
Roudaut et al. [155] quantify the resolution of shape-changing interfaces based on non-rational uniform basis splines (NURBS). As discussed by Rasmussen et al. [148] and Roudaut et al. [155], most research focused on topologically equivalent changes of shape, such as change in volume (e.g. [70]), or texture (e.g. [100, 195]). Other, non-topologically equivalent changes (e.g. adding holes to a surface) are less explored, arguably because they are hard to achieve with current technology (cf. [155]). Coelho et al. [32], as an example, changed the permeability of a surface for architectural purposes.

In this dissertation, we provide two different takes on shape-changing interfaces. In Chapter 5, we create interfaces that change their perceived shape purely optically, without any mechanically moving parts. This allows us to overcome limitations such as actuation speed and create interfaces that perform changes in permeability. Our work essentially creates the illusion of altering an object’s shape. This makes our approach suitable e.g. for distant interaction and complementary to existing work on shape-changing interfaces. In Chapter 7, we propose an approach combining physical and optical changes. We enrich shape-changing interfaces with spatial augmented reality for extending the space of appearances of actuated interfaces. This work also aims at creating interfaces that can dynamically alter their appearance.

### 3.1.2 Optically dynamic WIMP interfaces

In this dissertation, we are concerned with the creation of general objects that exhibit dynamic optic behavior as well as how to apply those properties to traditional WIMP interfaces. Specifically, we introduce a novel type of transparency-controlled display. In the following, we review relevant related work from research on transparent displays as well as the transparent and transparency-controlled WIMP interfaces in general.

**Transparent displays**

Transparent displays, i.e. displays where users can see through to look at the environment or other users behind the displays, are generally implemented as video see-through displays or optical see-through displays. They have been identified
as one way in co-located collaboration to overcome challenges with mutual gaze, specifically they allow users to perform an on-screen tasks while simultaneously retaining gaze awareness (cf. [75]). This way of face-to-face communication has been exploited by Tang and Minnemann with VideoDraw [173] and VideoWhiteboard [172] as well as by Ishii and Kobayashi with Clearboard-1 [75]. They emphasized the importance of integrating content directly into the communication channel to allow users to switch focus and task smoothly, which was enabled by using video see-through technology. Hirakawa et al. [68] used a see-through display as collaborative work environment in combination with augmented reality. Ohwal et al. [136, 137] used an interactive dual-sided FogScreen for multi-user face-to-face collaboration, giving users the ability to collaborate closely while being able to see and interact with screen content. With MUSTARD [88] and PiVOT [87], Karnik et al. explored the possibility to target contents at specific users, giving them the ability to see contents collaboratively or exclusively. HoloDesk [67] and SpaceTop [98] use an optical see-through display for 2D and 3D spatial interactions behind the display. In Transwall, Heo et al. [64] display equal content on both sides of a transparent display for facilitating interpersonal communication, mostly through gaming. A similar setup has later been used by Kim et al. [91] for simple collaborative tasks such as drawing. Li et al. [103, 104] used a dual-sided projected transparent display for collaborative work. They discuss the affordances and possibility of such setups, with enhancements in workspace awareness being fundamental advantages of transparent displays.

While transparent displays offer advantages in terms of gaze awareness, challenges of distraction and visual rivalry arise. Insights from research on interface transparency (e.g. [11, 57, 61]) show decreased performance of task execution (e.g. selection or menu interaction) with transparent user interfaces. For transparent displays, Laramee and Ware [96] showed that visual rivalry between screen content and background leads to decreased performance and readability.

In this dissertation, we make two main contributions to the area of transparent displays. We first contribute Tracs, a two-sided display system with locally controllable transparency. Secondly, we perform a controlled experiment showing that transparent displays offer comparable performance to horizontal displays for
a dual-task scenario while outperforming conventional displays, even when the conventional displays are rotated and moved to provide users with an unoccluded view on the environment they are required to observe.

**Transparency-controlled interfaces**

There exists a small body of work that created transparency-controlled interfaces, mostly in the context of architecture. Rekimoto [152] developed programmable physical architecture, where areas of a wall can be toggled between transparent and opaque using a large-scale grid of switchable diffuser. They made use of the interplay between transparency and opacity, also by conveying information with switchable diffuser (essentially using it as pixels) without additional devices or displays (except camera tracking), and also used their system for dynamic shadow generation. In contrast to Rekimoto's work, our work on Tracs focuses on creating a dual-sided see-through display system which uses the property of adjustable transparency. Danninger et al. [39] created Attentive Office Cubicles, which change from opaque to transparent when users on both sides of a cubicle choose to interact with each other. Kakehi [86] created “transmart minispaces”, an installation that resembles a multi-layer display. In art, Chen and Oliviera create x.pose [194], a dress made of patches of switchable diffuser. The number of patches that turn transparent increases with user’s increased social media activity.

All these works rely on switchable diffuser as optically dynamic material, which we use in this dissertation for building the transparency-controlled physical interfaces and the transparency-controlled see-through display. Apart from transparent displays and general transparency-controlled interfaces, the material has also been used for camera see-through systems (e.g. [53, 93]) or for projecting through surfaces [80]. Apart from switchable diffuser some materials exist that undergo changes in transparency when actuated, e.g. thermoresponsive hydrogel (cf. [185]), which continuously turns from transparent to opaque when heated. While hydrogels are well suited for example for tactile feedback in interactive devices as employed by Miruchna et al. [124], they have prohibitively long activation times and are harder to manufacture than switchable diffuser.
3.2 Augmented objects

Augmented objects overlap with and include classical augmented reality applications and technologies. Research in HCI, computer graphics, computer vision and others have long been striving to overlay virtual information on top of the physical world or modify our perception of reality by means of visual manipulation. As discussed on Chapter 2, there exist multiple models and taxonomies that group existing work with respect to technological and conceptual features. In this section, we discuss relevant related work to this dissertation. An overview of augmented reality and adjacent concepts, which exist since the mid 1960s (e.g. Sutherland et al. \[167\]) and have evolved ever since, is beyond the scope of this thesis. For an overview we refer readers to the summary of augmented reality applications and concepts by Billinghurst et al. \[18\] and an earlier survey by Azuma \[7\].

Among the technologies closest to our work is projector-based augmentation, or spatial augmented reality (cf. \[19\]). Projecting light onto a known physical object enables changing its appearance, for example adding shadows for virtual depth or changing its color. The virtual content is thereby registered to the real objects, which allows for 3D perception while exploiting natural depth cues. Projection mapping requires calibration and background compensation (e.g. \[54\]). Furthermore, to create 3D effects that work for more than one viewpoint, the position of a user has to be tracked. This, however, usually only works for a single user. We use an interpretation of the term spatial augmented reality where also displays mounted on a surface can serve as 3D virtual extension of the object (referred to as fish tank VR, e.g. pCubee \[164\]). No other instrumentation such as see-through displays is needed, since head tracking is used. Alternatively, the projection closely resembles the physical object, also eliminating the need for head tracking. Note that while we focus on projected augmented reality in this dissertation, many of the effects could also be achieved with head-mounted optical and video see-through devices such as the Microsoft HoloLens \[122\] or commodity smartphones (e.g. work by Möhring et al. \[126\]).

Raskar et al. \[147\], as an early example, developed Shader Lamps, which virtually enhances 3D objects through projected textures. Techniques for projection
mapping (e.g. calibration, compensation for background [54]) are also applied for spatial augmented reality (cf. [20]). These techniques are used for example to support communication (e.g. [37]), urban planning, and media architecture design (e.g. [5]). With IllumniRoom, Jones et al. [84] used projection mapping to create room-scale experiences, in this case using the projection as an extension of a high-resolution screen. In RoomAlive, Jones et al. [83] used room-scale projection mapping for immersive gaming experiences that can take place on any surface that is suitable for projection. Bonanni et al. [27] augmented a kitchen with projection and framed their work in the context of hyper-reality [25]. By exploiting knowledge of the geometry, physical effects such as gravity can be virtually reproduced, as by Benko et al. [14] with MirageTable. Furthermore, since geometry is known, projection mapping is suitable for equipping nearly arbitrary objects with interactive capabilities, as shown by Benko et al. [13] with their work on spherical displays. Using movable projectors as in Beamatron [191] expands the space of interactions and reduces the need for multiple projectors to cover a whole room. With Illuminating Clay, Piper et al. [140] augmented a manually deformable surface with volume data through projection mapping. Hettiarachchi and Wigdor [66], while focusing on haptic feedback, overlaid physical objects with graphics through a head-mounted display. Tangible 3D Tabletop [38, 58] combines tangible tabletop interaction with 3D projection to augment tangible objects with visual content corresponding to their physical shape and position. This means that the flat tabletop surface together with the tangible objects becomes a deformable interface.

Among the applications of projection mapping in art we find the works of Valbuena. His installations use projection mapping to create optical illusions, e.g. Augmented Sculptures [181], typically with clear-cut geometrical shapes. AntiVJ’s installation Enghien [5] employed projection mapping to create the illusions of the transformation of a building façade. The non-interactive installation first mimics moving light sources to emphasize the 3D effect; then, starts copying and apparently moving the physical, architectural features, such as windows and balconies; finally, it deconstructs these features of the building (cf. [37]).
3.2.1 Diminished reality

In contrast to typical augmented reality scenarios where the physical world is enriched with virtual information, diminished reality (or illusionary transparency, cf. [115–117]) aims at the removal of physical objects from users’ field of view. This oftentimes requires extensive knowledge of the environment a user is in, for example through depth cameras and reconstruction as in SceneCtrl [197]. Alternatively, objects can be removed from users’ sight computationally, for example through inpainting [65]. Inami et al. [73] use a retro-reflective projection technology to enable users to see through objects (e.g. invisibility cloak, transparent back of car) by projecting the environment (captured with a camera) onto a special fabric. Iwai and Sato [79] rendered objects on a desk transparent by projecting underlying contents onto them. In this dissertation, we create the illusion of transparent objects by projecting onto objects and the environment simultaneously (see Chapter 7), as well as by projecting content that is similar to an object’s color in their surrounding space (see Chapter 8).

3.2.2 Augmented reality with physically dynamic objects

While many works focus on augmenting static surfaces, there exists research on augmenting physically dynamic objects. Bermano et al. [16] augmented an animatronic head with virtual textures. They exploit the dense correspondence between the physical avatar and the virtual shape to increase realism. In the field of shape-changing interfaces, prior work focused mostly on the combination of shape-changing interfaces with 2D graphics, such as caller information or maps on shape-changing mobile phones (e.g. MorePhone[50]).

Alexander et al. demonstrated interactions with a grid of small actuated (tilt) displays [3], whereas we focus on using perspective-corrected 3D graphics. Leithinger et al. enriched their 2.5D displays with virtual graphics through height field data [100] and see-through augmented reality [101]. We extend this line of research by displaying perspective-corrected 3D graphics directly on shape-changing interfaces. In our approach, we display arbitrary 3D objects and visuals onto shape-changing interfaces.
3.3 Augmented surroundings

With augmented reality, objects are typically enriched directly, i.e. virtual content is projected directly onto objects, or content is shown standalone as mid-air content, for example. Conversely, augmented surroundings refers to the concept of indirectly manipulating how a user perceives an object. This can be achieved by displaying contents around or in close proximity of a target object. Most prior work focused on creating virtual shadows to convey information. With Urp [179] and I/O bulb [178], Underkoffler et al. augmented real-world objects with shadows for conveying information and to enrich architectural models. This was developed in the context of the Luminous Room project [180], which aimed at unifying input and output of virtual contents in the real world, mostly through projection. On the same line, Naemura et al. [130] and Moon [127] projected virtual shadows of real-world objects for conveying a virtual light source.

Our work aims at extending objects, i.e. their appearance, through more complex augmentations. By incorporating illusions such as extended size and dynamic contours we argue that the space of possible interactions is greatly extended. This allows us to create effects that are typically challenging to achieve, such as enlarging objects as well as augmenting objects with surface properties unsuited for projection (e.g. reflective or transparent surfaces).

Visual illusions

Besides research from the fields of human–computer interaction and computer graphics, our work is inspired by work on visual illusions. They are one way to indirectly change the perception of a target object. The Ebbinghaus illusion, as an example, triggers a change in perceived size of a target by surrounding it with differently-sized inducers. We refer readers to different categorizations of visual illusions such as the work from Gregory et al. [51] and Changizi et al. [30], which we took as inspiration for exploring various effects such as size and color. Most classical illusions such as Ebbinghaus, Hering (perceived line bend) or Chubb (change in perceived contrast) work well with simple 2D stimuli such as circles and lines. However, from our experience, the rather small effects observed even
when using 2D stimuli (the effect magnitude of the classical Ebbinghaus illusion is around 20%, cf. [128]) vanish when employed with more complex real-world objects, which we elaborate on later in Chapter 8. Nonetheless, from a broader point of view, we use these categorizations and create effects based on 3D renderings for dynamically altering e.g. the contour or perceived position of objects, as outlined in Chapter 8 with our work on virtual surroundings.
4.1 Introduction

Displays are dominating our office environments. They provide crystal-clear images of the contents presented on the screen, but block the view on the environment behind the display. Consequently, these displays are a constant visual barrier, thus a communication barrier. Additionally, they do not allow for face-to-face communication while seeing screen content, one of the main affordances of transparent displays [103, 104]. Even office workers sitting across a table have to either stand up or walk around the table to see each other. With increasing display sizes and decreasing costs [153], this problem might be exacerbated in future. Additionally, when all users need to see the same screen content, only shoulder-to-shoulder collaboration is possible, making gaze-awareness impossible (cf. [75]).
Figure 4.1: Tracs is a dual-sided transparency-controlled see-through display system to avoid visual interference on transparent displays and to support fast switching between personal work and collaboration. Users can control the transparency of specific parts of the display (left) or overall (right).

Transparent displays offer users the ability to see screen content as well as the environment behind the display. They have been explored for co-located collaboration [75, 103, 104, 137, 172, 173], exposing beneficial features like workspace awareness. However, conventional (non-transparent) displays still are ubiquitous. We believe this is because transparent displays lack basic features of conventional displays such as shielding from visual disturbances from the environment behind the display. In order to make see-through display devices more usable, we believe it is important to allow users to change the transparency of their display on-demand. This way, visual interference can be decreased and users can regain privacy by turning the display opaque.

In this chapter, we present Tracs (TRAnsparency Controlled Screens), a dual-sided transparency-controlled display system. With Tracs, users can control the transparency of individual areas of their display, as shown in Figure 4.1. Tracs is one instantiation of dynamic objects in the context of optically dynamic interfaces. Instead of augmenting a display device with video cameras to enable video see-through behavior, we manufacture the device with the later functionality (controllable transparency) in mind. This transforms a previously "static" device, with the exception of on-screen content, into an optically dynamic device. This means that users can change optical properties of the device to better fit their needs.

Tracs consists of two see-through displays enclosing a transparency-control layer, a backlight layer, and a polarization adjustment layer. The transparency-control
layer is a grid of transparency-controllable patches and is created from a single piece of polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) switchable diffuser with additional pieces of transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) film for controlling the individual patches. The transparency of the PDLC diffuser is controlled by adjusting the voltage supplied to it. Switchable diffuser has been used in research previously, e.g. by Rekimoto [152] for architectural purposes and as an information display. In contrast, we use the material in combination with see-through displays and screen content, respectively, to open new possibilities for personal usage of and collaboration with digital content. Tracs’ backlight layer, a LED matrix mounted on transparent ITO, improves the contrast of the see-through display. The polarization adjustment layer is added to enable users to see through the LCDs.

### 4.2 Implementation

Tracs gives users the ability to toggle the transparency of individual areas on the display through its transparency-control layer (see Figure 4.1). These areas support more fine-grained adjustments for users and to cover a broader range of use cases and applications, e.g. to allow users to create collaborative (transparent) and personal (opaque) regions on their display simultaneously (see Figure 4.9). Additionally, this enables users to block visual interference locally without having to turn the whole display opaque.

![Figure 4.2: Schematic of the dual-sided screen system, consisting of two transparent LCDs, a transparency-control layer, a transparent backlight and a half-wave retardation film for adjusting polarization.](image-url)
4.2.1 **Hardware components**

Tracs consists of a stack of five hardware components (see Figure 4.2). We use two transparent 22” LCDs (Samsung LTI220MT02) as a basis for displaying content. Each display offers a transparency of about 15% according to the specification. In-between the two displays, Tracs includes a transparency-control layer which allows users to manually control the transparency of the displays. Furthermore, we included a backlight layer to increase the contrast of the LCDs and a polarization adjustment layer to improve the transparency of the displays.

4.2.2 **Transparent displays**

Transparent LCDs rely on ambient light for displaying screen content. They are transparent when turned off or displaying non-black content. Since they do not emit light, contrast is limited compared to e.g. transparent OLED displays. We chose displays over projection to make Tracs self-contained and to cover a broad range of co-located collaborative use cases (e.g. office context with workers facing each other). Since we used transparent LCDs in our setup, we equipped Tracs with an additional backlight and polarization adjustment layer.

![Figure 4.3](image)

*Figure 4.3:* Our current 22” prototype of the transparency-control matrix. Each of the 54 patches can be controlled individually.
4.2.3 Transparency-control layer

Our current prototype consists of a $9 \times 6$ matrix of individually controllable patches, each with a size of $5 \text{ cm} \times 5 \text{ cm}$. We constructed the matrix from a single piece of PDLC switchable diffuser (see Figure 4.3). This material is composed of two layers of ITO and one layer of polymer dispersed liquid crystals. The conductive sides of the ITO layers are facing each other, with the crystals in between. When no voltage is applied, the material is diffuse ($60\%$ visible light transport transmission, VLT, $90\%$ haze), and becomes clear ($80\%$ VLT, $10\%$ haze) when voltage is applied ($60 \text{ volts}$). One ITO layer serves as anode (layer $A$), the other as cathode (layer $C$). Our transparency-control matrix is a passive matrix layout with a common anode.

We first laser engrave layer $C$ of ITO in a grid-like manner to create the individual patches (see Figure 4.4, cuts are dashed red lines right, resulting patches left). Note that in order to disconnect the individual patches from each other, each line consists of two cuts (distance $1 \text{ mm}$). The ITO between the two cuts is removed manually to avoid current from flowing. The cuts only go through layer $C$, layer $A$ is left intact (see Figure 4.4, center). Damaging the conductive coating of layer $A$ side would not allow us to use it as a common anode. For controlling the patches in layer $C$ individually, we connect them to the cables running at the outside. Therefore, we laser engrave $5 \text{ mm} \times 10 \text{ mm}$ holes into layer $A$ (see Figure 4.4, right).
Subsequently, we applied thin separate strips of ITO from the outside to the holes and connect the strips with the holes, layer C respectively. 3M™ Z-Axis electrically conductive tape 9703 is used for connecting the two layers of ITO. Patches at the edges are connected with small additional areas on the outside to avoid cutting holes. These transparent ITO connections in combination with the common anode from layer A allow us to control the transparency of each patch individually.

In our initial implementation, the patches were controlled with eight Texas Instruments TPIC6B595 high voltage 8-Bit shift registers, which can handle load up to 60 volts DC, connected to a micro controller. Controlling the switchable diffuser with DC instead of AC, however, lead to visible material fatigue in the switchable diffuser. The material lost in visual clarity over time (i.e. decreasing clarity with increasing number of activations) since the material is meant to be controlled with AC. Therefore, in a second version of control circuitry, we resorted to a combination of optocoupler (Fairchild MOC3021) and triacs (Philips Semiconductors BT-138S). Each patch is connected to one pair of optocoupler and triac, which are switched with multiple shift registers (Texas Instruments 74HC595) through an Arduino UNO micro controller (see Figure 4.5).

![Figure 4.5: Circuit for switching a total of 8 patches.](image-url)
4.2.4 Backlight layer

We constructed the Tracs backlight matrix by mounting LEDs on top of a piece of ITO (80% VLT, 2% haze) using wire glue. In order to being able to control the LEDs individually, we used a passive matrix addressing scheme, with individually addressable rows and columns. All lines for anodes and cathodes were engraved into ITO (Figure 4.6, red lines) to construct the matrix from a single layer of transparent material.

4.2.5 Polarization adjustment layer

Each LCD used for Tracs has a linear polarizer film (orientation 45°) applied to their front- and backside in order for them to work. Since the two LCDs are polarized orthogonally once positioned back-to-back, the displays would be completely opaque. In order to overcome this issue, we included an additional layer of transparent half-wave retardation film (American Polarizers APHW92-003-PC-280NM, 92% VLT) in-between the two displays (see Figure 4.7). The film acts as a polarization rotator by shifting the phase of the input light by \( \pi \), rotating the incoming linearly polarized light by 90°, respectively, cf. Figure 4.2 [63].
4.3 Usage and applications

Tracs offers users with three basic usage states, which are (1) personal, (2) collaboration and (3) communication (see Figure 4.8). Each state is possible on either the full display or on a specific area (see Figure 4.9). In personal state, Tracs acts like a regular display, preventing visual interference and privacy. During collaboration, the display is transparent and the screen content visible. This way, users can relate to items visible on the screen just by looking at them and establish a shared focus. During the communication state, the display is transparent and no screen content visible, allowing users to communicate freely. Tracs’ custom control software allows users to implicitly select the different states through controlling the transparency of patches and screen content.

Figure 4.8: Tracs’ three states: personal (opaque, left), collaboration (transparent, screen content visible, center), and communication (transparent, screen content hidden, left).
4.4 Discussion

We believe that by being able to control transparency (thus privacy) and visual interference, the limitations of see-through displays can be overcome and new ways of collaboration be opened. Transparent displays could bring together benefits from shoulder-to-shoulder collaboration (shared perspective on screen content) and face-to-face collaboration (eye-contact) [74, 103]. Like reducing spatial distance can increase collaboration [94], we believe that removing the barrier introduced by traditional displays can make collaboration more instant and effective. However, we believe users need to be able to choose between transparent and opaque to increase to usability and acceptance of transparent displays.

4.4.1 Quality and transparency

Currently, Tracs uses transparent LCDs, which require additional environmental light to provide a good view through the display. Otherwise transparency would be limited. Transparent OLED displays do not suffer from such limitations, but their commercial availability is limited. Tracs is designed in a way to work with many types of see-through displays because of its flexible layering. The transparency-control layer can applied to an OLED to equip it with controllable transparency. The most influential factor for the Tracs’ transparency are the LCDs, which give it a approximate overall transparency of 10%. This is a limiting factor for potential deployment and needs to be resolved.
Our current backlight emits light only at one side, and, while PDLC diffusely reflects the backlight also to the other side, there is a decrease in brightness and some minor reflections. To improve contrast from both sides, a second backlight layer could be added or a transparent electroluminescence display emitting light at both sides could serve as backlight.

Currently, the LCDs are 5 cm apart, so the LEDs illuminate the correct area and the switchable diffuser is not directly on the display, which results in a parallax effects. While in our experience this does not decrease Tracs' practical usability (e.g. when pointing), showing overlapping contents on both displays is currently not supported. In terms of ergonomics, our displays have to be positioned in a way that users are able to see through them without having any edges within their view. Feedback we received also addressed the possibility to tilt the display for a more comfortable viewing angle. Both points are important for transparent displays in general and need to be taken into account.

### 4.4.2 Switching and symmetry

While Tracs gives users the possibility to switch between transparent and opaque states, it is yet unclear, which one users prefer. Users might only switch to transparent mode in case of actual collaboration and not during daily work, therefore decreasing workspace awareness. However, we believe that by making switching effortlessly, users would be encouraged to collaborate more frequently. Since users can switch to transparent state all the time, these switches could occur in moments not wanted for one of the users. Switching is currently negotiated verbally by users. Being able to prevent unwanted switches, especially to transparent mode, is important for systems like Tracs.
Transparency-controlled physical interfaces

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 introduced transparency-controlled see-through displays (Tracs), which are one instantiation of dynamic objects. In this chapter, we apply the same principles to more general objects beyond conventional WIMP devices. We describe transparency-controlled physical interfaces that, like other dynamic objects, are built with their future functionality in mind. These interfaces change their appearance (i.e. perceived shape) by changing their transparency. This enables toggling the visibility of parts of objects for communicating information or for hedonic purposes. Transparency-controlled physical interfaces enable the illusion of changes in shape, volume, or the appearance of holes, as well as nesting of
We create transparency-controlled physical interfaces by cutting and folding objects from a single sheet of material with controllable transparency (left). Parts of an interface are controlled individually, resulting in the illusion of changed shape. We demonstrate multiple examples, such as a notification indicator (2nd left), an appearance changing lamp (3rd left) and a physical progress bar (right).

Appearance changes rapidly (with our current implementation ∼8 ms to turn transparent; ∼80 ms to turn opaque) and does not involve any mechanically moving parts. This approach requires no instrumentation since the ability for optical change is built into the device.

Transparency-controlled physical interfaces extend and complement other types of dynamic interfaces, such as physically dynamic interfaces. Shape-changing interfaces adjust their physical shape to match users’ desires and needs. Current devices such as shape-changing mobile phones (e.g. [50, 155]) or shape displays (e.g. [45, 99, 142]) are limited in the rate of change as well as the type of possible changes: speed is limited by physical constraints of the actuators; topological changes (e.g. creating holes) are difficult due to the limited ability of motorized interfaces to shrink in volume. While transparency-controlled physical interfaces change their appearance (i.e. simulated shape change), they do not exhibit any dynamic tangible qualities. We see them as complementary to current shape-changing interfaces whose physical shape truly changes. We argue that by focusing on dynamic physical and optical properties, the space of possible interactions can be expanded. Transparency-controlled physical interfaces are well suited in situations where no tangible qualities are needed (e.g. user is distant to the device). Furthermore, they enable features such as creating apparent holes or nesting of objects, which are challenging to achieve with other technologies.
We create appearance changing devices by laser cutting the desired shape from a single sheet of PDLC switchable diffuser. This material transitions between opaque and transparent rapidly when voltage is applied and requires very little energy. To create 3D objects, we cut and fold the switchable diffuser in an origami-like manner. We include hinges that support arbitrary angle bends to avoid breaking the electrical connection between individual faces.

Our aim is to create objects that are seamless and require no physical support such as frames, or additional wiring. We eliminate the need for external frames by incorporating snap-fit connectors into the design of the optically dynamic 3D elements. To control individual parts of an interface, we route voltage through channels that are engraved in the switchable diffuser. Engraving and cutting are performed in a single fabrication step. Manufacturing an object only requires laser cutting its shape, folding and connecting to a standard flat flexible cable (FFC) connector. No wiring or soldering is needed.

We demonstrate a semi-automatic method for creating transparency-controlled physical interfaces. Our software analyses a given crease pattern and automatically adds hinges and snap-fits. When the user positions the connector, our software automatically adapts snap-fits and hinge patterns. Creating individually controllable parts is done by marking the respective areas and drawing paths for routing.

We present four physical interfaces demonstrating our concept. We describe two different appearance-changing activity indicators: a vertical volumetric progress bar and a flower-shaped notification indicator with actuated leaves. By toggling individual parts, progress can be indicated, or certain appearances can be generated for hedonic purposes. We also present a playful bug-shaped avatar, with legs reacting to displacement and exhibiting apparent motion. The switchable diffuser wraps around and extends a computer mouse for creating the desired shape with included displacement measurement. Lastly, we created a dynamic lamp shade with 3 different appearances, shaped like a cube, a dodecahedron or a cone, nested within each other. These shapes can be toggled based on user’s hedonic desires or for notifications.
Contributions

- We provide a conceptual addition to conventional shape-changing interfaces through transparency-controlled physical interfaces. We explore the design space of these interfaces to outline their benefits and challenges.

- We demonstrate a simple production process for creating 3D transparency-controlled physical interfaces through origami-like folding, with electrical routing being included in the created objects. They require no additional mounts or wiring and consume little energy.

- We present algorithms for semi-automatic generation of 3D transparency-controlled physical interfaces based on a given crease pattern.

- We showcase four physical interfaces demonstrating the versatility of our concept.

5.2 Design space

In this section, we describe the design space of transparency-controlled physical interfaces. We take inspiration from previous work on shape-changing interfaces [108, 131, 148, 155] and non-traditional displays [134].

We develop the design space with respect to materials such as switchable diffuser, which means objects are composed of individually controllable planar pieces. While our implementation focuses on objects created from switchable diffuser, we believe the design space generalizes to other technologies that allow rendering parts of an object transparent, such as flexible transparent displays. Therefore, we consider our design space as largely technology agnostic. It aims at providing insights into capabilities and potential challenges of transparency-controlled physical interfaces.

We identified five dimensions that serve as a foundation for designing transparency-controlled interfaces, see Figure 5.2, i.e. face, object, composition, control area, and control type.
5.2.1 Face

A face is an individual side of a transparency-controlled object that can change its overall transparency. Objects are typically composed of multiple faces. Groups of faces can be controlled simultaneously. By including iconic shapes in a face, predefined sprites can be toggled, shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. Thus, not only the appearance of an object but also icons on the surface can be used for communication and information. Sprites can also be used to render apparent holes (e.g. users can see through the engraved star in Figure 5.3). Furthermore, a face can be visually subdivided by segmenting it. Thus it can appear to be smaller or larger (as shown e.g. in Figure 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5), depending on the state of the segments.
5.2.2 Object

Objects are typically composed of multiple faces. We distinguish between 3 types of objects.

Open objects

Open objects do not enclose a volume, e.g. planes or the open bowl illustrated in Figure 5.2. Switchable diffuser, in its original shape, is a planar sheet with limited bending capabilities. It can be used as-is and included as individual surfaces in other physical interfaces (as compounds, discussed later). Open objects also allow creating transparency-controlled objects that serve as containers. For example, a transparency-controlled medication box could turn transparent at specific times to remind users about taking their medication.

Closed objects

Closed objects enclose a volume, e.g. the cube in Figure 5.3. We create 3D objects through cutting and folding, which allows us to create relatively complex transparency-controlled objects (e.g. our flower-shaped progress indicator consists of 41 individual faces). The complexity of the objects with our current origami-like manufacturing process is limited by a minimum size of planar pieces. Keeping manufacturing in mind, folding objects with a side length smaller than 1 cm is challenging and the hinge patterns cut in the material decrease visual quality. Furthermore, while it is theoretically possible to create highly complex shapes through origami (cf. [40, 171]), human folding capabilities are typically limited. Objects can also include hingeless bends if supported by the material.
**Nested objects**

One key feature of transparency-controlled objects is the ability of nesting. Smaller objects can be included within larger ones and revealed through toggling the enclosing object’s transparency. This is typically not available or challenging to achieve for other types of physical interfaces. Figure 5.4 shows an example of three nested cubes. Nested objects can be used for switching between appearances (e.g. between a cube and an enclosed pyramid), e.g. for representing iconic shapes. For us, while a nested object appears to be composed of multiple objects, they share the same surface since they are created from a single sheet of material. Thus, we see them as an addition to open and closed objects.

![Figure 5.4: A nested object consisting of three cubes.](image)

### 5.2.3 Composition

We refer to a composition as the final transparency-controlled interface, which is built from one or more faces and can be described as open, closed or nested. A composition can be created purely as transparency-controlled interface (standalone), or as a compound. A compound is a regular object (physically static or dynamic), enriched with one or more transparency-controlled objects.

One example of a compound composition is the actuated mobile phone shown in Figure 5.5. We adopted interactions typical for these devices (e.g. actuated flaps for notification, cf. [50, 155]) and extended it with a segmented transparency-controlled top surface. Including transparency-controlled segments into objects allows rendering features such as holes, for example for applications such as tracing objects underneath a device (e.g. Glassified [161]). By controlling the trans-
parency of parts of a compound object, interior parts can be hidden or revealed (e.g. for privacy or hedonic purposes), or users can see through objects. This enables applications such as teaching mechanical functionality by revealing the inside of a priorly opaque device.

Figure 5.5: A shape-changing mobile phone with a transparency-controlled top surface (inspired by [108, 149]), modified to omit components in the center of the device; top left: base state, bottom: actuated state. Individual parts can be turned transparent (right).

5.2.4 Control area
We can control the entire surface of an interface, for example to reveal it only when needed. Furthermore, transparency-controlled interfaces with multiple controllable parts can be created for enlarging the space of possible applications and increasing expressivity (e.g. Figure 5.13). Controllable parts can be individual or segmented faces, or larger areas (multiple connected faces) of an object. For nested interfaces, the individual objects can be toggled to reveal interior objects (e.g. as in Figure 5.15).
5.2.5 Control type

Binary optical change

Switching transparency-controlled physical interfaces is performed rapidly, since the change is purely optical. This enables effects such as apparent motion. Negative effects of mechanical motion such as oscillations around a target position are avoided. Such switching speeds can be exploited for different applications, e.g. fast reaction to changes in underlying data for data visualization.

Continuous optical change

Besides binary switching, transparency-controlled physical interfaces can change their appearance continuously and arbitrarily slow. This allows changing the appearance potentially even without users noticing it in their peripheral vision and can be exploited, for example, for unobtrusive peripheral display applications.

Figure 5.6: Our process for creating laser cut plans for 3D transparency-controlled physical objects from an input crease plan (left). We generate snap-fits for connecting edges, and hinge patterns to allow for bending without breaking the electrical connection. Thereafter, the connector and the electrical routing is added. Red lines in the right image indicate cutting only one layer of ITO for separating the individually controllable surfaces. Gray areas indicate individually controllable areas. The resulting 3D object, a box with 3 controllable multi-face parts, is displayed in Figure 5.11, right.
5.3 Implementation

In this section, we describe the creation of transparency-controlled physical interfaces. Software and hardware are available as open source\(^1\).

5.3.1 Base material and individually controllable surfaces

We use PDLC switchable diffuser (Kewei Films Non-Adhesive Smart Glass) for creating 3D objects. The material consists of two layers of transparent conductive film (ITO) with polymer dispersed liquid crystals in-between and an insulating layer on the outside (see Figure 5.7). In default state, switchable diffuser scatters incoming light and thus looks diffuse. When voltage is applied (60 VAC), it turns transparent (90% parallel light transmittance according to specification). We control the switchable diffuser using custom circuitry (a combination of optocoupler and triacs, connected to shift registers). This allows for rapid toggling with low energy consumption (~10 mA/m\(^2\) in transparent state, no power consumption in opaque state). Our current material exhibits switching speeds of ~8 ms to turn transparent and ~80 ms to turn opaque. PDLC, in transparent state, acts like a capacitor, resulting in lower switching speed from transparent to opaque. Different circuitry can decrease switching speeds (e.g. as in SecondLight \([80]\) to 8.3 ms symmetrically). It can also be continuously controlled by varying the input voltage (e.g. applying 20 VAC results in less transparency than 40 VAC; approx. linear change). We control this through potentiometers in a voltage-divider circuit.

For applying voltage, the two layers of ITO have to be wired on the inside. This is because ITO only conducts on the inside due to the isolating polyethylene terephthalate (PET) layer, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. To create multiple controllable surfaces on a single object, we separate one ITO layer (top layer in Figure 5.7) and wire the resulting sides separately. The layer on the opposite side remains intact serving as a common electrode. This process is similar to Tracs (Chapter 4), however, we eliminate additional wires through engraving routes directly in ITO. This

\(^1\)http://www.cg.tu-berlin.de/research/projects/transparency-controlled-physical-interfaces/
Figure 5.7: We separate individually controllable surfaces by cutting through one conductive layer. This allows us to control them separately, here side A and B. The cut (red) only goes through the top insulating and conductive layer, leaving the lower part (common electrode) intact.

simplifies production and improves the visual clarity of objects, since our method results in less constantly transparent areas than for Tracs. Furthermore, external wiring of nested objects is not always feasible.

5.3.2 3D objects from switchable diffuser

We decided to use an origami-like folding technique for creating 3D objects to avoid using external frames and to create objects that have few seams.

Folding

We describe our process as “origami-like”, since classical origami starts from a rectangular piece of paper and does not allow additional cuts. Furthermore, we add snap-fit connectors to edges and partly disconnect individual pieces through cutting. This avoids overlapping faces (typical for traditional origami created from a single sheet), which would reduce the transparency of objects.

Processing

Creating a foldable 3D objects from switchable diffuser is a four step process, see Figure 5.6 for an overview. We describe the steps in the logical order of the processing pipeline. Processing starts with an input crease pattern, created in e.g. Adobe Illustrator or specialized software.
**Snap connectors** We first alter the outline of the input crease pattern to include snap connectors. This is done automatically in our custom software, described later. The snap connectors allow for connecting faces after folding to obtain objects which do not require additional frames. Figure 5.8 shows the cut switchable diffuser with snaps as outline and the resulting folded cube.

![Figure 5.8: Left: laser cut folding pattern; right: the resulting object.](image)

**Hinges** In the next step, hinges are added, which are essential for creating foldable objects. The hinges are laser cut patterns (*hinge patterns*), yielding different bending properties. This solution was inspired by classical engineering, which refers to this as living hinge. If switchable diffuser is bent without cutting the hinge patterns, it exhibits large bending stiffness and the tension in the bend regions pushes the liquid crystals away, creating always-transparent parts. Further, the ITO layer is only 15 µm thin and sensitive to bending for radii smaller than 4 cm with angles > 90°.

To overcome this problem, we tested different hinge patterns, yielding different corner radii and bending stiffness, see Figure 5.9. A sharp edge is created with a single pattern consisting of 4 cuts (Figure 5.9, top left), which allows for arbitrary bend angles. Importantly, this pattern does not break the electrical connection in the ITO, since it relieves stress from the material. This allows creating 3D objects that retain their ability to change transparency. Other hinge patterns are used to
create objects with different corner radii. We use patterns yielding low bending stiffness (Figure 5.9, right) for creating nested objects, which oftentimes require $180^\circ$ bends with low bending stiffness.

![Figure 5.9: Corner radius (center) and bending stiffness (bottom) depend on the crease pattern (top).](image)

Beside bend angle and radius, also the number of electrical routes has to be taken into account when designing hinges. Standard hinge patterns, as discussed above, only allow for a maximum of 2 routes. By further dividing hinges in multiple parts, more routes can be added, as illustrated in Figure 5.10.

**Connector** We add a "connector" to the switchable diffuser (see Figure 5.8). The connector is manually positioned by users in our custom software. The connector fits a standard FFC press-fit connector, thus no soldering is needed. Since
Figure 5.10: Crease patterns are adapted to number of routes. Each cut separates two individually controllable areas (or channels).

the FFC connector conducts only from one side, we wrap conductive copper tape around the laser cut pins to control the individual parts of the object. This also increases the durability of the object’s laser cut connector.

Routing  Routing includes both disconnecting specific faces from the overall object and adding channels, which are disconnected areas ranging from those faces to the connector. This is done by removing one layer of ITO, as described earlier. From a practical side, the channels which arise from cutting can be 1 to 2 mm thin. Routing is performed for creating segmented objects as well as for creating sprites.

5.3.3 Software
Our custom software assists users in converting input crease patterns to laser cut plans (see Figure 5.11). It automatically creates the snap outline and hinge patterns which are adapted to the routing. The software is developed in C++ with openFrameworks² for GUI and boost³ for data structures and algorithms (e.g. boolean operations, polygon orientation correction).

Input
Our software takes a crease pattern as input (svg file). We opted for starting our processing pipeline after modeling the crease pattern, since there are specialized

² openFrameworks v0.9.0: http://openframeworks.cc/
³ Boost C++ Libraries: http://www.boost.org/
tools for creating origami patterns that feature semi-automated unfolding of 3D shapes (e.g. [135, 169]), as well as tools such as Adobe Illustrator with origami plugins (e.g. Boxshot Origami⁴) for preview that offer a rich set of controls. Our presented objects were modeled with Adobe Illustrator and Boxshot Origami.

The input contains an outline as well as crease lines, annotated as dashed stroke patterns (see Figure 5.6, left). By default, all crease lines represent bend angles of 90° in our 3D preview. Custom angles for individual crease lines can be specified by changing the name of the object’s layer in the svg file. The input includes an outline, which is a 2D polygon $S = (s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{n-1}), s_i \in \mathbb{R}^2$. Further, it contains a list of creases $C = (c_o, c_1, \ldots, c_{m-1}), c_j \in \mathbb{R}^2 \times \mathbb{R}^2$, with each crease consisting of two points $\{c_{j,0}, c_{j,1}\}$ located on the outline $c_{j,k} \in S$ (see Figure 5.6, left).

**Preprocessing**

For creating the snap outline and the 3D preview, we first divide the outline into multiple areas (i.e. the faces of an object which are polygons enclosed by creases and the outline) based on the crease lines. These areas form a tree structure which we use for creating the 3D preview (hierarchical 3D transformation). Furthermore, this provides us with information which edges overlap when the object is folded. We use the available geometric information to determine areas.

---

For finding areas, we first visit all vertices $s_i$ and sort all outgoing edges (including creases $c_j$) which contain $s_i$ based on their outgoing angle. We then iterate through all crease endpoints $c_{j,k}$ and follow the outgoing edges (always taking the path of the smallest angle with respect to the incoming edge) until we reach the start point $c_{j,k}$, i.e. the path formed a cycle. This method yields all areas (i.e. the edges of connected components) for the outline $S$ and its creases $C$. We use this information for generating a snap outline that alternates correctly between male and female connectors.

![Diagram of hill and pit first outline with and without correction]

**Figure 5.12**: Without correction (left), the outline is shifted on corner points (marked with red squares), resulting in decreased fit when building objects. Outline correction (right) resolves this issue.

### Snap outline generation

For generating the snap outline, we successively visit all edges $e_i$ from $S$ where $e_i = \{s_i, s_{i+1}\}$. Each edge is divided into an uneven number of sub-edges (3 to 7, depending on the length of the crease), which gives us a list of sub-edges of $e_i = (e_{i,0}, e_{i,1}, \ldots, e_{i,a-1})$. Each sub-edge of $e_i$ is assigned to be either a hill or a pit, in an alternating manner. For hills, the sub-edge is shifted along the normal for a distance $d$. Pits are shifted in the opposite direction with the same distance. We chose $d$ to be $1.2$ mm, which approximately reflects the thickness of the switchable diffuser and allows for a good fit when snapping overlapping edges.
Next, we generate the overall snap outline with the aim of retaining corner positions to ensure good fit when folding an object. Each edge \( e_i \) is assigned to be hill-first or pit-first in an alternating manner, see Figure 5.12. A naïve approach would be to perform simple shifting of pits and hills. This, however, would shift the overall outline \( S \), specifically on corner points (Figure 5.12, left), which negatively influences the folded object’s fit. Thus, we change the snap generation to be \textit{outline corrected}. For hill-first edges, only the sub-edges with pits are offset, whereas hills remain on the outline. Conversely, for pit-first edges, only hills are offset from the outline.

**Hinge generation**

The hinge patterns (illustrated in Figure 5.9, top) are created at the position of the crease lines. Initially, a standard hinge pattern (Figure 5.9, top left) with four cuts is created. Users then specify the position of the connector and indicate which areas they want to control by grouping faces. This allows us to automatically split hinge patterns according to the number of routes going through each hinge (see Figure 5.10).

**Routing**

We opted for a manual routing process, which basically consists of drawing paths on the crease pattern. This allows users to influence the optical appearance of routes (e.g. to be inconspicuous) and to create sprites on individual faces, based on the desired design. In the future, we would like to include automatic routing, e.g. as in Foldio [135].

### 5.4 Applications

We built four prototypes to explore the potential of interfaces that can change their appearance through controlled transparency. All of them were built from a single sheet of switchable diffuser using our described technology. The prototypes serve as demonstrators for three different applications, i.e. as ambient activity indicators, as a playful moving avatar, and as a lamp shade with dynamic appearance.
Figure 5.13: Our prototypes of progress and activity indicators.

Activity indicators
We created two different prototypes of ambient activity indicators, shown in Figure 5.13. Firstly, we built a vertical progress bar that is used for indicating activity (e.g. download progress). We also explored using it as an indicator of available hard disk space on peripherals such as USB drives. The amount of available disk space is indicated by the height of the indicator, i.e. little space used results in a lower height.

Secondly, we constructed a flower-shaped activity indicator. The individual leaves are toggled for indicating notifications. Furthermore, the appearance of the flower can be changed for hedonic purposes. When the indicators are not needed, they can be turned fully transparent, so that they effectively blend into the environment.
Moving avatar

We created a playful bug-like avatar (see Figure 5.14). Its body is a cuboid with six legs, each of which can be controlled individually. We included a regular computer mouse in the inside of the avatar for tracking displacement. Groups of legs are turned opaque in sequence. By toggling the transparency of the legs in sync with tracked motion, the illusion of the avatar moving on the ground arises. This demonstrates that, although the avatar does not have any actuated or moving parts, its physical appearance can be extended by perceived motion.

Appearance-changing lamp

We created a lamp that can change its appearance. The lamp is a nested object composed of a cone inside a dodecahedron inside a cube, shown in Figure 5.15. All these layers can be individually switched or continuously controlled. This nesting of objects, as described earlier, is achieved by folding a single sheet of switchable diffuser. While it serves mostly hedonic purposes in its current state, it is easily imaginable to encode information in the different states. By rhythmically pulsing one of the layers, thereby effectively altering the lamp’s perceived volume, users could be informed of notifications or activities happening in their environment.
5.5 Discussion

Changing the appearance of physical interfaces through controlled transparency has a number of benefits when compared to mechanically-actuated interfaces. It is very fast and we do not believe that rapid changes would startle users. Since no mechanical parts are involved, transparency-controlled interfaces are less prone to wear and tear (life time specified as >10 years by manufacturer and we have not observed any wear out of hinges through repeated bending) or other mechanical challenges. They perform changes silently, and use very little energy. Our proposed interfaces allow performing changes that are typically difficult to achieve with shape-changing interfaces such as creating apparent holes (cf. [148]) or nesting. However, other challenges and limitations arise.

Tangible qualities

Foremost, since change is solely optical, no dynamic tactile qualities are present. This is one of the main benefits of shape-changing interfaces, and we sacrifice it for the aforementioned benefits. However, as we have shown in our example of equipping a shape-changing device with transparency-controlled parts (see Figure 5.5), the technologies are complementary rather than mutually exclusive. We believe our work provides researchers in the field of shape-changing interfaces with a new
tool that can be beneficial in many situations, as showcased in our applications. By including materials with shape-changing properties (e.g. shape-memory alloys or hydrogels), we plan to combine the benefits of both worlds in the future. As an example, hydrogels as used in GelTouch can change their viscoelasticity and simultaneously change from transparent to opaque. Switching, however, takes far longer than changing transparency with switchable diffuser. Furthermore, hydrogel needs to be sealed in compartments, increasing its (already high) production complexity.

**Base material & transparency**

We use PDLC switchable diffuser because of its fast switching speeds and good visual clarity in transparent state. Electrochromic materials, as a potential alternative, require less voltage but typically exhibit longer switching times. Another alternative are LC shutters and transparent LCDs, which also require less voltage for state switching (3-5 VDC). However, since they do not allow for laser cutting or folding, they are less suited for creating 3D objects. Switchable diffuser is well suited for objects with dynamic transparency.

PDLC switchable diffuser, however, is prone to reduced transparency for oblique viewing angles. This could be resolved by using a different type of diffuser such as suspended particle devices, which use particles rather than liquid crystals, cf. [158, p. 14-26]. Nesting objects had a less deteriorating effect on perceived transparency, at least for the objects we tested (e.g. three layered cubes, resulting in 6 layers overall). Transparency decreased from 90% (1 layer) to approximately 50% (6 layers). We believe that future generations of switchable diffuser will have increased transparency (close to 100%), especially since the prime use case for this material are dynamic window blinds. Using switchable diffuser also allows us to not rely on external wiring for toggling of individual parts. By incorporating the separation of individual controllable parts directly in the manufacturing process of the switchable diffuser, we believe we will also be able to remove current artifacts originating from laser cutting.
Software

Our software automates generating the snap outline and hinge pattern generation. These are the most tedious aspects when creating transparency-controlled 3D objects from a crease pattern. While routing could be performed automatically (e.g. as in Foldio [135]), our manual process allows users to take visual clarity into account (e.g. not routing through the middle of a face) and allows for creating sprites. Routing is always a tradeoff between the number of possible individually controllable parts and visual clarity. The number of routes increases linearly with the number of individually addressable faces. Therefore, having a large number of faces on small objects potentially deteriorates visual clarity. Adding a higher degree of automation to our software, including different modes for manual and automatic routing, will be subject of future work.

Why transparency?

Applications like the progress indicator could be made with non-traditional display technologies such as PrintScreen [134], too. By changing the color for individual areas, progress indication could also be achieved. This would, however, always result in the perception of two or more distinct areas on the same object, depending on the current color configuration. We argue that unwanted parts of the interfaces can be hidden by using transparency-controlled objects. We envision that users always only see the parts of the object that are needed to resemble a specific appearance. Hidden parts blend into the environment. This strengthens the illusion of a specific appearance and avoids that users perceive multiple objects when there should really only be one.

Transparency-controlled physical objects share some capabilities with volumetric or stereographic displays. In contrast to these displays, however, transparency-controlled physical interfaces feature digital enrichment on an object level. This means that the optically dynamic elements are tightly integrated into objects, essentially forming their outer hull. Aforementioned displays typically are planar (stereoscopic displays), or spherical or cubic shaped (volumetric displays) and are used for general-purpose rendering of contents. While they have benefits in terms of display capabilities, they cannot be tightly integrated into other objects.
We think that transparency-controlled physical interfaces are complementary to current work on dynamic physical interfaces. It offers benefits in speed, power consumption and ability to render certain features that can be a valuable addition to physically dynamic interfaces. Furthermore, transparency-controlled physical interfaces allow rapid toggling as well as continuously changing transparency of individual parts. This additional temporal dimension potentially offers a range of novel behaviors, such as smooth transitioning between nested objects. For mechanically actuated physical interfaces, change is always continuous, whereas our proposed interfaces allow switching between shapes in a discrete manner. We believe that these temporal aspects and their in-depth investigation would result in interesting future applications of transparency-controlled physical interfaces. Lastly, our objects do not incorporate sensing capabilities, therefore rely on technologies such as camera-based interaction or manual activation for input. By including sensing capabilities such as capacitive touch (e.g. through additional layers of ITO on the outside of the diffuser), we think a transparency-controlled physical interface can serve as both, input and output technology.
Evaluation of dynamic objects in the context of transparent displays

6.1 Introduction

Dynamic objects offer potential advantages such as the ability to change their appearance without instrumenting users. It is still unclear, however, what the benefits in contrast to traditional interfaces and devices are. We performed an experiment towards the usability of dynamic objects in the context of transparent displays. The findings inform the design of transparency-controlled displays and how users interact with them. Various researchers proposed transparent displays as a medium for collaboration and to increase consequential and situation awareness (e.g. [64, 104, 107]). These displays offer potential benefits in situations where users want to simultaneously observe screen content and the environment behind the display, or when attention is frequently switched between the two.
Figure 6.1: We conducted an experiment comparing a transparent display (left) with typical display configurations such as a conventional display at an angle of 30° (center), and a horizontal display (right) in a dual-task scenario (square-click as primary task, background observation as secondary). Results show constant primary task performance across all conditions, but increased background awareness for the transparent (83%) and horizontal (70%) display.

With conventional (opaque) displays (e.g. computer screens), usually positioned in front of a user, important events can remain unnoticed since the displays block the view on the environment. Examples of such events include a person approaching, a colleague beginning to be available for communication, or a change in situation in a command-and-control room. In order to overcome challenges of conventional displays, prior work has used horizontal displays (i.e. vertically tilted conventional displays) such as tabletop displays to allow users to perform individual or collaborative tasks while simultaneously observing the environment. Additionally, in situations where the locations of important events are known, users typically position their display in a way that the environment is not obstructed.

It is yet unclear how transparent displays compare to conventional and horizontal displays when users perform a primary task on their display and simultaneously try to be aware of events happening in the background (i.e. secondary task). Transparent displays have the benefit that users’ primary task as well as the background are within the same visual area. In contrast, conventional opaque displays have to be moved aside to unblock the view and see the background. Horizontal displays intrinsically increase the visual angle between primary task and background since they are vertically tilted. However, in contrast to conventional displays, transparent displays no longer shield users from motion or other distractions occurring in the background.
Until now, most research focused on the benefits of transparent displays e. g. for communication and collaboration (e. g. [64, 103]). However, the effects of background awareness and impact of distraction as well as the gain in background awareness have not yet been investigated and quantified. It is hence unclear how display transparency influences users’ task performance, both in terms of objective measure (e. g. time and errors) as well as subjective measures.

In our work, we conduct an experiment to investigate if transparent displays are useful for dual-task scenarios, and how they compare to conventional opaque displays that are offset from the background in which events occur, as well as horizontal displays. We are concerned with situations where users perform a regular task on their main display while simultaneously observing the environment for specific events, e. g. in command-and-control rooms. Other observation scenarios include air traffic controllers performing regular tasks while reacting to events triggered by their colleagues, or security members in a stadium observing a large crowd while performing regular control tasks on a display. We compare a transparent display with conventional displays at three different locations with respect to the background (directly in front of participants, at 30° and 60° beside participants), and a horizontal display. Participants performed an attention demanding primary task (square-click, cf. [144, 162]) and were instructed to react to specific stimuli in the background (letters). Background stimuli were displayed on a 100” projection 4 meters away from participants, which results in an observation area of 30° in participants’ visual field (see Figure 6.1 and 6.6). Besides these target stimuli in the background, participants had to ignore other distractor-stimuli.

Our findings show that participants were able to focus on their primary task across all conditions, keeping their time and error rates constant. However, their ability to identify target stimuli was highly influenced by display configuration. For the conventional display positioned at 30° at the side, participants identified only around 55% of target stimuli, although the position was optimal in terms of visual angle (i. e. the visual field of interest was contiguous). Both the main display and the background were within their central to mid peripheral vision. Still, participants missed nearly half of the target stimuli. Background stimulus detection rates were best for the horizontal display (70%) and the transparent display (83%).
In the following, we present scenarios which we considered when designing our experiment, followed by background information regarding our choice of conditions in terms of display configuration. We argue that the positioning of displays and the resulting obstruction of visual field plays a key role for users’ ability in the described dual-task scenario. Subsequently, we present our experiment, with quantitative and qualitative results. We conclude by discussing our results and giving implications and recommendations.

### 6.2 Scenarios

We designed the tasks used in our experiment with the following scenarios in mind.

1) A clerk at a train station performs organizational tasks on the display in front of her (see Figure 6.2). She sits behind an open counter, which allows her to talk to approaching passengers as well as observe the train station for specific events. Such events include people looking for guidance or other events which she can handle or report to colleagues. The display also allows her to see approaching people and talk to them while looking up information without blocking her view.

![Figure 6.2: Scenario with a clerk performing tasks on her transparent display while observing the background (left) for important events such as a customer approaching (right).](image)

2) A project manager supervises a team of designers and programmers. She performs organizational tasks individually but simultaneously observes the office for events such as approaching clients, or colleagues approaching a large shared white-
board situated in front of the room at a distance of a few meters. The whiteboard is used to keep track of tasks, with post-it notes relating to specific tasks, based on the current iteration of the software the team is developing. Team members can approach the whiteboard and take post-it notes with them to perform tasks. She needs to loosely keep track of who performs which task and help colleagues choosing tasks.

3) A shuttle flight controller works in a large mission control center. Her duties include supervision of other personnel. She monitors her personal display to keep track of incoming data while keeping track of her colleagues and respond to unforeseen events. The large shared display in front of the room also includes statistics and real-time data. The room is busy with other personnel coming and going. Furthermore, she has to answer incoming requests from colleagues approaching her, for which she needs her computer.

In all these scenarios the high-priority task is conducted on a personal display, therefore it is the users’ primary task. Simultaneously, users observe the background for different types of events. Since there is constant motion in the background (e.g. through visitors, moving colleagues, or interactive content on a large shared display), users have to process information and actively ignore stimuli and unimportant events. Primary tasks like the ones described are typically performed with either vertical or horizontal displays. Clerks and office workers use conventional displays to perform their tasks and position them in a way that they do not block the view on the environment they want to observe. Horizontal displays (e.g. tabletops) are common equipment in command-and-control rooms since they can be approached by multiple people and allow for seeing the environment. Furthermore, laptop computers provide the same benefits since they do not block the view on the environment when positioned on a table. We see them as tilted horizontal displays, also reflected in our experimental conditions. Keeping these scenarios in mind, we designed the primary task to be attention demanding while the background stimuli are rather fast and constantly changing. Additionally, participants have to actively ignore stimuli and cannot simply respond to all events in the background, resembling the scenario of a busy environment.
6.3 Background

In this section we review relevant related work on task performance and display configuration. Furthermore, we provide background on the influence of visual angle and the human field of view on display settings and occlusion.

6.3.1 Dual-task performance and observability

Dual task scenarios have been investigated in the context of reading (e.g. [133]), pointing with task-relevant stimuli (e.g. [95]), and peripheral displays (e.g. [21, 114]). Probst et al. [144] and Hausen et al. [62], among others, investigated the idea of using separate input devices for peripheral interaction, which involves interactions that take place during or as interrupts of primary tasks. Bartram et al. [9] investigated the influence of motion on detection and distraction for on-screen notifications during a dual-task. Maglio and Campbell [114] investigated peripheral information displays, also in the context of performing dual-tasks. In contrast to our work, both Bartram et al., and Maglio and Campbell focused on observability and notifications on a single display and how user reaction is influenced by different cues (e.g. motion, change in shape or color).

Reetz et al. [151] investigated the influence of gesture size on observability, more specifically on users’ ability to observe others’ actions (i.e. consequential awareness, cf. [56]). Our work is informed by their idea of different user configurations with respect to target stimuli (in their case gesture size, in our case display configuration) and their influence on task performance and consequential awareness. Furthermore, in the field of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), research focused on the impact and importance of consequential awareness (e.g. [56, 173]).

Our work contributes by providing insights into the influence of users’ ability to observe the background with respect to typical and novel display configurations.
6.3.2 Display configuration

Inkpen et al. [74] explored the influence of different display factors on co-located collaboration. They report on a variety of factors influenced by the configuration, e.g. participants noted different ergonomic issues between vertical and horizontal displays. Ichino et al. [72] investigated the influence of display configuration in a museum context and found that tilted displays increased user experience (e.g. attracted attention and increased understanding of content). Forlines et al. [46] showed that both display configuration and group size influence the performance for visual search tasks. They tested single and multiple vertical displays as well as horizontal displays and found, among other things, that the choice of display influences reaction times. Rashid et al. [145] presented a survey of the influence of display factors on attention switching. They discussed user performance when using displays at different levels of depth as well as size.

Besides this work, a large body of work focuses on display size as influencing factors (e.g. [36, 112]). Swaminathan and Saton [168] provided a framing for various display configurations with displays spreading across a the visual field and across multiple levels of depths. They refer to displays which spread seamlessly across the visual field as desktop-contiguous, and to displays covering multiple visual areas (i.e. gaps between displays) as non-contiguous. In our experiment, we adopt both types, desktop-contiguous and non-contiguous, as baselines for comparison with a transparent display. Tan and Czerwinsky [170] investigate the influence of visual separation and physical discontinuities in a multi-task scenario (primary task and notifications). They focus on dual-display and display + projector setups, distributed on multiple depths. Their findings suggest a minor decrease in task performance when performing tasks on a display while reacting to notifications in the background. We extend their experiment to larger distances between display and projector (i.e. non-contiguous), as well as to horizontal and transparent displays.

In our work, we include the effects of display transparency as an important factor for dual-task scenarios. While having been proposed for a variety of use cases, it is yet unclear if users actually benefit from a transparent display or if potential benefits are outweighed by distraction from the background behind the display.
6.3.3 Displays and the human visual field

Traditional desktop computer setups feature one or multiple vertical displays, occluding a certain area of the background. As depicted in Figure 6.3, a single 22” display at a distance of 90 cm occludes approximately 30° of a user’s visual field, roughly covering the central and near peripheral part. By increasing the number of displays or the display size, an area covering the mid peripheral visual field becomes occluded, limiting users’ ability to observe events in the background.

![Diagram of display configurations](image)

**Figure 6.3:** Occlusion in the visual field depends on display configuration. Red marks areas not visible to users. *Top left* illustrates properties of the human visual field with *c* (central) ranging from 0° to +/-1.5°, *np* (near peripheral) from +/-1.5° to +/-15°, *mp* (mid peripheral) from +/-15° to +/-30° and *fp* (far peripheral) from +/-30° to +/-100°.

When using conventional vertical displays, users have to configure (i.e. position and rotate) them in a way that they do not occlude important parts of the background. Prior work suggests that, when using multiple displays at different depth levels \[145\], having the displays edge-aligned results in no significant decrease in performance. We believe that users will exhibit the same behavior for observing events not only on a secondary display but also in the environment behind or beside displays. Dependent on the probability of important events in a certain area...
in the background, users will choose the position of their display accordingly, as depicted in Figure 6.4. Since the area behind the display is occluded (covering approx. 30° of users’ visual field), the display has to be positioned beside the important area. In the best case, important events only occur in the area anticipated by users (Figure 6.4, green areas), i.e. right beside the display at a angular distance of within 30° to 60°. Events occurring outside this area potentially remain unnoticed since they lie outside users’ mid and far peripheral visual field. Dependent on the screen real estate needed to perform tasks, the area which users can observe simultaneously while performing primary tasks on their displays can be highly limited. As depicted in Figure 6.3, a three-display configuration (covering approx. 90° visual field) leaves approximately 55° of visual field on each side for observation. This area only lies in users’ far peripheral visual field, increasing the possibility of events going unnoticed. This problem is increased in situations where task complexity is high which can narrow users’ visual field (cf. [97]).

In order to overcome the problem of occlusion with vertical displays, a large body of work in the field of CSCW and situation awareness suggests using horizontal displays (e.g. tabletop displays, [74]). Horizontal displays allow users to position themselves centered in areas where important events might occur. While this is beneficial for situation awareness and collaboration (e.g. face-to-face communication), other challenges arise. In contrast to vertical displays, content displayed on horizontal displays is less visible to others not standing close to the display. This is especially important in situations where others need to observe actions on the display (e.g. command-and-control centers, cf. [74]). Additionally, horizontal tabletop displays can lead to ergonomic challenges since users constantly have to lower their head [74]. Transparent displays, as proposed in prior work (e.g. [104, 107]), offer a potential solution to these challenges. They allow users to position themselves so that potentially important areas in the background lie in their central visual field. Additionally, they allow users to simultaneously observe on-screen content and the environment behind the display. However, having screen content and the background in the central or near peripheral visual field might distract users.
Figure 6.4: Display positions dependent on event probability. Visual angle and display size influence users’ choice of display placement.
Therefore, our experiment contained conditions comparing typical display configurations with participants observing important events in different positions with respect to the display. Figure 6.5 illustrates the scenarios we aimed to test, including when the view on the environment behind the display is or is not obstructed and the events occur in an optimal or suboptimal location relative to the display. We aim to inform the design of systems where vertical displays are beneficial (e.g. view on screen content is important), as well as compare transparent displays to horizontal displays. Additionally, we aim to answer the question if transparent displays are beneficial for awareness or if the distraction from the environment behind the display and any resulting decrease in performance outweighs potentially advantages.
6.4 Method

We conducted an empirical study in order to explore the influence of display transparency and configuration on task performance and users’ ability to observe stimuli in the background. Therefore, we tested a dual-task scenario, with participants primarily focusing on the task performed on a display in front of them while simultaneously observing the background for target stimuli. Participants were performing tasks with 5 different display configurations. Configurations included a conventional display in three different configurations, i.e. positioned and rotated at 0°, 30° and 60°, as depicted in Figure 6.6. Additionally, we used a transparent display and a horizontal display. The transparent display and the horizontal display were positioned between participants and the background area they had to observe.

6.4.1 Participants

We recruited 20 paid participants (5 female) from a local university, aged between 20 and 33 years (MDN = 26 years). They were typical display workers (M = 7.7 h per day, SD = 1.9 h). All had normal or corrected to normal vision (based on self-reports) and had no prior experience with transparent displays.

6.4.2 Apparatus

The study was conducted in a calm experimental room with controlled lighting. We used a rear-screen projection display positioned in front of participants as both, opaque and transparent, display. As a projection surface, we used a 22” sheet of PDLC switchable diffuser (Kewei Films Non-Adhesive Smart Glass), mounted on a laser cut acrylic frame. The switchable diffuser can be toggled between transparent and opaque (i.e. diffusing incoming visible light) by applying voltage to it (110 VAC). In transparent (activated) state, the switchable diffuser offers a visible light transmission of approximately 82% (5% when deactivated, according to specification). It serves as a projection surface in transparent and opaque state, and maintains resolution and comparable brightness and contrast in both states. For projecting onto the switchable diffuser we used a Benq W1060 DLP projector (res-
olution 1920 × 1080 pixels, 2000 ANSI lumens). The projector was positioned behind the display and carefully adjusted for each participant to avoid glaring or blending them. Positions of the display were marked to ensure consistency across participants.

Figure 6.6: Experimental setup and display configurations used in the experiment. The opaque display was oriented at all three angles, whereas the transparent and the horizontal display were only positioned directly in front of participants.

We decided to apply this combination of switchable diffuser and projector, as it has a much higher level of transparency than commercially available transparent LCDs (e.g. about 15 - 20% for the Samsung LTJ330MT02). We believe our experiment would be severely biased with a display technology (i.e. transparent LCDs) that is inferior to current non-transparent displays, especially since we consider the limited features of current commercial transparent displays as a limitation that will be overcome in the near future. Figure 6.7 shows a side-by-side comparison of the display in opaque and transparent state.

For displaying background stimuli behind the display, we used a 100” (2.54 m) wall projection (resolution 1280 × 800 pixels), at a constant distance of 4 meters to participants, illustrated in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.7: The projected display used in the experiment for performing the primary task, in opaque (left) and transparent state (right, stimuli of background task, letter "M", clearly visible). Glaring effects in transparent state (light blue bottom) are photography artifacts and not visible to participants.

6.4.3 Design

We used a within-subjects repeated measures design with display configuration as independent variable. Display configuration consisted of 5 levels, Opaque 0, Opaque 30, Opaque 60, Horizontal and Transparent, illustrated in Figure 6.6, counterbalanced using a Latin square. For Opaque 0, Transparent and Horizontal, the display was positioned in front of the participants, i.e. between participants and the projection. Participants were allowed to lean over to see the background display for Opaque 0, however they were instructed to not change the position of the chair or to stand up. Opaque 30 represents a contiguous setup distributed on multiple depths, whereas Opaque 60 represents a non-contiguous setup (cf. [168, 170]). As primary task, participants performed a square-click task (cf. [144, 162]). As secondary task, we displayed random stimuli (i.e. letters) on the background projection and participants had to respond to specific ones.

Tasks

We adopted an attention-demanding primary task, the square-click task, usually applied in ambient information and peripheral interaction experiments (e.g. [144, 162]). In this game-style task, a square (150 × 150 pixels, approx. 4 × 4 cm) appears at random locations on the display in front of participants. Each square includes a random single-digit label and can be resolved by clicking the square and
inputting the correct number before the next square appears. If no response is given, the trial is marked as error. New squares appeared at a random interval of 2 or 2.5 seconds. We controlled randomization for each condition to result in 120 trials, therefore each participant performed 600 trials overall (5 condition × 120 trials) during the experiment. We chose this task since we believe it provides a good balance between light to moderate cognitive load and visual load, while requiring participants’ full attention.

As secondary task, participants had to observe the background for a specific target stimulus, the letter “K” in our case, appearing at random locations in the background. As soon as participants identified the target stimulus, they had to indicate this by pressing the space bar within a timeframe of 2 seconds. Distractor letters were displayed additionally to the target stimulus, with always one stimulus visible at a time. New stimuli were presented every 1 to 2 seconds (randomized). A total of 45 target stimuli were presented to users, with a target to distractor ratio of 1:7.

This task is an adoption of the n-back task, typically used in psychological and HCI experiments (cf. [28, 52]). In the n-back task, stimuli (typically letters) are displayed centered at a screen. For each presented stimulus, participants must indicate if the current stimulus matches a stimulus displayed n trials (e.g. 1, 2, 3) ago, while ignoring other distractor stimuli. By varying the number n, the working memory load can be adjusted, with workload increasing as n increases. Our secondary task can be seen as a 0-back task with random stimuli location, its mental load therefore is relatively low. We chose this task since it requires very little learning and resembles a scenario in which participants know immediately to which events they have to respond and which to ignore. Furthermore, we opted for a 0-back task with low mental demand since high mental demand (e.g. through higher n) can narrow users’ visual field in which they notice events (cf. [97]).

**Hypotheses**

We performed the experiment with respect to the following hypotheses. We expected that the amount of effort needed for simultaneously observing the background for target stimuli would impact primary task performance. Additionally, we hypothesized that the visual distraction from the background would influence
especially task performance on the transparent display negatively. We expected Opaque 30 and Horizontal to be beneficial for primary task performance and the observational secondary task, whereas distraction to influence primary task performance for Transparent negatively. Due to their rotational configuration, we expected primary task performance to be lower for Opaque 0 and Opaque 60.

Therefore, we hypothesized from best to worst (i.e. Opaque 30, Horizontal, Transparent, Opaque 0, Opaque 60), which resulted in the following hypotheses:

H1. Opaque 30 will result in higher primary task performance than Opaque 0 and Opaque 60.

H2. Transparent and Horizontal will result in higher primary task performance than Opaque 0 and Opaque 60.

H3. Opaque 30 and Horizontal will result in higher primary task performance than Transparent.

Additionally, we formed two hypotheses regarding participants’ ability to observe stimuli in the background (i.e. secondary task performance). We expected the rotational configuration of Opaque 0 and Opaque 60 to influence secondary task performance negatively. We did not expect any differences between Opaque 30, Horizontal and Transparent, since primary and secondary task stimuli appear within participants’ near to mid peripheral visual field.

H4. Opaque 30 will result in higher secondary task performance than Opaque 0 and Opaque 60.

H5. Transparent and Horizontal will result in higher secondary task performance than Opaque 0 and Opaque 60.

6.4.4 Procedure

Participants were briefly introduced to the setup and the experiment and completed a demographic questionnaire. Participants first performed a training session for the primary task, always with Opaque 0. They were asked to complete the primary task as fast as possible without making any errors. Afterwards, participants completed a short training session for the secondary task.
Subsequently, participants performed the task in all conditions, counterbalanced using a Latin square. Before each condition, participants were seated in front of the current display configuration and instructed to start the condition at will by clicking a button. Each condition took approximately 6 minutes. After each condition, participants completed a questionnaire based on Tyrrell’s six scores of mental and visual fatigue ([177], cf. [41]), with answers on a seven point Likert scale of strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Additionally, they answered questions regarding overall distraction and potential usage of the system. Furthermore, they were asked for general comments on the display configuration they just used. After the experiment (duration approximately 60 minutes), participants were debriefed and compensated.

6.4.5 Data collection

We collected primary and secondary task data for times and error using custom logging software. All input events were logged, including time to resolve squares in the primary task, and errors. For the secondary task, correct responses including time information (starting from appearance of the target stimuli) as well as errors were recorded. Errors were counted when participants missed a target stimulus or responded to a distractor.

6.5 Results

In this section, we report on our quantitative results from primary and secondary task as well as qualitative results from collected post-condition questionnaires.

6.5.1 Primary task results

Trial completion time was calculated from appearance of a square to participants correctly resolving it by clicking on it and inputting the correct number. Error rates were measured as the number of unresolved squares. Trial completion and errors were analyzed using two individual $5 \times (display \ configuration)$ one-way ANOVAs ($\alpha = .05$) on the dependent variables trial completion time (averaged trial completion times, only correct trials) and error. Results did not show significant differ-
ences between conditions, neither for trial completion time nor error. Participants resolved each square at an average of 1.61 s ($SE = 0.01$ s), without differences between conditions ($F(4, 95) = 0.168, p = .954$), as depicted in Figure 6.8. On average, participants made 8.19 errors ($SE = 0.55$) per condition (of 120 trials), across all conditions ($F(4, 95) = 0.063, p = .993$).

![Figure 6.8](image)

**Figure 6.8**: Primary task trial completion times in milliseconds across all conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.

**Discussion**

Interestingly, participants’ primary task performance was not influenced by the display configuration. First, this suggests that participants followed our instructions to focus on the primary task and handle background stimuli as secondary task. Secondly, and more surprisingly, participants were not influenced by the background task for conditions with the transparent display. As reflected in participants qualitative ratings, they did not feel distracted. Our results show an even distribution of trial completion time across all conditions. Statistical analysis indicates that the minor differences in trial completion time between conditions are of random nature, which contradicts our hypotheses formed with respect to primary task performance ($H1$ - $H3$).

**6.5.2 Secondary task results**

We analyzed secondary task performance with the dependent variables being number of detected background stimuli and detection delay. False-positive errors
occurred very rarely (48 in total for all conditions and participants) and were therefore not analyzed. Both dependent variables were analyzed using individual one-way ANOVAs ($\alpha = .05$). The stimulus detection delays were not statistically different across conditions ($F(4, 91) = 0.19, p = .943$) with a mean of 1.08s ($SE = 0.02$s). Means across conditions are depicted in Figure 6.9.

![Figure 6.9: Secondary task stimuli detection delays in milliseconds across all conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.](image)

An analysis of the number of detected background stimuli showed a significant main effect ($F(4, 95) = 38.375, p < .01$). Mean values and standard errors are illustrated in Figure 6.10. A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that the detection rate across several conditions was significantly different. Participants detected significantly less stimuli for **Opaque 0** ($M = 24.6\%, SE = 3.7\%$) and **Opaque 60** ($M = 30.1\%, SE = 5.4\%$) than for any other condition (all $p < .001$). For **Opaque 30** ($M = 55.33\%, SE = 4.4\%$), the detection rate was lower than for **Transparent** ($M = 81.8\%, SE = 2.4\%, p < .001$) and **Horizontal** ($M = 70.4\%, SE = 3.6\%, p = .067, p < .001$). The difference of 11.4% between **Transparent** and **Horizontal** was not statistically significant ($p = .274$).

**Discussion**

In contrast to primary task performance, results were highly different across conditions for secondary task performance, more specifically detection rate. Participants had problems detecting background stimuli especially during **Opaque 0** and **Opaque 60 conditions. Therefore, hypothesis H4 (Opaque 30 better than Opaque 0 and Opaque 60) is supported.
During the experiment, we saw participants having different strategies for Opaque 0, with the most common strategy being to lean over to see both screens. However, even for those participants, background stimulus detection rates were mostly around 35%. Only one participant (P2) reached 50% with Opaque 0, but also performing exceptionally well in the other conditions (e.g. Transparent and Horizontal with 93%). With Opaque 60, the background was outside participants’ mid peripheral visual field, making it hard to focus on both tasks simultaneously.

Hypothesis H5 (Transparent and Horizontal better than Opaque 0 and Opaque 60) is also supported. Additionally, we saw that participants detected nearly 30 percentage points more background stimuli for Transparent than for Opaque 30. This was surprising, since we expected that the ability to have both displays in the mid to near peripheral visual field for Opaque 30 would give participants the ability to achieve high background stimulus detection rates.

Lastly, we saw that the difference in detection rate between Transparent and Horizontal was not significant, although the average detection rate differed by 11.4% in favor of Transparent. For Horizontal and Opaque 30, the background is visually offset to the screen. It seems like the horizontal rotation of Horizontal had less impact on secondary task performance than the vertical rotation of Opaque 30.
6.5.3 Qualitative results

We analyzed data gathered from post-condition questionnaires using a series of Friedman tests. Participants answered questions on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Results showed significant differences for answers to two questions, which were “My back and/or neck hurts from sitting in this position while performing this task.” ($\chi^2(4) = 17.091, p < .01$) and “I would use the system I just tested.” ($\chi^2(4) = 38.906, p < .001$). Answers for the other questions did not differ significantly across conditions.

For gaining further insights, we conducted a series of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests (Bonferroni adjusted $\alpha = .005$). For the question if participants felt that their back hurt, results showed significant differences between Transparent ($M = 1.70$, $SD = 1.30$) and Opaque 0 ($M = 3.80$, $SD = 2.21$, $p < .005$), and Transparent and Opaque 30 ($M = 2.80$, $SD = 1.88$, $p < .005$). No other significant differences to Horizontal ($M = 2.35$, $SD = 1.57$) or Opaque 60 ($M = 2.70$, $SD = 1.53$) were present.

Participants’ ratings on the usage of the system revealed significant differences between conditions (best to worst: Transparent, Horizontal, Opaque 30 and Opaque 60, Opaque 0). In more detail, there were differences between Transparent ($M = 4.05$, $SD = 1.36$) and Opaque 0 ($M = 1.60$, $SD = 1.57$), Transparent and Opaque 30 ($M = 2.35$, $SD = 1.31$), and Horizontal ($M = 3.45$, $SD = 1.90$) and Opaque 30 (all $p < .005$). Difference between Transparent and Opaque 60 ($M = 2.35$, $SD = 1.63$) did not reach statistical significance ($p = 0.0053$).

Discussion

In general, participants’ scores on Tyrrell’s questions on physical and mental fatigue were low (overall $M = 3.02$, $SD = 1.89$), showing that they could perform all tasks without too much effort. Participants’ preference for some of the conditions is reflected in the comments we received as part of the questionnaire, such as P6’s written comments to Opaque 30 “This system is not as good as the transparent display, but better than all other configurations I tested.”, or “Because I experienced the see-through display already I don’t want to use the system I just tested.” or P8
when starting the *Transparent* condition “This is awesome, I want one of these.”. While we believe that the novelty of the transparent displays positively influenced the ratings, we saw participants acknowledging the usefulness of the transparent displays.

The horizontal condition was also perceived positively, though participants complained about the constant head movement (up and down). This is reflected in the comments we received such as “It seemed to generate better results (higher hit rate), but at the same time it felt more stressful (for the eyes and brain).” (P2), “Most comfortable position, can give equal attention to both the tasks.” (P5, with a background stimulus detection rate of 93% for *Transparent* and 68% for *Horizontal*), or “Always looking down and up again is pretty annoying.” (P11).

### 6.6 Discussion

In our experiment we found that the transparent display and the horizontal display were superior in the observational secondary task compared to a conventional display, independent of its angular position. This is especially surprising for conditions with the conventional display tilted only up to the degree where display and background are equally visible (i.e. edge aligned, cf. [145]). We expected that when both the primary task display and the background are within the near and mid peripheral visual field, participants would perform equally well as with the transparent or horizontal displays. This makes us believe that users ability to perform a typical display worker task while simultaneously observing a busy environment beside the display results in poor observational performance.

Although our participants were able to anticipate the occurrence of target events, they did not identify more than 55% of these events with *Opaque 30*. We believe this is due to the angular difference in visual field between primary and secondary task. Although the visual separation is as small as possible with a conventional (opaque) display by placing it right beside the observation area with *Opaque 30*, results show that even this small separation decreases secondary task performance significantly, especially when compared to *Transparent*. 
Comparing *Opaque 30* and *Horizontal*, we believe the decreased performance for *Opaque 30* could be a result of differences in visual area. Both displays were 16:9 (i.e. landscape orientation), thus the visual area that needs to be observed is bigger for *Opaque 30 + Projection* compared to *Horizontal + Projection*. Therefore, it might have been easier for participants to see both displays simultaneously for Horizontal.

While we acknowledge that the events in our secondary task appeared in very frequent order, we believe that these results give insights for systems where users have to perform a regular display task and observe the environment simultaneously.

We did not see a decrease in primary task performance as found by Tan and Czerwinsky [170]. This is most likely due to the difference in tasks, since also the detrimental effects found in their work were rather small. For secondary task performance, however, effects were rather large for our experiment. This suggests that the decrease in secondary task performance is guided largely by visual separation, but likely also task specific. In contrast to our work, Tan and Czerwinsky used a notification-based secondary task, which allows for easy detection of stimuli because of their sudden appearance and the lack of distractors.

**Implications and recommendations**

From our quantitative and qualitative results, we draw the following implications and recommendations.

- **Proximity to visual field is important**: Users’ ability to observe the environment for events is highly influenced by offset in visual angle. If the location of an event is known, the proximity in terms of visual angle must be matched as closely as possible. However, even then, our results show that when working on a regular-sized display, chances are high that users might miss up to half of the important events. Therefore, conventional displays should only be used for dual-tasks when the events in the background are clearly distinguishable from other ones and do not appear at a high frequency. If users work on even larger screens (e.g. >35”), the possibility of missing events increases.
• **Horizontal displays are better for background awareness than conventional displays:** When designing for dual-task usage, horizontal displays should be given preference over a conventional display with offset. The horizontal display allows users to keep their primary task performance consistent while highly increasing users’ ability to observe the background and identify events. Our horizontal display was slightly tilted to be edge aligned with the background, as was the conventional display in the *Opaque 30* condition. The horizontal display covered less visual area than the conventional display, mostly because of its orientation, which was beneficial for participants. Decreasing the visual area of conventional displays through tilting, however, is not feasible.

• **Transparent displays free users’ visual field while keeping primary task performance constant:** Users can perform attention demanding tasks equally well on transparent displays as on conventional opaque displays. Furthermore, transparent displays highly increase users’ ability to observe the background compared to a conventional display, independently of its rotation or position.

• **Users can choose between transparent and horizontal displays:** We did not find any statistical differences between these two display configuration. Therefore, users as well as designers of system can use both transparent and horizontal displays without sacrificing on primary task performance or ability to observe the background. Using a transparent display can be beneficial in situations where users prefer vertical displays (e.g. to increase the area from which the display is visible and increase comfort) over horizontal displays. However, our qualitative findings and suggest potential negative impact on comfort and posture of horizontal displays for longer-term usage. This needs to be subject of future investigation.

In general, we believe that the impact of angular offset from the central peripheral field highly influenced users ability for observation. Our results show that, while participants performed the primary task equally well across all conditions, their secondary task performance decreased with increasing visual field. The only exception to this is *Opaque 0*, where participants had to take a rather large effort...
to also see the secondary task. We included this condition knowing that it was impossible to see the background without additional effort to see users reaction and observe strategies. Participants tended to lean over to find to optimal viewing angle to see both displays. However, this additional effort drastically decreases secondary task performance. Therefore, in situations where the location of events in the background can be anticipated, even with optimal viewing position of a traditional display (i.e. Opaque 30 in our experiment), users should be aware of the high probability of missing events in the background.

The very large display experience
Researchers in HCI often argue that increasing screen real estate increases efficiency and opens a wide range of applications. However, typical screens are more in the range of 20” - 30”, and not coming close to the size of many TV sets at home. Only for very few occasions there seems to be justification for users to sit in front of a large wall of displays for their daily work (e.g. workers in stock exchanges observing a multitude of graphs simultaneously). We argue that one of the reasons conventional displays are not as large as they could be is because users would feel uncomfortable sitting behind a 150” wall of displays. Therefore, having a (at least partly) transparent display (e.g. [107]) potentially increases user acceptance and efficiency.

Visual interference
In our experiment, users saw the background as well as the primary task display during conditions with the transparent displays. While we found that distraction had no impact on task performance, we did not test for situations where on-screen contrast is low because of transparency. We believe that in order for transparent displays to be used in uncontrolled environments with arbitrary background, issues of visual interference need to be resolved. While outside the scope of this work, other research suggests several ways to eliminate visual interference on transparent displays such as heads-up-displays (e.g. [102, 163]). Incorporating these techniques and evaluating various display configurations (including transparent displays) is a necessary step to evaluate the usability of transparent displays.
7

Creating augmented objects by combining shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapters introduced examples of dynamic objects. They are created from optically dynamic material to change properties such as their transparency, or perceived shape and size. In this chapter, we intrude an example of augmented objects. We enrich physically dynamic objects with spatial augmented reality to extend their space of possible appearances. By combining physically and optically dynamic interfaces, we leverage the benefits of both worlds and increase the expressivity of those interfaces.
Figure 7.1: Shape-changing interfaces physically render coarse shapes and slow movements. Spatial augmented reality is used to display arbitrary textures, objects, and fast motion, directly onto the shape-changing device. This allows us to take advantage of natural depth cues and occlusion. We demonstrate the combination of the two techniques in three applications, i.e. a weather app with waves rendered physically and virtually (bottom) and a game with position of important game elements emphasized through shape change (top left). We show capabilities of enriching shape-changing interfaces with spatial augmented reality, e.g. the ability to render arbitrary objects and shadows (top right).

Shape-changing interfaces provide benefits with their ability to dynamically alter their physical shape. They allow for dynamic tactile sensation (e.g. [195]), haptic data exploration (e.g. [101]) or in general diverse dynamic affordances (e.g. [77]). We refer readers to the surveys by Rasmussen et al. [148], Coelho et al. [33], and Sturdee and Alexander [166] for comprehensive overviews over technologies and applications. However, changing the physical shape of devices to resemble desired target shapes can be challenging. Especially highly detailed shapes and fast motion are hard to achieve for shape-changing interfaces, which oftentimes only feature few actuators (e.g. MorePhone with 4 actuators [50]).
Typically, shape-changing devices are limited to their predefined range of possible shapes (i.e. deformations, or states), e.g. the faders of 2.5D displays (e.g. [45, 100]), or the predefined air-chambers of pneumatic interfaces (e.g. [195]). Additionally, even if fast physical motion is possible, it can be problematic since it could startle users (cf. [101]).

While research on shape-changing interfaces focused mostly on altering objects physically, a wide range of prior work aimed at changing the optical appearance of objects and environments, for example through spatial augmented reality (e.g. [16, 58, 83, 147]) or fish tank VR (e.g. [164]). Spatial augmented reality is defined as augmentation of real surfaces in a physically co-located way, for example through projection or displays. Users need no additional instrumentation such as see-through glasses (cf. [19]). By enriching static physical objects with visual content, users are presented with the illusion of different textures, shapes, or motion. These systems benefit from the high resolution of displays and projectors, typically featuring millions of pixels, whereas creating shape-changing devices with even only several hundred individually controllable elements (e.g. the 900 actuators of Relief [45]) is challenging. However, with spatial augmented reality, only the optical appearance of objects is dynamic, with the physical shape remaining static. Hence, benefits of shape-changing interfaces such as dynamic tactile sensation are not available. Furthermore, the ability of spatial augmented reality to render 3D graphics is limited by the particular display surface. While it is possible to render virtual objects smaller than the surface, it is not possible to render larger objects. Display performance also depends on the viewing position. If users look at a display surface from a steep angle, virtual objects cannot be rendered correctly since they would exceed the surface bounds and thus are cut off.

In this chapter, we propose combining shape-changing interfaces, typically mechanically constrained and low-resolution, with spatial augmented reality, which allows for displaying high resolution graphics and arbitrarily fast motion. Our aim is to bridge the gap between desired (real) objects and their physical and virtual representation. We argue that by incorporating perspective-corrected virtual renderings, shape-changing interfaces can come closer to an accurate visual representation of desired arbitrary objects. We use physical shape change for dynamic tactile
sensation and haptic feedback, and combine it with spatial augmented reality’s virtual graphics for high-frequency textures and the illusion of fast motion.

Until now, most research has focused on either physical or visual change. In the field of shape-changing interfaces, devices showed co-located 2D information (e.g. MorePhone [49]), were augmented with 2.5D height field data (e.g. Relief [100]), or extended with see-through augmented reality (e.g. Sublime [101]). None of these approaches extends shape-changing interfaces with perspective-corrected 3D visuals in a physically co-located way. We achieved perspective-correction by tracking a user’s head, while physical co-location is achieved using projection mapping. In contrast to prior work, we display 3D virtual content directly on the shape-changing device, which allows us to take advantage of natural depth cues and occlusion. Additionally, this allows for leaving users uninstrumented.

Conceptually, we see the connection between shape-changing interfaces and pixel displays analogous to the connection between (coarse) 3D models and high-detail 2D textures in computer graphics. The geometry of a 3D model is created e.g. through polygonal modeling. Subsequently, low complexity is compensated for through sophisticated textures. Therefore, various techniques such as bump mapping, shadow mapping or animated texture mappings are used to increase the realism of virtual objects. We frame our exploration of shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality in this context, which allows us to identify challenges of both techniques and opportunities of their combination.

We demonstrate the concept of combining shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality with a handheld prototype, more specifically a shape-changing tablet enriched with spatial augmented reality through projection mapping. However, we envision future shape-changing devices to be fully covered with high-resolution displays. More specifically, we believe that each surface of a device will incorporate controllable pixels, especially with the rise of flexible and printed displays (e.g. [50, 134]). We use projection for simulating such future interfaces. We present three applications demonstrating different interaction modalities: a spatial navigation application, an ambient display, and a labyrinth-style game.
In order to map the deformation of a physically constrained shape-changing device to arbitrary 3D graphics of spatial augmented reality, we present a real-time algorithm for matching the two based on what we call *mechanical distance fields* (MDF). Our MDF encodes mechanical deformation in a single regular-spaced voxel grid. By matching desired virtual target shapes with MDF, we can determine the necessary deformation to represent any virtual object. This allows us to match the deformation of shape-changing interfaces in real-time to virtual 3D content, even if the device features deformation along 3 dimensions. Furthermore, we present a technique for enhancing the quality of spatial augmented reality by incorporating a user’s perspective, which we call *view-dependent shape change*. By dynamically altering the display surface, challenges of spatial augmented reality introduced by limited display space can be overcome. This way, we can render virtual 3D objects which would usually be cropped due to the lack of display surface.

**Contributions**

- An exploration of combining physically changing devices and spatial augmented reality for rendering arbitrary 3D objects and visual effects, framed in the context of computer graphics.
- A technique for extending the design space of shape-changing devices with rendering of complex textures, fast motion, and non-topologically equivalent shape changes.
- A real-time algorithm for matching constrained shape-changing devices to arbitrary 3D models.
- A technique for extending the effective display area for spatial augmented reality based on view-dependent shape change.

### 7.2 Design space

In this section, we first identify challenges when designing and building shape-changing interfaces taking related work into account. We then address these challenges and frame solutions with analogies to techniques from computer graphics.
**Figure 7.2:** The physical deformation is combined with the optical "deformation", i.e. a shape-changing device with a pixel display. This allows for higher and changing granularity (center column), as well as to render varying curvature and a high number of zero-crossings (right). For illustration purposes the display is rather low-resolution (15 × 30 pixels in this case). We envision the optical component to be a high resolution deformable display (e.g. >300 ppi). Figure adapted from [155].

**Challenges of shape-changing interfaces**

Looking at work by Roudaut et al. [155] on shape resolution and the taxonomy of shape-changing interfaces by Rasmussen et al. [148], we can identify the main challenges we address in our work:

- **Limited granularity:** The limited number of actuators on many shape-changing interfaces makes rendering more detailed shapes or high frequency textures, such as bumpy surfaces or waves, challenging.
- **Limited speed:** Due to mechanical limitations, actuation speed is limited and high frequency motion is difficult to achieve. Additionally, even if faster motion was possible, it would often not be desirable due to user interaction (e.g. startle users, risk of jamming fingers).
- **Optical appearance relies on physical shape:** Shape-changing interfaces are bound to their physical appearance and environmental influence. Shadows thrown on the device depend largely on (uncontrolled) ambient light. Physical features such as edges of a device depend solely on the current deformation. Current devices cannot change the ways users perceive them beyond physically possible changes (e.g. perceived levitation or holes).
These limitations reduce the expressiveness of shape-changing interfaces and thus their ability to achieve various goals (cf. [148]). Devices with hedonic aims such as conveying emotion (e.g. Thrifty faucet [175]) could benefit by not only triggering emotion through bending but also through a highly dynamic surface texture that moves and shows small spikes, for example. Devices with functional aims such as communicating information (e.g. shape-changing mobile phones [50, 155]) face challenges when trying to express information beyond the capability of their few actuators, e.g. indicating information about upcoming weather (e.g. strength of wind, cloudiness). Although spatial augmented reality does not allow for tangible change, it can give users the illusion of features such as high detail texture or high frequency motion. We argue that the combination with the tangibility of shape-changing interfaces opens more possibilities for researchers and designers. Additionally, we believe spatial augmented reality benefits from the combination with shape-changing interfaces by dynamically altering the display surface.

**Connection to computer graphics: 3D models and 2D textures**

We frame our proposed techniques in the context of **computer graphics**, more specifically in the context of polygonal 3D models and 2D texturing. We identified and applied three different techniques which we found to be applicable when using spatial augmented reality to address challenges of shape-changing interfaces: **bump maps**, **animated texture maps**, and **shadow maps**. Furthermore, we show how other optical properties of shape-changing devices such as transparency or area (cf. [148]) can be altered, based on the principle of **environment maps**.

### 7.2.1 Bump maps: Increasing perceived resolution

**Bump mapping** is a technique for the depiction of high detail surfaces with only low resolution 3D models, introduced by Blinn in 1978 [22]. The surface normals are changed, e.g. through perturbation, to render effects such as wrinkles or uneven surfaces, highly contributing to the perceived realism of surfaces. The geometry of the object is not modified. This allows for high realism, since the perceived intensity of light is mostly determined by the direction of the surface normal, and less by the position on the surface (cf. [22]).
Like for coarse 3D models, the granularity (i.e. the number of actuators with respect to the device area) of shape-changing devices is rather low (cf. [155]). Increasing the granularity can be challenging, since it means adding actuators and their control mechanisms on a limited area (e.g. within a tablet-sized device), and increased power consumption. In contrast, traditional displays or video projection feature several million controllable pixels. By adding virtual graphics to shape-changing interfaces, their perceived resolution can be increased. Analogous to using bump maps on 3D geometry, shape-changing interfaces provide the coarse, low resolution geometry. 3D graphics are responsible for simulating high resolution spatial and temporal variations (cf. high-detail 2D textures). Like 2.5D shape displays, regular displays can change their perceived granularity through simultaneously changing (i.e. grouping) actuators, ranging from changing only 1 pixel to all pixels simultaneously.

We use shape-changing devices to render the coarse (tactile) shape of a desired target, e.g. a wave-like form mimicking a water surface, or an architectural model. Spatial augmented reality is used for more detailed surface features such as bumps on a map for small hills and valleys, ground textures, or objects for games. Those features are displayed perspective-corrected to appear realistic to the observer. Figure 7.2 (center) illustrates changing a device with multiple control points physically, and multiple boxes added by 3D graphics, as well as the combination of the two. Granularity also influences other features of shape-resolution, such as curvature, zero-crossings (i.e. ability to produce wave-like shapes), and closure (cf. [155]). As noted by Roudaut et al., curve deformation is challenging to achieve due to different material properties. Shape-changing devices need to be manufactured from, or covered with, flexible material (e.g. foam or Lycra [34, 100]). Dependent on the amplitude and curvature, only a relatively low number of zero-crossings can be achieved. This problem is even more apparent for devices with only very few actuators, e.g. shape-changing mobile phones. In combination with spatial augmented reality, the number of available perceived zero-crossings, i.e. the frequency of wave-like shapes, can be increased drastically. As illustrated in Figure 7.2 (right), low frequency waves are rendered physically, whereas smaller wave-like structures are simulated.
7.2.2 Animated texture maps: Increasing perceived speed

Animated texture maps are used for presenting predefined animations on other virtual surfaces, without changing the actual surface geometry. The animations can be of arbitrary speed and size.

Roudaut et al. discuss speed and animation, however mostly in terms of a device’s ability to perform actions with varying speed. While the speed of most shape-changing interfaces is fixed (i.e. determined by mechanics, cf. [155]), we argue that in combination with spatial augmented reality, perceived speed of shape-changing devices can be varied as well as increased beyond the physically possible motion of the device. Like with animated texture maps, which are used to render motion on static or low resolution surfaces, we render fast virtual motion on the rather slow moving shape-changing interface. Additionally, we render motion of more fine-grained textures (e.g. small waves) and objects (e.g. a rolling marble).

The maximum velocity of a shape-changing interface depends on its implementation. Devices such as 2.5D shape displays with motorized pins rely on the actuation speed of the pins, whereas pneumatic interfaces rely on the pumping and vacuuming speed. Dielectric electro active polymers and shape-memory alloys usually rely on rather high voltage or current, respectively, and oftentimes suffer from low (de-)activation speeds. Higher velocity motion would be possible but poses challenges in terms of manufacturing as well as user interaction. When the velocity is increased above a certain threshold, it is challenging to accurately match a desired target deformation due to the mass of the object and resulting oscillation around the target position. Additionally, high speed deformation poses potential risks to users (e.g. jamming fingers or startling users).

By combining shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality, high velocity movements can be performed virtually. Physical deformation can be performed simultaneously, but with lower velocity, overcoming these potential limitations. In our prototypes, physical actuation is included in our shape-matching algorithm with predefined maximum velocity and a damping factor, allowing for smooth motion which does not distract or startle users.
7.2.3 Shadow maps: Adding virtual depth

Shadow mapping, introduced by Williams in 1978 [189], is a technique for efficiently rendering shadows. A shadow map is generated by rendering the scene from the light source’s perspective and storing depth information (z-buffer values). Through comparison of the scene part displayed in each pixel, the position of shadows is determined. This allows for greatly increasing the realism of virtual scenes. Additionally, by moving the virtual light source, different effects such as change in time (e.g., virtual sun clock) and perceived object position (e.g., levitation) can be achieved.

Current shape-changing interfaces are bound to their physical appearance when rendering objects. Occlusion or shadows depend on the current shape of the device and the illumination coming from the environment. Using spatial augmented reality allows for simulating these properties. We change the position of a virtual light source in the "scene" (i.e., the environment where the tracked shape-changing device is in), effectively adding virtual shadows to a physically deformed device (see Figure 7.3). This allows us to illuminate the device in a way that gives users the impression of different shadows on the device, independently of ambient illumination from the environment. Previously, this was not possible since shape-changing interfaces relied on actual shadows thrown on or through the device. Shadow maps allow designers of shape-changing interfaces to convey different information, e.g., progress of long running processes, or simply time passing, indicated by shadows moving according to the sun (i.e., our virtual light source).
Additionally, *shadow maps* can be used to change optical features of shape-changing interfaces. As illustrated in Figure 7.4, by emphasizing or blurring physical edges, their appearance can be altered. By emphasizing soft edges with sharp lines, the edges appear more pronounced, and vice versa.

![Figure 7.4: By adding emphasized or blurred virtual edges, perceived shapes such as the sharpness of edges can be altered.](image)

Finally, spatial augmented reality allows for rendering arbitrary objects on shape-changing devices. This makes it possible to render a background texture on the device as well as other objects including their virtual shadow. By exploiting this property, it is possible to create virtual objects on the device that e.g. float above the ground (see Figure 7.5 and 7.1), or disappear and reappear on demand. This shadow effect has been used in prior work to make fairies fly in front of a statue as part of culture heritage communication at a historic castle [37].

![Figure 7.5: Two virtual cubes are rendered on the shape-changing device. By adding virtual shadows, the illusion of objects hovering over the device can be created.](image)
7.2.4 Extension: Environment maps for optical effects

Besides increasing the perceived resolution and speed of shape-changing devices, other optical effects such as transparency can be included in future shape-changing interfaces. By showing the background on top of the device, features such as holes (i.e. partial transparency) can be rendered. This also allows for decreasing the perceived size of a shape-changing device, which is challenging with current technology.

This approach, however, requires knowledge of the environment, such as the surface underneath, beside, or behind the shape-changing device, thus deviates from the other proposed concepts. Therefore, we consider changing these optical properties of shape-changing interfaces as *extensions* of our proposed framework.

In computer graphics, this technique is referred to as environment maps (or reflection maps, [23]). The texture of the environment is captured and stored for later mapping it on a virtual device. This allows for efficient rendering of reflection without having to render the geometry of the environment. Our current implementation uses projection mapping, which allows us to control the appearance of the environment by using it as projection surface (see Figure 7.6).

![Figure 7.6: By rendering contents on the table, the device blends into the environment and can render apparent holes.](image)
7.3 Matching physical and virtual shapes

One of our main objectives is to find appropriate physical and optical properties of shape-changing devices to match desired virtual objects. For achieving this goal it is therefore central to match the physical shape of the device to the shape(s) in the virtual environment.

We note that this step was comparatively simple in prior work, as it focused either on 2D information displayed on shape-changing devices or on height field data displayed on 2.5D shape displays. In our work, however, shapes may cover an arbitrary volume in 3D and they need to be represented by shape change that goes beyond a simple change of height.

Consequently, our goal is to design an algorithm that computes the actuation parameters of the shape changing device so that the virtual model is fit as closely as possible, and in real-time. In the following we develop a model for the problem that makes the idea of a close-to-optimal fit precise and facilitates fast computation.

7.3.1 Overview

Our algorithm takes a model of an actuated device (e.g. as a set of 3D models, one per deformation state) as input. The input, representing individual actuators and states, is then encoded into multiple 3D voxel grids. Each voxel holds information on how the device needs to be deformed to cover it. The individual actuators of a device are encoded separately and later combined into a single voxel grid. This representation allows us to store actuation efficiently, and enables real-time matching.

For matching a shape-changing device to an arbitrary target shape (e.g. given as 3D model), we first decode the target into a voxel grid as well. We then overlay the initially computed voxel grid with the target voxel grid and take the overlapping voxels into account for fitting. Subsequently, we calculate the optimal fit between the initial and the target voxel grid (see below). Figure 7.7 illustrates the complete algorithm.
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**Figure 7.7**: Computation of the initial mechanical distance field (left) and matching to a target shape (right) in a 2D example. Each state of the device (left) is encoded individually, and combined to a single MDF (center). The target object is also encoded into a voxel grid and then matched with the initial voxel grid. This gives use candidate voxels (encoding device actuation). We then find the close-to-optimal fit in the MDF, which gives us the resulting deformation for any given target (bottom right).

### 7.3.2 Representation

The most important part of the algorithm lies in the representation of the shape changing device. Typically, a shape-changing device is composed of multiple actuators (i.e. degrees of freedom), which, when activated, deform a specific part of the device. The resulting motion need not be linear, which is typical for devices such as shape-changing mobile phones (e.g. [50, 155]). We assume the actuation level of each actuator to be discretized. Then we represent the state of the shape-changing device as $s \in \mathbb{Z}_n^m$, where $n$ is the number of actuators and $m$ is the number of actuation levels per actuator. Note that there is a total of $n^m$ distinct states for the device.

We represent the shape of the device as a discrete grid of voxels above the zero-state $s = (0, \ldots, 0)$ of the device (i.e. all actuators in state $0$). Each voxel is either covered or uncovered by the device, where covered means the surface has been pushed far enough such that the voxel is below the surface. The status of each grid point is represented by $0$ for uncovered and $1$ for covered. The shape is a binary vector depending on the state, i.e. $V(s) \in \{0, 1\}^{x \times y \times z}$, where $x, y, z$ are the dimensions of the voxel grid in space. We note that the discretization need not be rectilinear,
however, this is clearly the most convenient choice. We require that the voxel representation can be computed for any state $s$, i.e. that the shape-changing device is known a priori.

The virtual target shape to be represented by the device is likewise represented in the volumetric grid and denoted $V_T \in \mathbb{R}^{x\times y\times z}$. In a typical scenario the target shape is given as manifold, intersection-free mesh without boundary (sometimes referred to as ‘watertight’), which can be scan-converted into the voxel representation. In principle, however, our approach works with every shape representation that can be converted into a voxel grid.

7.3.3 Reduction and simplification

In general it is not feasible to store the grid for each of the $n^m$ possible states, as this would require $xyz \cdot n^m$ bits storage, which is cumbersome for realistic dimensions. In particular, real-time computation would be difficult on this data volume.

Our solution is to decouple the individual actuators. This means we will consider the effect of each actuator on the shape changing device independent of the state of the remaining actuators. This is justified as only few voxels are actually influenced by more than one actuator. Moreover, we do model the interaction of actuators, albeit probabilistically: we consider the expected value for a voxel depending on the state of an actuator, considering the likelihood of the actuation levels of the other actuators being equal. For example, if a voxel is covered at state $j$ of actuator $i$ for half of the possible states of the other actuators, we consider the value of the voxel to be $0.5$. This means we can now store the voxel grid for each actuator $i$ and each actuation level $j$ independently in a real valued vector $\vec{V}_{ij} \in [0,1]^{x\times y\times z}$. Note that now the complexity has reduced from using $n^m$ to using $nm$ grids.

We further simplify this representation, making a monotonicity assumption: as the actuation levels of the actuators are increased, the enclosed volume never shrinks. This means, if a voxel is covered for actuator $i$ at level $j$, it will also be covered for any level $j' > j$. We notice that most voxels are affected only by a single actuator. Such voxels will at some actuation level change their value from 0 to 1. Rather than storing all 0’s and 1’s it suffices to store the actuation level for the change. Further-
more, voxels that depend on more than one actuator usually behave linearly, and we decided to store the values of any voxel for actuator $i$ as a function that is equal to zero, then linearly increases to one, and then stays constant. This means we can store values of each voxel for a given actuator as two actuation levels: the first actuation level at which the value is non-zero, and the first level for which the value is one. For voxels that are dependent on a single actuator, the two values will be identical. We store this representation as two vectors $V^0_i, V^1_i \in \mathbb{Z}_m^{x_y_z}$. When needed, this information can be used to quickly generate the values $V_{i,j}$.

The representation of the shape for a single actuator has a nice intuitive visualization: the actuation levels $V^0_i, V^1_i$ symbolize the ‘mechanical work’ that has to be exerted by the actuator to ‘reach’ the voxel. Based on this idea, and in analogy to distance fields (cf. [24, 85, 159]) we nickname the representation mechanical distance field. The generation of the MDF is visualized in Figure 7.7 and the result for the set of all actuators combined in our prototype is shown in Figure 7.8.

![Figure 7.8: Example of a fully computed MDF (bottom right) for a device (base state 0 top left). Two of six dimensions of deformation (2 actuated states for dimensions 1 and 3) are illustrated. Darker green indicates larger state.](image-url)
7.3.4 Real-time matching

Based on the precomputed grids $\tilde{V}_{ij}$ we use a voting approach to decide on the best state $s_T$: for each actuator $i$ we check all actuation levels $j$ and try to maximize the fit between the volume represented by the shape changing device and the target shape.

We assess the error of fit for level $j$ for actuator $i$ as the symmetric difference between $|\tilde{V}_{ij} - V_T|$ (where the absolute value $|\cdot|$ is performed element-wise). Note that this evaluates to zero whenever the values are identical; and to one whenever either the voxel should be covered but is not, or should be uncovered but is. Naturally, we want to choose $j$ such that this value is small.

On the other hand, we cannot expect to cover the shape with a single actuator so the error will usually be large. Among states with large error we would prefer those that represent most of the volume of the target shape, i.e. we would like to maximize the intersection of the target shape and the volume covered by the device. This volume is given by $\tilde{V}_{ij} \cdot V_T$.

Based on these measures we defined the optimal state for actuator $i$ as

$$s_i = \arg\min_j \frac{|\tilde{V}_{ij} - V_T|}{\tilde{V}_{ij} \cdot V_T}. \quad (7.1)$$

For numerical reasons we only consider values $j$ for which the common interior volume $\tilde{V}_{ij} \cdot V_T$ is bounded away from zero. Together these values form the optimal state vector $s_T$.

Computational considerations

We first determine the size of the voxel grid by computing the bounding box of the shape for all states. The smallest side length of the bounding box divided by the resolution $r$ defines the side length of the voxels. In the case of our tablet prototype, as an example, we sample the deformation of each actuator $r = 33$ times, resulting in an initial voxel grid of $x = 83 \times y = 33 \times z = 59$ (~160K total) voxels, which gives us a good balance between resolution of the mechanical deformation and computational effort.
Figure 7.9: The virtual world displayed on the shape-changing device (left). Without shape-change, the display area of the device is not sufficient for users to see the virtual world fully (i.e. walls are cropped, center). With view-dependent shape change, the virtual world can be seen fully (right, deformation state inlay).

The computation of all best fits can be performed in a single iteration over all voxels, collecting the products and differences for each actuator, and calculating the best fit. For the above mentioned voxel resolution our algorithm runs in real-time, with the most expensive part being the intersection and difference computations. The complexity of the algorithm grows linearly with the number of voxels, actuators, and actuation levels.

7.4 View-dependent shape change

Typically, the ability of spatial augmented reality to present 3D contents to users is limited by the display surface. If a virtual object extends beyond the bounds of the projection surface, it is cropped. This is true for projection mapping as well as for other techniques such as stereoscopic displays. We make use of the shape-changing devices’ ability to extend its surface to avoid cropping without the need to wear glasses. The surface of the device is deformed depending on the angle between the user and the device. In our prototype, this means that an edge is bent upwards to increase the effective projection surface area, as shown in Figure 7.9. Figure 7.10 illustrates the computation of the deformation. The angle $\alpha$ between the user and the device is calculated as the dot product between the viewing direction $\vec{u}$ and the normal of the device $\vec{n}$. We then calculate the deformation simply
as \( \beta = \theta - a \times \frac{\alpha}{\pi} \), where \( \theta \) denotes the maximum deformation of the device (in our case, \( 90^\circ \)). We deform the actuators which are furthest away from the user.

\[ \alpha = 0^\circ, \beta = 0^\circ \]
\[ \alpha = 45^\circ, \beta = 45^\circ \]
\[ \alpha = 90^\circ, \beta = 90^\circ \]

**Figure 7.10:** The shape-changing device is deformed to enable the best viewing angle on virtual objects displayed on the device.

### 7.5 Implementation

We built a prototypical shape-changing device enriched with spatial augmented reality through projection mapping to illustrate the concept of combining the two. Software and hardware is released as open-source\(^1\).

**Shape-changing tablet**

We built a shape-changing tablet (21 cm \( \times \) 15 cm \( \times \) 2 cm) from a custom 3D printed housing with 6 servo motors (Flug51 SG90) as actuators. The design of the device was inspired by Rasmussen et al. \([149]\), who were using a smaller, phone-sized and wired version with 4 actuators for their user study. The device is powered by two 2000mAh LiPo batteries. The servo motors are controlled through an Arduino Pro Mini, connected wirelessly via Bluetooth (HC-06 module) to a computer running our custom software. The top of the device is 3D printed from flexible filament (NinjaFlex), which allows for bending according to the servo position. For increased projection quality, the top is additionally covered with a sheet of paper (see Figure 7.11).

\(^1\)http://www.cg.tu-berlin.de/research/projects/sci-and-ar/
Figure 7.11: Shape-changing tablet containing 6 servo motors. Each corner can be bent, as well as the center of the tablet.

Projection mapping

3D projection mapping is based on having a 3D model of the physical object(s). This allows us to incorporate the device’s geometry into our projection mapping system. We use a rigged 3D model of the tablet within our projection mapping application. By positioning and calibrating the projection system so that the relationship of the projection to the physical object corresponds to the virtual camera’s relation to the 3D model, we can project the digital model onto the physical elements of the installation, thereby augmenting the physical object. We track the device as well as the user’s head position using an OptiTrack IR tracking system. Projection is done using a single projector positioned ~2 m above the surface.

Software

The control software for our sample applications is written in Unity, with rigged models of our prototypes created in Blender. We use a proprietary software for calibrating our projection mapping system, written in Java. The MDF algorithm is developed in C++ using openFrameworks and CGAL \[174\]. For voxelization of shapes, we use a simple box-triangle intersection algorithm as described in \[1\]. The C++ application handles generation and persistence of the MDF. The Unity software handles real-time shape matching.

7.6 Applications

We demonstrate three different applications showcasing the potential benefits of combining shape-changing interfaces with co-located 3D graphics.
**Spatial navigation**

Users navigate in a virtual 3D environment, i.e. a 3D map. The shape-changing device deforms according to the geometry, as depicted in Figure 7.12. Details of buildings and places are rendered onto the device using 3D co-located graphics. Users can rotate the device to explore the map freely. This application uses our view-dependent algorithm. When the user look from an angle, the deformation adapts, making it possible to render features extending the bounds of the projection surface (e.g. by tilting the device 90°).

![Figure 7.12: Users navigate on a 3D map. Tilting of the tablet is compensated for using view-dependent shape change (inlay).](image)

**Ambient display**

Information of current and upcoming weather and the time are displayed on and with the shape-changing tablet (Figure 7.13). Virtual shadows of 3D objects convey information about time of the day, following a virtually moving sun. Additionally, a wave simulation is rendered physically through deformation and virtually through spatial augmented reality. The spatial and temporal frequency depends on the strength of wind. The shape-changing tablet deforms according to the wave simulation (i.e. stronger waves result in faster and larger deformation). Spatial augmented reality is used for rendering more fine grained details of the simulation. Furthermore, we added virtual fog to convey information of wind strength. The fog seems to float on top of the tablet.
A problem with shape-changing interfaces is that sudden deformations are not always suitable. To solve this, we implemented the concept of \emph{anticipating shape change}. First, only the virtual waves move on top of the device indicating an upcoming shape change. With a short delay, the physical movement starts.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image}
\caption{An ambient display conveys information about time and weather. Waves are rendered physically and virtually (inlay).}
\end{figure}

\textbf{Labyrinth game}

We implemented a simple labyrinth game (Figure 7.14). Users control a (virtual) rolling ball and maneuver it around to pick up colorful objects to complete a level. 3D information of the environment is rendered virtually on the device, including perspective-corrected walls, elevated game objects and high frequency ground textures. The ball also serves as input for our shape-matching algorithm and triggers deformation. Especially for regions covered by player’s hands, this seeks to increase the feeling of a physical game object. Additionally, game effects such as stairs are rendered as a combination of shape-changing and virtual graphics.

\textbf{Additional application using dynamic porosity}

By using knowledge of the background, we can render holes into the shape. The background is created by our application, therefore no camera is needed. We implemented this in a simple physical simulation (see Figure 7.6). The virtual ice first has holes, then breaks apart, thus revealing the underlying surface.
Figure 7.14: In the labyrinth game, the position of the ball (bottom left) is also rendered physically for greater immersion.

7.7 First user experiences

We conducted a small informal user study with 5 participants (24 - 36 years), all students and staff from a local university, for getting first insights into our proposed technique. The study was performed as a think-aloud session. Participants, all unexperienced with both techniques, were first introduced to the applications described earlier. Thereafter, they experimented with the applications themselves. For the ambient display, participants reacted positively to the combination of the two techniques. Participants immediately understood that physical shape-change corresponds to the virtually rendered waves. One participant noticed: "Oh, now it is clearly getting windy!" after the shape change started on the weather simulation and virtual fog was moving faster. Another participant suggested that the device should spray water, indicating that the device becomes more organic when it is enriched with 3D content. For the labyrinth game, participants felt like the virtual game world was moving whenever the ball was at a position featuring actuation. This makes us believe that participants considered the device to resemble the objects they saw (i.e. the device becomes the water or the game world) and not just serve as a container for the displayed elements. This is different to other work, where virtual content was rendered and controlled through a "container" device, such as pCubee [164]. The combination of the two techniques increased the "realism" of the device and, consequently, immersion. The correspondence between the physical and virtual deformation guided users’ perception. Researchers can take this into consideration when designing shape-changing interfaces.
7.8 Discussion

The combination of shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality allows for a wide variety of applications and extends the range of perceived appearances of shape-changing interfaces. It enables shape-changing interfaces (with inherently limited spatial resolution) to feature high-resolution 3D content that can overcome physical constraints. Furthermore, shape-changing interfaces only have to render slow and coarse motion, since arbitrarily fast motion can be rendered with spatial augmented reality. Lastly, the combination can be used for rich haptic exploration of 3D visual information, allowing to better convey information. We also believe that by increasing the resolution of shape-changing interfaces, devices can not only serve as a "container" for digital content, they can also come closer to actually representing virtual objects. This would allow them to serve as avatars of digital objects, currently only present as on-screen content. By enabling shape-changing interfaces to effectively transition between representations, the space of possible usages can be drastically increased. Incorporating high detail 3D graphics is a step in this direction.

Tangible qualities

Spatial augmented reality allows for changing the optical appearance of a shape-changing device, however these changes are intangible. As soon as users touch the surface which is displaying a high frequency texture, the illusion breaks. Furthermore, only the perceived physical shape of an object can be altered. Other properties such as stretchability, viscosity or strength remain unchanged. They rely completely on the resolution of the shape-changing device. Therefore, it is desirable to increase the range of shape-changing interfaces as well as the resolution of incorporated spatial augmented reality. Including tactile technologies such as TeslaTouch [10] in future devices would help overcome restrictions of combining shape-changing interfaces with pixel displays. Furthermore, the visual appearance of an object is tightly coupled to its physical shape. While our concept allows for altering an object’s perceived appearance, large-scale changes (e.g. doubling its size) are challenging to achieve. Thus, there are limitations in terms of possible optical illusions. We address this challenge in Chapter 8.
Figure 7.15: Our new prototype of a shape-changing device with two displays and two actuators features significantly higher pixel resolution.

Display quality

Typically, the field-of-view of spatial augmented reality approaches is limited. If users look at a surface from a very steep angle, graphics disappear or are cropped (like with bump maps). We partly overcome this problem with our view-dependent shape change approach, however, this solves the problem only to a certain extent. Furthermore, spatial augmented reality relies on perspective correction with respect to user perspective. However, we believe that our approach is superior to currently used see-through augmented reality technologies because it features natural depth cues and occlusion.

Our vision is that spatial augmented reality is achieved by OLED-style displays wrapping around shape-changing interfaces, or any other display technology featuring high-resolution flexible displays. Currently, our system only features displaying digital content through projection mapping with a single projector, which gave us the ability to develop and test our concepts. However, we argue that our approach is agnostic to the way the image is generated. We plan to extend this approach to cover shape-changing devices with digital content on all sides. This would allow for better showcasing how this system solves the surface deformation for not just 2D with height information, but real 3D. We implemented a first prototype of a shape-changing device with two physical displays and two actuators (see Figure 7.15). The display resolution is significantly higher than when using projec-
tors and does not suffer from projector occlusion. In the future, we plan to extend our prototype with flexible and autostereoscopic displays and an increased number of actuators. Furthermore, using autostereoscopic displays instead of regular displays would allow us to display 3D content to multiple users. Finally, incorporating our technique in shape-changing devices featuring physical change along all sides will bring us closer to our goal of accurate representation of virtual 3D objects in real life.
We present an approach to alter the perceived appearance of physical objects by controlling their surrounding space. We call this concept *augmented surroundings*. Many real-world objects cannot easily be equipped with displays or actuators in order to change their shape. Common approaches such as projection mapping enable changing the appearance of objects without modifying them. Certain surface properties (e.g., highly reflective or transparent surfaces) can make employing these techniques difficult. In this chapter, we present a conceptual design exploration on how the appearance of an object can be changed by solely altering the space around it, rather than the object itself. In a proof-of-concept implementation, we place objects onto a tabletop display and track them together with users to display perspective-corrected 3D graphics for augmentation.
We modify the size of object such as the book (enlarged in width and height). A set of keys is virtually raised and tilted by placing them on a rendered ramp. The transparent bottle is augmented with virtual colors to remind users to stay hydrated.

This enables controlling properties such as the perceived size, color, or shape of objects. We characterize the design space of our approach and demonstrate potential applications. For example, we change the contour of a wallet to notify users when their bank account is debited. We envision our approach to gain in importance with increasing ubiquity of display surfaces.

8.1 Introduction

In the virtual world, from traditional desktop computing to virtual reality, changing the appearance of objects or interfaces is one of the main means to communicate information. Objects are altered in color for emphasizing them, they are hidden or revealed when needed, or resized to afford manipulation or communicate importance. Objects in virtual environments are easy to modify: research in computer graphics explored creating complex visual changes in real-time, for example through dynamic bump mapping [22] or environment mapping [23]. With the help of these techniques, arbitrary objects and alterations are achieved.
Research in HCI and computer graphics aimed at enabling similar techniques for objects in the real world. Projection mapping (or spatial augmented reality) enables changing the appearance of physical objects in real-time and on-demand (e.g. [8, 37, 108, 147]), without the need to actually modify the object. Projecting onto objects, however, is not always possible. Objects with transparent, dark or reflective surfaces are unsuited for projection, and would lead to drastically compromised image quality. Furthermore, projection mapping only allows for alterations within the bounds of a target object. The color or texture of an object may be changed, e.g. to optically shrink an object, however, enlargement is not possible due to the lack of projection surface (cf. [108]). A different approach is to create objects directly from optically dynamic material (e.g. [110]), or equip them with in-situ displays (e.g. [134]). These approaches and work on physically dynamic interfaces (cf. [77]) and ubiquitous computing (e.g. [187]) usually modify objects by including functionality through sensors, displays or optically dynamic materials. This, however, increases manufacturing complexity and later modifications would require tampering with the underlying hardware.

We propose a different approach. Instead of augmenting objects directly, we change their appearance by altering their surrounding space. This enables changing the appearance of objects without physical modification, and of objects with surface properties unsuitable for projection. This work provides a conceptual design exploration of our proposed approach and an initial proof-of-concept implementation. We take inspiration from work on visual illusions, which typically alter the perception of an object through other objects that are present in its surroundings, similar to our approach. Furthermore, we build on computer graphics research on how objects are visually altered (e.g. through normal or environment maps). We create optically dynamic objects and contribute one additional technique (besides existing techniques such as projection mapping, shape-changing interfaces, and optically dynamic materials) for bridging the virtual and the real world. We envision display surfaces to be ubiquitous in the future, for example through electronic wallpapers or projection (e.g. [146, 178]), so that objects are commonly surrounded by display surfaces. Our approach then allows augmenting objects e.g. for communicating information and status.
Effects such as changes in size, position, or color are rendered perspective-corrected, which is enabled by tracking objects and users. As an example, we extend physical objects with virtual shapes such as the book in Figure 8.1 to increase its size. By showing virtual content such as platforms or ramps underneath an object, we can alter its perceived position, e.g. visually elevated by placing it on a platform. We change the color of objects by displaying differently colored areas in their close proximity. To decrease visual saliency and effectively "hide" objects from an observer, we blend them with the environment.

We demonstrate a proof-of-concept realization of our concept with a conventional tabletop display and an optical tracking system. We take inspiration from prior work on anamorphic graphics (e.g. [15]) and ubiquitous display surfaces (e.g. [146, 178]). We show the possibility of changing the perceived size, position, contour, color, or visibility of real-world objects. In our current implementation, objects are manually specified by users or are automatically recognized by our system based on predefined marker sets. We employ these effects in three scenarios: as ambient displays, for notifications, and for increased privacy. In the ambient display scenario, the color and position of existing objects (water bottle, medicine box, keys) are changed to communicate status. For displaying notifications, we change the perceived contour of a wallet to get dynamic spikes for indicating bank transactions. Lastly, by displaying colored areas in an object’s surroundings we change its visibility to "hide" it from distant observers for increased privacy.

Contributions

- We provide a design exploration of the concept of altering the appearance of existing, unmodified objects by displaying content in their surrounding space and characterize the design space of the approach.
- We provide a proof-of-concept implementation with a conventional display and an optical tracking system. It allows changing the appearance of objects without equipping them with additional output capabilities.
- We showcase three application scenarios demonstrating the versatility of our concept.
Figure 8.2: Design space for objects with dynamic appearance through virtual surroundings. Cubes illustrate the target objects.

8.2 Design space

We developed a design space for dynamically altering the appearance of objects by changing their surroundings, depicted in Figure 8.2. It is inspired by work on non-traditional displays \[134\], shape-changing interfaces \[131, 148\], and taxonomies on visual illusions (e.g. \[30, 51\]).

Requirements

We created the design space with technologies such as (ubiquitous) display surfaces in mind. For any augmentation, the position and orientation of the object to be modified relative to the display needs to be known. Depending on the desired effect, we also need coarse or precise information on the object’s properties, such as its color (transmission and/or reflectance) or shape (contours of full geometry). Most, but not all, effects require perspective rendering from the viewpoint of the user, which requires tracking the head or eye positions. We place objects depicted throughout this paper onto a display. For simulating display surfaces that are included in furniture, we display a wooden surface texture in addition to the actual effects. We envision that in the future, displays will be ubiquitous, however currently our concept can only be achieved by turning a display into an actual desk. By including display surfaces into everyday furniture, objects that are surrounded by a display can easily be augmented using our approach. We argue that the design space generalizes beyond technologies used in this paper, e.g. see-through augmented reality. For all these technologies, also the environment surrounding an object can be visually altered, which is the main requirement of our concept.
Dimensions

The design space consists of three dimensions, which are effect, output, and target medium (Figure 8.2). Each effect has a target, which is the object it alters. The perception of the target is driven by the effect, which can be achieved with one or more types of output. The target medium influences which output and effects can be produced.

8.2.1 Effect

Size

The perceived size of an object is altered by virtually extending the target, i.e. displaying a larger virtual object with edges that are aligned to the target. This allows enlarging objects, as displayed in Figure 8.3. However, it does not allow decreasing the perceived volume of a target. In contrast, for methods like projection mapping a reduction in size is easily achievable (given a suitable projection target). For our approach, this effect works best for displaying 3D contents around an object, and also works for targets unsuitable for projection.

Figure 8.3: Effect of size. The cube is virtually extended to increase its size. Only the small cube (left) is an actual physical object, ground texture, shadows and extensions (center and right) are on-screen renderings.
Position

Our method alters the perceived position of a target, specifically it allows “raising” the target by adding virtual objects such as platforms underneath (see Figure 8.4). By rendering virtual ramps, the illusion of a tilted object can be induced (shown in Figure 8.1, center). The magnitude of this tilting effect, however, is relatively small from our experience due to other cues such as stereoscopic vision. Displaying shadows for physical and virtual objects adds to the realism of this effect. Another method to induce changes in perceived position besides using solid virtual objects (e.g. the platform) is to add virtual shadows which make an object appear levitating on the surface (related to [130, 179]). This effect of perceived levitation, however, not only requires the addition of virtual shadows, but also a motion of the displayed ground texture dependent on the observer’s current position. The ground texture is moved in concert with the motion of the observer to induce the illusion that the target is floating on the ground.

Figure 8.4: Effect of position. The cup is raised by placing it on a platform.

Contour

Similar to effects of size, the contour of an object can be altered, as shown in Figure 8.5. In the case that the target contains holes like the cup in Figure 8.5, those can be shrunk or fully closed. Similarly, the outline of the target can be modified, for example for notifications (e.g. the contour of a phone becomes “spiky”).
This again highlights the complementary nature of our approach compared to projection mapping. With projection mapping, holes can be rendered if the background is known (i.e. video see-through, cf. [108]), however holes cannot be closed due to the lack of display surface. Our method allows to close holes in a surface, however it cannot render additional holes into the target.

**Figure 8.5**: Effect of contour. The cup is augmented with a virtual contour. The hole of the handle is shrunk (left) and the contour is altered (right).

**Color**

Modifying the color of an object can be an effective way for communicating information or status. The means of modification to change the color depend on the target medium. Transparent objects, as shown in Figure 8.1 (right), can be altered by displaying differently colored areas behind objects. The notion of "behind" depends on the viewing position and needs to be adapted according to the user's head position. The color of non-transparent surfaces is altered by displaying colored areas around the target, depicted in Figure 8.8. This allows for exploiting light coming from the display surface, effectively shining colored light onto objects. This effect is increased with the surface reflectance of the target object. The process of finding the corresponding area on which color has to be displayed for covering the whole target can be compared to ray tracing. Since the geometry of the target is known, rays can be traced from the observer's position to the target and follow their reflection. The area covered by the rays bouncing from the surface of the target corresponds to the minimum area that needs to be colored to change the color of the target.
Visibility

By extending the uniformly colored areas of a target, its visual saliency can be altered. As shown in Figure 8.6, the outline of the phone is less visible by displaying a black area around it. The surface of the target is extended, drawing attention away from the actual target. This is useful in situations where users don’t want objects to be immediately visible, e.g. drawing attention away from the phone when briefly leaving their desk. For targets with higher frequency textures, the textures can also be extended. We also call this effect of altering the surroundings to hide objects the inverse camouflage effect. In contrast to classical camouflage techniques where the color of a target is altered, we alter the surrounding space to visually hide the target.

Figure 8.6: Effects of visibility. The target (phone, top left) is hidden by displaying matching color in its surroundings (bottom).
8.2.2 Output

The dimension output refers to the type of rendering that is employed for displaying effects, which can be either in 2D or 3D. While all renderings are obviously 2D (i.e. on a display), this dimension refers to the perception of virtual contents by the observer. 2D output, as used in classical illusions, can yield changes in color and visibility (Figure 8.8 and 8.6, respectively). For observers, these effects are flat 2D stimuli, without any notion of 3D. This means that the vanishing point is solely dependent on the observer’s location. Since no perspective-corrected rendering is needed, 2D effects have the benefit that only the target’s approximate position and size have to be known, not its exact geometry or the user’s position.

Figure 8.7: Top view (off-axis) of effects of size, position and color. All graphics, including the wooden surface texture, around the targets (book, keys, bottle) are displayed on a 42 inch horizontal display. Graphics are rendered perspective-corrected to appear 3D.

3D output (off-axis view shown in Figure 8.7) is required to correctly align physical and virtual objects when creating effects such as changes in contour, size or position. Thus, those effects are created with respect to the observer’s location as well as with knowledge of the object’s position and geometry. 3D output aims at being indistinguishable from targets, which is challenging with current displays due constraints in color and resolution (our current display only has a resolution of about 38 pixels per inch). We discuss technical requirements for high quality illusions in the implementation section.
8.2.3 Target medium

We categorize three different target media for our approach. The medium governs which effects can be achieved as well as their effectiveness. Targets with diffuse surface are suitable for effects that do not rely on reflection and transparency, such as changes in size, contour or position. Effects of color (shown in Figure 8.8 with a reflective target), are possible, however their effect is weaker than for other media when employed on a target with diffuse surface. This is because effects of color rely on directed reflection, which is weak for diffuse objects.

Targets with reflective surface properties such as the green cup in Figure 8.8 (bottom) are suitable for changes in size, position or contour, and also suitable for effects of color that are based on reflection.

![Figure 8.8: Effect of color with an reflective opaque surface. The reflection on the surface in combination with the displayed color alter the target’s color.](image)

Lastly, targets with transparent surface are especially suitable for effects of color. Altering the color of transparent surfaces is highly challenging for techniques that rely on direct projection. Our approach results in the perception of a dynamically colored target, as shown in Figure 8.1 (bottom), although it really is the surface behind the objects that is modified.
8.3 Implementation

Our system uses a passive-marker optical tracking system (OptiTrack), and a control application written in C++ with openFrameworks¹ for rendering. Graphics are displayed on a horizontally-placed 42 inch LCD screen (Philips 42PF7621D, resolution $1366 \times 768$ pixels, 38 pixels per inch). We chose this display for its low parallax, i.e. there is little space between objects placed on the display and the virtual content.

Our system tracks the display surface, the user’s head, and objects placed on the display. For perspective-corrected rendering we match the virtual camera’s position to the tracked head position. The view frustum is modified so that the corner points of the near and far plane align with the corners of the tracked display, which is commonly referred to as fish-tank augmented reality (cf. [119, 164]), used for example for 3D tabletop displays [60, 129] or 3D see-through displays [67].

The virtual objects surrounding the real-world objects were designed to match the shape of the target objects. Coarse 3D shapes were created programmatically or 3D modeled as proxies for the physical objects (e.g. a simple box for the wallet in Figure 8.10). This is necessary since effects of size, contour and color (for transparent objects) require knowledge of a target’s geometry. Colors were manually adjusted to decrease the perceived difference between the target and the augmentation. Objects placed on the display are recognized based on their markers, configured as predefined marker sets (rigid bodies) in the OptiTrack control software.

Limitations of virtual extensions

For effects of size, target objects are visually extended with virtual content that is aligned to the target. This, however, only works if the area of the target that should be extended is facing away from the observer. Consider an observer’s viewing direction $\vec{v} \in \mathbb{R}^3$ that is pointing towards a face on the surface, whose normal is denoted by $\vec{n} \in \mathbb{R}^3$. We then calculate the angle $\alpha$ between the two vectors $\vec{v}$ and $\vec{n}$. The extension can only be displayed correctly if $|\alpha| < 90^\circ$, i.e. the virtual content is displayed without being occluded by the target, as depicted in Figure 8.9.

¹http://openframeworks.cc/
Figure 8.9: Extending a target only works if the normal of the extended side faces away from the observer (left). If the angle formed by the normal of the extended face and the viewing direction is larger than 90°, the target occludes the virtual content (right).

If the angle is larger than 90°, the augmentation is occluded by the target, effectively hindering correctly displaying the virtual extension, illustrated in Figure 8.9, right. In our implementation, if \( \alpha \) is approaching 90°, the extension is set to zero length, effectively disabling the illusion of extended size for the particular face. We chose this method to not break the illusion of extension.

**Technical considerations**

Our proof-of-concept implementation does not provide the visual fidelity to make virtual content and real-world objects indistinguishable. In the following, we discuss the most important aspects which systems would need to provide to allow for such high quality visual effects.

**Tracking the user’s eye position for displaying 3D contents**

Accurately displaying 3D contents requires providing two different images for the user, one for each eye. Therefore, not only head tracking but eye-position tracking is needed. This aspect is especially important when aligning virtual 3D content with real-world objects when viewed from close proximity (distance < 1.5 m). When only a single image is provided, vergence discrepancies may arise, i.e. the virtual and real-world object are only correctly aligned for one eye. Autostereoscopic displays (e.g. [42, 139]) overcome these challenges, for example by tracking user’s eyes with a retroreflective camera and providing two different images with an active shutter [139]. This approach can be extended to multiple users with a multiview parallax display (e.g. [4]).
Recognizing objects to allow for augmentation

To enable augmentation, objects that are situated in a user’s environment have to be detected and, if needed, recognized. Detecting objects through segmentation has been demonstrated using commodity depth cameras, e.g. by Karpathy et al. [89] or Valentin et al. [182]. The resulting data can serve as input for recognition systems, e.g. model-based approaches such as by Mian et al. [120]. Besides camera-based sensing techniques, it is possible to include sensors directly into objects (e.g. using RFID [121], or optical markers like in our prototype) and combine this with position tracking. All these approaches require a priori knowledge of the objects that should be augmented (i.e. their shape, color, texture, illumination).

Matching color & material of virtual and real-world objects

Accurately determining the texture and other material properties such as transparency of physical objects can be challenging. While a camera is sufficient for simple color tracking, more complex surface properties such as reflectance of transparency are not captured. Tracking the reflectance and transparency of objects can be performed e.g. using active LED-based approaches ([12, 55, 156]). For these approaches, objects are illuminated with LEDs with different wavelengths for gathering their optical properties. While those systems achieve high accuracy, specialized hardware is required. Alternatively, camera-based machine learning approaches can be used (e.g. using SVM classifiers [160]). Those provide a good balance between hardware requirements and fidelity of the results. Due to changes in ambient illumination, a closed-loop approach for capturing and displaying colors (e.g. [54]) is needed for all approaches.

8.4 Applications

We created prototypical implementations for three scenarios in which multiple objects are augmented to demonstrate our approach.
 Ambient displays
We created three different ambient display applications. First, our system changes the perceived color of a transparent water bottle from green to yellow to red dependent on the time elapsed since the user drank last (see Figure 8.1, bottom). Secondly, we augment a pack of medicine with a virtual platform. The platform raises slowly to convey an elevated position to remind users of taking their medication. Finally, we display a virtual platform underneath a set of keys (as in Figure 8.1, top right). When the user leaves the desk, one side of the platform is lowered, thus the platform becomes a ramp. This virtual ramp should remind users to not forget their keys. All these perceptual changes are achieved without actually modifying the object and aim at unobtrusively capturing the user’s attention.

Notifications
We use virtual contents for delivering notifications to users. We augment a wallet (shown in Figure 8.10) for helping users keep track of their bank transactions, inspired by the Proverbial Wallet by Kestner et al. [90]. The wallet changes its contour every time money is withdrawn from the account, e.g. from monthly subscriptions or transactions on a shared credit card. The shape, size and speed of the dynamic contour correlate with the amount spent, i.e. the higher the amount, the larger and faster the notification gets.

Privacy
Users can hide objects in their workplace by virtually blending them into the surrounding space. Our system detects objects based on their markers placed in the environment and modifies the color of the surroundings. This way, objects draw less visual attention since their color or contour becomes less salient. As an example, a phone placed on a desk (see Figure 8.6) is less easily visible from a distance. We exploit the fact that larger, uni-color areas (i.e. the target and the area around it) potentially attract less attention than individual objects with sharp contours and distinct colors (cf. Treisman et al. [176]).
8.5 Preliminary experimentation

In order to gather preliminary insights if users are able to perceive our proposed effects, we performed a small scale experiment. We placed a 3D printed cube (side length 40 mm, known to participants) on a virtual platform (see Figure 8.11) and randomly varied the height of the platform between 10 mm and 110 mm. Eight participants (3 female, all staff from local university) were asked to estimate the height of the virtual platform in 10 trials each.

The data of these 80 trials is well approximated by a linear model, showing a mean estimation error of 14.5% (SD=11.5%), i.e. 11.3 mm (SD = 10.4 mm). A simple linear regression was calculated to predict participants’ estimate based on the actual height of the virtual platform. A significant regression equation was found ($F_{1,14} = 486.585, p < .001$), with an $R^2$ of .862. Participants’ estimated height is equal to $3.388 + 1.113$ (actual height), measured in millimeters. This shows that participants perceived the desired effect of an elevated physical object and that the desired effect size strongly correlates with its perception. While none of our participants were ‘fooled’ by the effects due to the low fidelity of current implementation, they were able to perceive the desired effect.
Figure 8.11: Top: Participants were asked to estimate the randomly varied height of the virtual platform underneath the white 3D printed cube (here from left to right: 10 mm, 40 mm, 100 mm). Bottom: Data collected in our preliminary experiment with fitted linear model.

8.6 Discussion

Altering existing objects and devices through virtual illusions, or more generally, through displaying contents around them has a number of benefits compared to existing approaches, summarized in Table 8.6.1. Direct augmentation techniques such as projection mapping allow changing the appearance of objects, however only if the objects exhibit surface properties that are suitable for projection. Many works on augmented reality focused on the addition of virtual contents (e.g. rendering virtual characters) to real scenes (e.g. [14, 67]). Our work focused on changing existing objects, e.g. changing their color or perceived size. Shape-changing interfaces require including the desired functionality during manufacturing. Modification of existing devices is not always feasible. Additionally, changes in perceived size such as a mechanical increase in volume can be challenging to achieve. Transparency-controlled interfaces (Chapter 5)
allow changing volume and visibility, however they also have to be manufactured with these functionalities in mind. Furthermore, they do not allow changing the color of targets and their ability to induce the illusion of changed position is limited. However, our work yields limitations in terms of visual changes that are possible to achieve as well as providing feedback other than of visual nature.

**Tactile limitations**

Our proposed concept does not provide any dynamic tactile sensation. While it is still suitable for interactions where no tactile feedback is needed (e.g. ambient displays, peripheral interaction), it lacks the tactile qualities of shape-changing interfaces. However, it has benefits in terms of rendering possibilities.

**Visual fidelity and stereo vision**

Making virtual contents indistinguishable from physical objects is challenging, as discussed above on a technical level. Systems aiming at providing high quality object augmentation have to meet requirements in terms of display quality (resolution and capability to accurately reproduce materials), stereo rendering as well as system responsiveness. Not meeting one of those requirements will most likely break perceptual effects. We aimed at providing an initial design exploration of our proposed approach. Our current prototype does not aim at 'fooling' users into believing that the illusions are real, but at conveying information through visual effects.
Figure 8.12: The Ebbinghaus illusion for a simple 3D target (puck, top) and a geometrically more complex target (cup, bottom). Although both pucks have exactly the same size (36 mm), the right one appears to be larger. The illusion was not present for more complex objects like the cup.

8.7 Classical visual illusions in 3D

We see our approach related to work on visual illusions, which typically have a target object that is perceptually altered by surrounding objects. However, even typically strong visual illusions such as the Ebbinghaus illusion (see Figure 8.12) only have an effect magnitude of about 20% (cf. [128]). Other illusions such as the Watercolor or the Delboeuf illusion yield even more subtle effects (cf. [30]). Illusions such as Ponzo or Hering work well in 2D since they rely on a mismatch of 2D and 3D visual sensation (“errors in perception”, [51]). When applying these illusions to complex 3D stimuli, however, effects such as increase in size did not emerge in our initial tests. As shown in Figure 8.12 (top), the Ebbinghaus illusion when used on a simple 3D printed cylinder triggers the illusion that the right target appears larger (both have the same size). When used on geometrically more complex objects like the cup in Figure 8.12 (bottom), the illusion is not present. The same is true e. g. for contrast illusions like the Chubb illusion [31] (or simultaneous contrast effect) as shown in Figure 8.13.
Figure 8.13: Comparison of the classical Chubb illusion with 2D primitives (top) and real-world objects (bottom). Objects in the center have the same color. For the classical illusion, the left object in the center appears darker, especially when focusing on the red cross in the center. This effect is decreased for real-world objects.

These observations lead us to believe that knowledge from classical illusions in 2D is not easily transferable to complex 3D stimuli. Therefore, we resorted to a more complex environment using techniques from computer graphics (such as perspective-corrected 3D rendering) for creating the illusion of dynamic appearance. We emphasize that this does not necessarily mean that classical illusions do not work in 3D. We note, however, that it might require very careful design of (new) illusions and parameter tuning before effects emerge. We believe more research is needed to understand the effect of classical illusions (that are effective in ‘flat’ environments) in the context of genuinely 3D stimuli.
9

Connecting optically dynamic interfaces to the virtual world

9.1 Dynamic interfaces and the virtual world

Optically dynamic interfaces conceptually focus on enriching, extending and augmenting real-world physical interfaces, and connecting them to the virtual world. This is done via building them from optically dynamic material or augmenting them directly or indirectly. While we argue that this increases the space of possible appearances and interactions, possibly beyond physically plausible phenomena (e.g. rapid changes in transparency), some manipulations are highly challenging in the (constrained) physical world. In virtual reality, objects can undergo essentially arbitrary changes, up to the point where the whole world that surrounds a user changes.
Figure 9.1: The model of optically dynamic interfaces with its extension to the virtual world, called Remixed Reality, set in perspective with the Mixed Reality continuum by Milgram and Kishino [123]. The dashed line indicates that while Remixed reality shares similar capabilities to other types of optically dynamic interfaces, it can perform those changes purely virtually.

However, as emphasized before, this poses one key challenge: nothing the users sees is real. Adding realistic haptic feedback (e.g. through real-world props [66]) can lead to more compelling experiences, but is still technologically challenging.

In this chapter we explore extending dynamic interfaces into the virtual world. We do so to explore possibilities of novel dynamic interfaces and experiences without having to build them, essentially prototyping a completely dynamic world. We call this conceptual extension Remixed Reality and illustrate its connection to optically dynamic interfaces and the classical taxonomy of Milgram and Kishino [123] in Figure 9.1. While optically dynamic interfaces and their three levels cover a large part of the mixed reality spectrum, they do not allow for fully immersive experiences and applications. Furthermore, augmented objects and augmented surroundings rely on precise alignment of virtual and physical objects, the ability to extract background information from behind the physical object, and a display technology that is capable of overlaying the physical object with the extracted background information in a way that the original object is no longer visible. Virtual reality, on the other side of the spectrum, requires technological interventions to also feature haptic experiences or the allow connections to the physical world.
Figure 9.2: We present a novel take on mixed reality, called Remixed Reality. The user \textit{(left)} wears a VR headset and sees a live reconstruction of the environment \textit{(second left)} captured through multiple external depth cameras. This allows leveraging the benefits of virtual environments \textit{(e.g. easy modification of the environment by removing geometry, \textit{second right})} and dynamic viewpoints while allowing users to see the actual physical world \textit{(e.g. teleportation, \textit{right}).}

In contrast to augmented reality, the environment the user sees does not necessarily mirror the real world. Even a VR user viewing a virtual representation of the room they physically occupy would typically find that any changes in the real room would not be reflected in the virtual room since the geometry they see is not live. \textit{Remixed Reality} aims at combining the benefits of augmented reality and virtual reality in a single approach. We created a mixed reality environment in which users see a live view of their environment. In contrast to other mixed reality approaches such as the work by Miyaki and Rekimoto \cite{125}, users do not see the image from a head-mounted front-facing camera. Instead, we equip the environment with multiple RGB-D cameras (Microsoft Kinect v2). These depth cameras are positioned to obtain maximum visual coverage of the room. Users wear an immersive head-mounted display (HTC Vive) and see a reconstructed live view of the environment (see Figure 9.2). We transform the user's viewpoint in this reconstructed live representation of the room to match their physical position in the room. This means that physical objects and their virtual representations are aligned. Since the data is live, any changes in the physical environment \textit{(e.g. furniture moving, or people entering the room)} are visible in real time to users.
Remixed Reality can be seen as a different type of see-through augmented reality that allows users to experience their physical environment, while it also enables manipulations that are usually only available in purely virtual environments. For example, users can easily "erase" geometry in the room (Figure 9.2, second right), enabling applications such as simulated room remodeling. Since the cameras cover the environment from multiple angles, users can erase parts of the room and see the environment behind these parts. This approach also allows recoloring, moving or copying objects. Since all changes are applied continuously on the live geometry, any moved or copied object continues to update dynamically in real time after the operation is invoked. Furthermore, since the environment is a 3D model, changing the user’s view is as simple as modifying the graphics camera eye point, enabling virtual motion (in VR referred to as teleportation). For example, a user can move to another part of the room virtually to inspect the environment from a different perspective without changing their physical location (Figure 9.2, right). Remixed Reality also allows making temporal changes. Users can halt time (i.e. suspend receiving live data) and move freely in their static reconstructed environment. They also can record events (e.g. meetings) and play them back at any desired speed. Since the data from the environment changes at every frame, we separate the operations we wish to apply to dynamically changing geometry from the geometry itself. Instead of performing modifications on a polygonal reconstruction or point cloud, we use an underlying voxel grid that records interactions on the geometry, e.g. applying transformations like translation and scaling, and changing visibility. These interactions are applied continuously on live geometry, a crucial feature in our system. Remixed Reality extends the space of possibilities in mixed reality and provides a way to seamlessly bridge the virtual and physical world. It gives users full control over how they perceive their physical environment. This allows them to make nearly arbitrary modifications, including those that would not be plausible in the real world. Many of those changes, e.g. temporal and spatial changes, are not yet possible with optically dynamic interfaces. Remixed Reality allows us to prototype manipulations that we wish to implement while still giving users the ability to experience the haptic sensation of the real world. Therefore, while all changes are of visual nature, they go beyond what is possible with conventional augmented reality and optically dynamic interfaces.
9.2 Design space of Remixed Reality

We explore the concept of Remixed Reality by identifying a design space of possible modifications, illustrated in Figure 9.3. The dimensions are defined by four types of modifications: spatial, appearance, temporal and viewpoint modifications. The design space is inspired by work on shape-changing interfaces [148], mixed reality [111, 115, 123], and other dynamic interfaces [110, 134].

Requirements

The main requirements for Remixed Reality are a means to capture a live 3D model of the environment, and a display that allows users to see the (modified) physical world and virtual objects at the same time. For some modifications, it is important that the capture extends beyond what the user may physically see from their physical viewpoint and moment in time. This helps to overcome occlusion and see the physical world behind users, for example. We currently use an immersive head-mounted display (HMD) and multiple depth cameras in a room. The number of cameras required depends on the environment to be covered and the location of potential points of interest in the room. We currently use eight Kinects for a room of approximately 4 × 5 meters. While the proposed taxonomy was created with our current implementation in mind, we believe it also applies to other technological contexts. Future implementations might use see-through displays that are capable of completely overlaying the physical world with content. Data could be acquired with future hardware such as a few 360° RGB-(D) cameras.

9.2.1 Spatial modification

Remixed Reality is appropriate for real-time modification of objects and the environment since everything the users see is reconstructed geometry. The ability to modify every aspect of the geometry, such as shape, size, or position, with available techniques from computer graphics, is key to making typically challenging modifications (e.g. completely removing an object from user’s view) simple. All changes are illustrated in Figure 9.3 (top left) and can be performed manually by users or automatically by the system.
Reshape
Geometry including parts of physical objects and the environment can be reshaped by moving parts of the geometry or performing geometric operations such as erosion, expansion or morphing, for example. This enables applications such as live-sculpting of physical objects, e.g. for industrial design.

Erase
Objects in the environment can be partly or completely removed from the user’s view. This can be valuable for privacy considerations (e.g. only specific users can see an object in a room) or room re-modeling. This type of diminished reality usually requires inferring the environment behind the object. Our approach resolves challenges of occlusion since the representation of the physical world and the virtual geometry share the same coordinate system.

Move & Copy
Objects can be moved by users or the system, e.g. to unblock the view of the environment behind it, without physically moving the object. Note that motion is not constrained by physics, meaning that it is possible to move a chair so that it appears to be levitating. Copying an object essentially creates a virtual clone of the physical geometry. Since the representation of the physical object and its copy consist of
the exact same geometry and texture, it becomes difficult for users to distinguish the copy from the original. Since both operations are performed on live geometry, any changes to the source object are propagated to the moved or copied object.

**Scale**

Objects can be scaled arbitrarily, enabling users to remodel their environment at will. Scaling can be used to create world-in-miniature representations [165], or visualizations employing magic lens effects [44, 184], for example.

### 9.2.2 Appearance modification

Appearance modifications are distinct from spatial modifications in that they only alter the look (e.g. color, texture) of the environment, instead of its geometry.

**Recolor**

Recoloring objects can be performed either by replacing an object’s color or blending, e.g. for applications such as ambient displays or interior design. As for most other changes, recoloring can be performed on the whole object, parts of it, or the environment. In our implementation, a target is specified by the user’s selection.

**Relight**

Changing the light changes the color of the whole environment or parts of it indirectly. This enables for example dimming the room light to focus on a task, or gaming scenarios. Note that, as with any other changes, the light only changes in the virtual rendering of the room, and not in the real room.

**Other artistic changes**

Remixed Reality enables changing the appearance in various ways, e.g. for artistic purposes or gaming. This can be achieved by applying image filters such as edge enhancement, desaturation or blurring. Figure 9.4 shows examples of such changes, with edges being enhanced using a Sobel filter and colors being saturated and turned black and white, respectively.
9.2.3 Temporal modification

Remixed Reality also enables changing the temporal properties of an environment. Any data captured through the depth cameras can be paused, recorded and played back at any desired speed.

Pause time

Time is "paused" by no longer updating the geometry that is presented to users. This does not mean, however, that they are presented with a still image of the scene, but rather a static 3D reconstruction of the environment. Users can move freely in the scene and observe the room at the instant in time when the pause command was triggered. Figure 9.5 shows an example where a user paused time during jumping. Even though users see a static scene, time in the physical world resumes normally. Once the resume-command is triggered, users effectively make a "time jump". Events that occurred during a pause can be recorded and played back later.
Figure 9.5: User “paused” time during jumping, then walked around the table to inspect the scene.

Playback and loop

The representation of the physical world that is presented to users can be recorded and played back at various speeds. This allows slowly replaying short events (e.g. the jump in Figure 9.5), or fast playback of longer events such as meetings, for example. Remixed Reality also allows users to repeatedly play back events (i.e. looping).

9.2.4 Altering viewpoint

An advantage of Remixed Reality over conventional mixed reality approaches is the ability to dynamically alter the user’s viewpoint. Since Remixed Reality features large visual coverage of the environment, users are free to choose their viewing location.
**Teleportation and arbitrary movement**

Remixed Reality is naturally suited to camera and viewpoint control techniques used in games and virtual reality. We refer to discrete viewpoint changes (i.e. specifying a target position in the room and going there without physical motion) as teleportation, adopted from current virtual reality games. Furthermore, users are not constrained to walk on the ground but can also fly or walk on walls, for example. This is achieved by simply moving the virtual camera away from user’s actual tracked position in the room.

**Portals**

Users are not only able to see the environment from their current physical or virtual perspective, but to equip the environment with “portals.” Conceptually and in our current implementation, a single portal consists of a display area and a virtual camera. If no other portal is present, this single portal acts like a mirror. By linking multiple portals (e.g. portal A shows the view of portal B and vice versa), users can view the room from multiple perspectives. Figure 9.6 shows two portals, one placed beside the user, the other behind them. By looking at the portal to their left side the user can see themselves from behind.

Portals can be viewpoint-dependent or viewpoint-independent and have been used for navigation in virtual reality (e.g. [29, 48]). Viewpoint-dependent portals essentially behave like a fishtank VR display [164], meaning that the perspective (i.e. the virtual camera’s rotation) changes according to a user’s perspective. Viewpoint-independent portals are similar to conventional displays with a static virtual camera. Portals can also be used to constantly monitor regions-of-interest as in the work by Lin et al. [105].

In our current implementation, those portals can not only be used for viewing but also as ways to transport objects and users, inspired by the game Portal by Valve Corporation [35]. By moving an object into a portal (i.e. triggering a collision), the object is moved “through” the portal to the location of the linked portal. Users can perform the same action themselves (i.e. walk through a portal) as an alternative to teleportation.
Figure 9.6: Portal A shows the view of portal B (side of user), while portal B shows the view of portal A (back of user).

Changing perspectives

For certain applications, keeping a constant overview of the environment can be valuable. By default, the user’s view employs a conventional perspective graphics camera. We can, however, use other camera models that feature, for example, fish-eye lenses or arbitrary distortions to give users the ability to easily enlarge their field of view, as shown in Figure 9.7. This also enables modifications of the viewport such as real-world zooming, or x-ray (i.e. viewing through objects), or taking on the perspective of another person (or even object) in the environment.
Figure 9.7: Users can be presented with different perspectives on the current environment. *Top* shows a perspective with a conventional camera model. *Center* shows a projection to a half-cylinder and all contents duplicated. *Bottom* shows a projection onto a sphere for contents within a certain distance.

### 9.2.5 Virtual content in a reconstructed reality

Mixed reality approaches allow the environment to be augmented and extended with virtual objects. Typically, virtual content overlays real objects to convey information. Remixed Reality additionally allows erasing a physical object and optionally replacing it with a virtual one. One example is demonstrated throughout many of the example images in this chapter: to fill holes in the reconstructed floor caused by an incomplete model of the room, we replaced the floor with a virtual ground plane with a texture similar to the physical floor. Since it is visually similar to the actual floor, it blends into the room nicely.
Conventional mixed reality applications aim to render physical and virtual objects with the same high visual quality, and therefore must properly handle lighting, occlusion and anchoring of objects in the environment. With our current depth camera-based implementation, object occlusion and anchoring are resolved automatically since the room’s physical environment is effectively physical and virtual at the same time. Note that occlusion (i.e., areas without visual coverage) still occurs for regions that are not covered by any of the external cameras. This could be resolved by using more cameras or cameras with a wider field of view. Physical and virtual objects share the same coordinate space, making anchoring easy. Correct inter- and intra-object occlusion is achieved by presenting users with the 3D reconstruction of the physical world. Considering visual quality, our approach also requires equalizing visual quality of physical and virtual geometry. Due to the rather low resolution of the depth cameras and calibration noise, the overall visual quality of the environment suffers. Consequently, the visual quality of the virtual objects should probably be decreased as well so that they do not attract undue attention. This could be achieved by analyzing geometric noise and colors retrieved from the depth cameras and forming a model from those parameters. By applying this model as a filter to virtual objects, the gap in visual quality would be decreased. We plan to investigate this in the future.

9.2.6 Safety considerations

Erasing or displacing physical objects, pausing time, and teleporting lead to potential safety challenges. Users lose the ability to judge whether physical objects are in their way, which can lead to bumping into those objects. This could be resolved by more advanced “chaperoning” techniques, such as rendering erased geometry as opaque or semi-transparent when users are in their proximity. Furthermore, applying techniques such as redirected walking [150] or inverse haptic retargeting [6] (e.g., warping the environment in a way that users do not touch anything) could resolve this challenge. We plan to investigate this interesting part of research in the future, especially since this not only applies to our approach but many virtual reality scenarios.
9.3 Implementation

Our current implementation relies on two main components, the data acquisition and reconstruction of the environment, and displaying and interacting with the reconstructed environment. Note that the user is not equipped with a head-mounted camera (only a head-mounted display), since their position might be independent of their viewpoint. The external cameras in our approach allow easy handling of occlusion and geometry alignment. An overview of the system is illustrated in Figure 9.8.

Data acquisition and reconstruction is performed using the RoomAlive Toolkit [193]. In the example shown in this chapter, the room is equipped with eight Kinect v2 cameras. Each of the cameras is connected to a compact server PC (Intel NUC) which receives data from the depth cameras and sends the compressed depth and color data to the RoomAlive client, running on a commodity gaming PC. All PCs run Windows 10. The client performs decompression and reconstruction. Display and interaction is implemented in Unity 5.6 and SteamVR, which also runs on the client computer. A virtual reality headset (HTC Vive) and its trackers are connected to the client and used for displaying the geometry. Data exchange between the RoomAlive client application and Unity is implemented as a custom native Unity plugin. All shaders are implemented in DirectX 11.
9.3.1 Calibration and data acquisition

The depth cameras are calibrated using the RoomAlive calibration procedure, which was built for dynamic projection mapping. Six projectors were installed in the environment to display Gray codes onto the physical surfaces in the room. Using projectors could be omitted by performing the calibration directly on the received data using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [17] for alignment, for example. The depth and color data is compressed (lossless depth compression based on [192], JPEG color compression) and sent over Ethernet to a computer running the RoomAlive client application. The eight Kinects produce approximately 400 Mbit/s of data, which is well within the limit of a regular network switch (typically 1 Gbit/s). This also means this approach would scale to more than eight cameras if the required network bandwidth is available. Data can be processed and rendered at the client in real-time at a maximum of 100 frames per second, which is higher than the frame rate of the Kinect cameras (typically 30 frames per second). The data is decompressed on the RoomAlive client and reconstructed using the camera parameters retrieved in the calibration procedure. The client also performs basic filtering and noise rejection and shares the data with Unity through a custom plugin.

9.3.2 Displaying live depth data

A custom Unity plugin handles data exchange between the RoomAlive client and Unity. In our current implementation, we create a Unity scene with multiple meshes for exchanging the data. The data of eight Kinects results in approximately 2 million vertices per frame. The meshes are represented as multiple compute buffers, shared between Unity and the RoomAlive client. This means that, while the data is updated constantly, Unity does not require its own copy of the data. For display, we use a HTC Vive VR headset with the base stations for tracking mounted in the room. The coordinate systems of the mesh and the VR headset are manually aligned once (adjusting an affine transformation in Unity) and the resulting matrix is stored in Unity. This allows the physical world and its geometric representation to be tightly aligned.
Note that there is no drift over time since the coordinate systems of the Kinects and the VR headset do not change over time. Calibration accuracy was in the range of few centimeters, which from our experience was sufficiently accurate for users to grab items (e.g. a remote control on the table). Accuracy could be further improved by using a semi-automatic multiple-point calibration procedure, for example. The user is represented as camera in Unity. Since the tracked space of the headset and the mesh data are aligned, user motion in the physical space is forwarded as camera motion, allowing the user to move freely in the tracked space. For teleportation, we move the camera that represents the user.

### 9.3.3 Modifying live depth data for interaction

Modifying a mesh, e.g. erasing or moving parts, typically involves modifying its underlying vertices. In our case, however, the mesh that represents the environment changes at a rate of 30 frames per second. Since there is no correspondence between the meshes over time, any change performed on the mesh at one frame would not carry over to the next frame. Retaining changes between frames would require aligning the raw vertices (e.g. using ICP or optical flow) and determining which vertices have been changed due to interaction. In our case of approximately 2 million vertices, this operation would be very computationally expensive, potentially prohibiting real-time interaction. Therefore, we rely on an underlying volumetric representation of interaction data that is maintained simultaneously. The polygonal reconstruction is used solely for display purposes. We implemented a 3D voxel grid comprised of 1.35 million voxels (150 width × 150 length × 60 height), resulting in a voxel size of approximately 3 cm in our room (4 m × 5 m × 2.5 m), shown in Figure 9.9. The voxel grid is initialized as a compute buffer shared between Unity and the native plugin and passed to all shaders. The voxel grid and the geometry from the depth cameras share the same coordinate system, meaning that each vertex has a corresponding voxel (however a voxel typically contains multiple vertices). This means that although vertices between frames do not have any correspondence, they do fall in the same voxel if there was no motion between frames. This is key to enable modifying the geometry and preserving changes over time.
Figure 9.9: We store interaction data (e.g. changes in visibility, transformation) in an underlying voxel grid (left) that is aligned with the geometry retrieved from the depth cameras (right). Users do not see the voxel grid.

When the user selects geometry, this selection is performed on the voxel grid rather than the geometry. Each voxel holds flags for interaction data, i.e. if it has been selected, colored, hidden, moved or copied. In the geometry shader that generates the mesh, each vertex queries its corresponding voxel. Based on the flags that are specified in the voxel, the shader performs the corresponding interaction, e.g. translating a vertex if the move-flag is active. This process is illustrated in a 2D example in Figure 9.10. Note that in this approach all actions are performed on a per-vertex basis, requiring the examination of only a small fraction of the voxel grid. This means that the resolution of the voxel grid can be increased up to the limit of the graphics card’s memory, since every interaction is basically a look-up in the voxel grid per vertex. Thus, the computational complexity only scales proportional to the number of vertices, not the number of voxels. While we currently use 1.35 million voxels for 2 million vertices, we tested this implementation with up to 50 million voxels on the same number of vertices. This only increased the time to upload the voxel grid onto the GPU (only performed once at the start of the software). Keeping voxel size constant, this means that this approach can cover a room significantly larger than the one used in our experiments.
Figure 9.10: Workflow for modifying live mesh data. For all new geometry (left), we perform a lookup operation to find the voxels at the same position (center). Each voxel contains specific flags regarding properties such as visibility or translation. Those flags are then applied to the geometry (right). Vertices that fall within the left voxel are erased, i.e. discarded by the geometry shader.

9.3.4 User interaction with volumetric handles

Users interact with the environment using spherical selection handles. The interaction is related to the “go-go” technique [141], and allows performing contactless selections on physical surfaces. The handles manipulate the voxel grid that is applied to the environment’s geometry (the “erase” handle sets the corresponding voxels to “hidden”, for example). This manipulation is performed on the GPU by passing the voxel grid to the shaders that render the handles.

9.4 Applications

We utilize the proposed capabilities in a variety of applications taking advantage of spatial, temporal, viewpoint and appearance modification.

Interior design

We created an application that allows users to remodel their room. First, users erase any objects in the room they want to replace. They can then trigger a second purely virtual room that is equipped with furniture, and teleport themselves into this room. By moving furniture into the physical space, they can see what the remodeled room would look like, for example as in Figure 9.11. By placing virtual seating furniture where physical chairs are, they can also sit “on virtual objects”, taking advantage of the physical objects as haptic proxies (cf. [66]).
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Figure 9.11: The user has erased the table and chairs in the room and replaced them with virtual furniture (couch, table, chair). Note the virtual second floor with furniture on the top right. Users can teleport there to retrieve virtual object.

Relive a meeting

Because the complete physical environment in a room can be recorded, users can relive past events such as meetings. When "watching" the meeting while in the room, users can choose to either sit at an empty chair or take the perspective of another attendee. The perspective can be changed any time, for example through teleportation. Since the data is recorded, users can also choose to "attend" the meeting at increased speed or jump back in time to important moments.
Gaming

Remixed Reality can be used for gaming purposes. To demonstrate this, we created a simple shooting game. Players can dim the light in the room (virtually), and use a blaster to erase geometry in the room. The geometry spawns back after a few seconds. Combining this with other changes in appearance, for example enhanced contours, and playback of pre-recorded scenes, leads to an immersive gaming experience in the physical world without players being bound to physical constraints, e.g. they can fly rather walk on the ground.

Investigate posture

Users can halt time at any point. This allows applications such as investigating the posture of fast movements. As an example, by pausing time at the moment a baseball player hits a ball, common errors such as collapsing the back side or dipping the shoulder can be viewed first hand and corrected. Remixed Reality allows not only capturing and viewing this moment in 2D but as a full 3D representation that users can walk around and even virtually correct a posture through sculpting.

Remove distraction

By incorporating Kinect body tracking, users can choose to remove the unwanted distraction caused by other people in the room. In this mode, the system removes all users by erasing the geometry sufficiently near to the position of their tracked heads. By incorporating object tracking based on geometry rather than head position, this removal could be more fine-grained.

Fast viewpoint switch

When performing actions on larger objects, e.g. fastening a knot around a large box, or reaching for something that is occluded by a large object, users may need to walk around the object to see what they are doing. Remixed Reality allows quickly changing the user’s perspective (currently by pushing a button on the controller), which enables them to look behind or around objects without changing their physical location.
Extension: Remixing remote reality

While the core concept of Remixed Reality focuses on co-located interaction, users can also incorporate remote spaces into their environment or interact with a remote environment. Incorporating spatially distant locations into a single environment is performed by aligning and blending the two. Furthermore, this enables interactions such as adding a smaller representation of one environment into another, similar to concepts such as world-in-a-miniature [165] or Holoportation [138], as shown in Figure 9.12. This seamless blending (remixing) of multiple environments enables applications in telepresence or remote collaboration. Multiple blended environments are largely indistinguishable in terms of visual quality and immersion since they use the same capture and rendering processing pipeline.

![Image of a remote user on a table](image)

**Figure 9.12:** The live view of a remote user is placed as a miniature on the table.
9.5 Discussion

While Remixed Reality offers advantages in terms of modifications that go beyond conventional mixed reality approaches, several challenges arise.

9.5.1 Limitations

Visual quality

The visual quality of the live 3D reconstruction presented to users depends on the resolution and positioning of the external depth cameras used by the system. Higher resolution depth cameras would partly alleviate the problem of low visual quality. Furthermore, by incorporating more advanced algorithms for live filtering and reconstruction or adding 3D scans of static parts of the environments (e.g. KinectFusion [81]), the visual quality could be improved. This, however, is challenging due to the large size of the overall reconstructed mesh. Any algorithm for visual enhancement would need to run in real time, a demanding requirement for many existing techniques. We plan to enhance the overall visual quality of our system as one of the next steps. This would further allow us to investigate which degree of visual fidelity is necessary for users to be even more immersed in the system, and potentially "forget" that they are wearing a headset.

Infrastructure and visual coverage

Our current implementation requires the installation of multiple depth cameras in a room to obtain large visual coverage of the environment. This, however, might not be feasible for many users. We envision that our approach will also work with different (future) camera technologies, for example through the use of a small number of 360-degree depth cameras. Future research also needs to tackle challenges when capturing surfaces that are not well captured by current cameras, such as transparent surfaces. We further plan to investigate how Remixed Reality can be implemented with fewer cameras, for example in part by using a single head-mounted camera that retains a copy of obtained geometry and updates this presentation constantly. This, however, would potentially prohibit large changes in viewpoint and lead to uncaptured areas due to occlusion.
**Haptic feedback**

Remixed Reality offers users a full, correct passive haptic experience before nearby geometry has been manipulated. This effect can be degraded as users modify their environment by erasing geometry, changing their viewport, or teleporting themselves, for example. Resolving this challenge would require techniques such as haptic retargeting [6] or other haptic proxies (e.g. [66]) to restore tactile sensation even when the physical and the virtual world no longer match.

**9.5.2 From Mediated Reality to Artificial Reality and back**

Remixed Reality aims at combining the benefits of virtual and augmented reality, effectively blending physical and virtual spaces. The ability to easily modify many aspects of an environment is enabled by presenting users with a reconstruction of the environment. Benefits of mixed reality such as viewing the actual physical reality with real haptic sensations are preserved by using a live view of the environment. Remixed Reality enables a broad range of applications and interaction that have previously only been achievable in purely virtual environments, such as teleportation or temporal changes. We believe our work opens interesting extensions and directions for future work.

In his seminal paper on Mediated Reality, Mann [115] introduced the idea of a wearable device that can capture and control incoming light rays as well as produce light rays, essentially giving users full control over what they see and perceive. We see Remixed Reality as one instantiation of this idea, since it affords full control over what users see by converting their environment into live reconstructed geometry. Remixed Reality allows users to seamlessly transition between different levels of virtuality, from seeing the pure physical world without augmentation, via partly altered reality to fully artificial reality. While Mann focused mostly on visual perception, we envision future versions of Remixed Reality to be capable of altering users’ perception of physics (e.g. everything appears to be happening in a zero-gravity environment) and perception of time (e.g. everything moves slowly). Once users can no longer distinguish what is virtual and what is real, we can seek the most comfortable or appropriate level of mediation.
We envision such a system to be suitable for a wide range of psychophysical experiments (e.g. investigate out-of-body perception) and to allow us to create and extend the experiences Mann envisioned, from showing users what a monochromatic environment looks like, what the world looks like from the perspective of another person, what living in an upside-down world feels like, or extending users capabilities with ability to zoom and see through walls. While Mann experimented with some of those effects, we see Remixed Reality as a first step of gaining full control of what we see and being able to choose the level of augmentation we desire.
Conclusion

With current technologies, the virtual and the physical world are largely distinct and users operate in either one world or the other. Users interact with digital content through displays on their computers or smartphones, for example, or interact with the unaugmented physical world. The main objective of this dissertation was to explore novel ways to bridge the two worlds through means of integrated and external augmentation. I argue that by closing the gap between the virtual and the physical world, novel interactions and experiences that are beneficial for users can be created. Specifically, removing this separation can be advantageous and allow for a closer integration of technology into users’ daily lives. This consequently will make technology less obtrusive and more usable.

To achieve this, I introduced the concept of optically dynamic interfaces. I created multiple instantiations of optically dynamic interfaces to explore how they can be created, how they benefit users, and which opportunities they offer.
I defined optically dynamic interfaces as real-world physical objects that change the way they are perceived by users. This is achieved through integrated capabilities or external augmentation. While all manipulations are performed purely optically, the interfaces can be built from physically static or dynamic objects.

To categorize the different examples, I proposed a model of optically dynamic interfaces, consisting of three levels: dynamic objects, augmented objects, and augmented surroundings. The implementations this dissertation provides for each level highlight the flexibility of optically dynamic interfaces. I transformed a conventional WIMP interface, a display, into an optically dynamic interface by building it from smart materials. This transparency-controlled see-through display exhibits the beneficial properties of transparent displays in terms of awareness while retaining the benefits of conventional opaque displays in terms privacy. Building on this approach, I created physical interfaces that are able to change their perceived shape by manufacturing them from material with controllable transparency and applying origami-like folding techniques. These transparency-controlled physical interfaces change their shape on demand and provide an unobtrusive and integrated way to connect objects with the virtual world. Both examples are instantiations of dynamic objects.

I furthermore provide an initial evaluation of the usability of dynamic objects in the context of transparent displays. The study revealed that in a dual-task scenario, users exhibited greater performance with a transparent and a horizontal display when compared to conventional opaque displays in several orientations. The findings hint at the beneficial nature of optically dynamic interfaces in terms of awareness and usability. However, broader experimentation is needed to generalize these findings to different types of the proposed interfaces.

To explore the concept of augmented objects, I combined physically dynamic interfaces with spatial augmented reality. This combination gave rise to new ways of increasing the perceived resolution and speed of shape-changing interfaces. These two properties are inherently limited in shape-changing interfaces due to physical constraints and usability issues. Since not all objects are suitable for projection mapping, I presented an implementation of virtual surroundings.
Everyday objects were placed on a display and augmented indirectly. By displaying perspective-corrected 3D graphics around objects, I was able to change the perceived size, shape, color and visibility of objects.

**Figure 10.1:** Summary of the presented interfaces and implementations with respect to physicality and virtuality.

While all these implementations differ in technology, manufacturing and consequently their abilities, they share a common goal: *change how humans perceive real-world objects*. This goal was approached from two different perspectives: *physicality* and *virtuality*, illustrated in Figure 10.1. I approached dynamic objects, augmented objects and augmented surroundings from the perspective of physicality. This means altering and augmenting physical objects to incorporate digital properties and capabilities. I changed their physical appearance through different technological approaches. This object-centric approach, however, is oftentimes constrained by the physical limits of the real world. These constraints are not present in the purely virtual world. To explore the perspective of virtuality, I created a new type of mixed reality system, termed *Remixed Reality*. While using virtual reality equipment (e.g. an immersive head-mounted display), this approach brings back properties of the physical world into this virtual environment. The environment is captured live through external cameras and users viewport is transformed to match their position in the room. Remixed Reality allows performing all changes that are possible in the virtual world, e.g. temporal, spatial or appearance changes, while users can still touch and feel the real world. This offers an experience in which everything the users see can be changed, thus their is no separation between the
virtual and the physical world. The implementation allows exploring questions such as which objects should be made optically dynamic, i.e. which manipulations should be implemented in the real world, as well as the degree of augmentation we are comfortable with.

I see the instantiations of optically dynamic interfaces as a first step to explore this large space of possible applications, technologies and combinations of the different levels.

**Dynamic objects**

The resolution of the transparency-controlled see-through displays, specifically the number of transparency-controlled patches, is currently limited. I plan to increase the resolution of the transparency-control matrix to support finer control. By applying insights gained from building the transparency-controlled physical interfaces, specifically the fabrication of individual patches with engraved electrical routing, I will be able to increase the resolution of the transparency-controlled patches significantly. Tracs in the implementation presented in this dissertation had a patch size of $5 \times 5$ cm. By engraving routes directly into transparency-control layer I was able to decrease the patch size to 2 cm side length. By incorporating industrial processes, I am confident that this size could be further decreased. This will allow me to explore if it is desirable to decrease the patch size to the size of a pixel, for example, or if this fine-grained control is not needed. Additionally, working with components of higher transparency, e.g. transparent OLEDs, will give me the opportunity to evolve this setup. Furthermore, applying my concept of transparency-control to more device class (e.g. smartphones, tablets) is an interesting direction for future research.

In the context of transparency-controlled physical interfaces I plan to explore ways to create more complex 3D objects that include more layers. Currently, layering is limited by the transparency of the switchable diffuser (around 80% transparency). This makes objects with more than six to eight layers infeasible. By incorporating other smart materials, e.g. materials that can transition between transmissive, opaque and reflective, I hope to further expand the space of possible manipulations. By combining transparency-controlled physical interfaces with physically
dynamic object, I hope to combine the best of both worlds. This approach is similar to my work on shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality, presented in Chapter 7.

**Augmented objects**

Creating augmented objects as a combination of shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality allows for a more accurate and realistic representation of content. The way the device looks is closer to what the designer of the device desires. It enables natural depth cues and leaves users uninstrumented, which I believe is important. I believe that future shape-changing interfaces should incorporate pixel displays to increase the space of possible interactions and usages. In the future, I plan to explore augmented objects with technologies other than projection mapping, for example optical see-through displays as in the work by Hamasaki et al. [59]. This, however, is challenging because of a mismatch in depth cues. Virtual content shown with a head-mounted display is always at the same depth layer, in contrast to physical objects with essentially arbitrary placement. Furthermore, exploring ways to make the virtual augmentation and the physical object indistinguishable, e.g. by means of radiometric compensation as in the work by Wetzstein and Bimber [188], will be an interesting for future research.

**Augmented surroundings**

Augmented surroundings present a promising approach to visually enrich objects that exhibit challenging surface properties. The approach offers advantages for some manipulations, e.g. increasing the size of objects. This is not possible with conventional spatial augmented reality approaches. For future research, it will be interesting to find ways to equalize the displayed content and the appearance of physical objects. This will, like for augmented objects, allow making virtual content and physical target objects indistinguishable. Expanding this line of research in terms of applications and potential scenarios will allow me to explore more augmentations and find the limits of this approach. Replacing the currently used conventional display with more advanced technologies such as autostereoscopic displays will be a first starting point into this direction.
**Combination**

In this dissertation, I was mostly concerned with introducing the individual types of optically dynamic interfaces. There exists, however, a large space of possible combinations of the individual types. As an example, a dynamic object that changes its perceived size through transparency-control might as well be additionally augmented through projection mapping to change its color. This would allow for richer interactions and enlarge the space of possible applications. The same holds true for the combination of dynamic objects and augmented surroundings, or the combination of augmented objects and augmented surroundings. Many of the limitations of the individual types can be overcome by including other types. As an example, the ability to increase and decrease the perceived size of an object is mutually exclusive for augmented objects and augmented surroundings. Combining the two would allow to do both, increase and decrease the perceived size of an object. Exploring these combinations of different types of optically dynamic interfaces is a promising direction for future research which I wish to pursue.

**Evaluation**

I started to evaluate optically dynamic interfaces in terms of usability in the context of dynamic objects, specifically transparent displays. I analyzed task performance and distraction and were able to identify benefits and limitations of this technology. The results gave valuable insights into users’ ability of performing dual tasks with varying display configurations. However, more diverse stimuli need to be tested, potentially with real actors such as by Reetz et al. [151], instead of abstract stimuli. Furthermore, the impact of stimuli with different visual behavior (e.g. looming stimuli) needs to be included in future studies. Similarly, I probed the usability of augmented objects in an initial small-scale user experience study for the combination of shape-changing interfaces and spatial augmented reality. User feedback was positive and I was able to gather first interesting insights into user behavior and perception. For future research, I wish to expand this evaluation to all levels of optically dynamic interfaces. I believe dynamic and augmented objects are promising technologies to deliver unobtrusive notifications to users, po-
tentially benefitting the field of peripheral interaction. Virtual surroundings offer an interesting testbed for experiments in terms of user perception. Answering the question at which point users are no longer able to distinguish virtual and physical objects is among the experiments I wish to perform. While I presented a set of enabling technologies and a framework to categorize them, I believe there exists a large space of controlled experiments and longitudinal studies that should be performed. These experiments will yield insights into the current technologies and directions for future research on optically dynamic interfaces.
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